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NPECIAL

50 Cts. for 41 fits.

»

ANSKTS
value

Organ and Pianoforte,

2,343.66
Unclaimed Dividends
Surplus as to Policy Holders— 384,302.37

City.

S784.056.85

$13,505,777.00
Loises Paid s'nos Organ zation.
MORSE & PINKHAM,

Parlor Furniture.
Β. A. Atkinson & Co. A.Home Investment.
receipt

of

a

liandsome

new

line

ol

Plush and Hair Cloth Parlor Suits, MAINE CENTRAL R.R.
Sinking Fund,
Improvement
*

at hitherto unheard-of prices. Now is the time
to buy for easii or Vi down and the balance by the

4 1-2

month.
We shall offer this month Hair Cloth Parlor
Suits. 7 pieces complete, for $36 ; $8 down, balance $4 per month or $1 per week.
Plush l'arlor Suits, full 7 pieces, Embossed Mo
Terms, $10 down
liair, at $45 and $50 per set.
and the balance $5 per month or $1.25 per week.
Crushed Mohair Plush ParlorSuits. combination
Terms, $10
of colors, for just $56 and upwards.
these
down, balance $5 per month. And besides
and
goods,
priced
higher
lower
we have
priced
over 90 styles to select from.
Come and see the goods. Open every evening.
Klectric Lights.on three floors, lilevator to every
week

or

—

BANKERS

Middle Streets,

FOB SALK

BY

AND

Congrcw

.'85

BROKERS,

NI.,

Jm
l/SE
Vy λΊΙΙΙ/

Clairvoyant and Botanic

Physician

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to: all eases thai are given up as incurable
I
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians.
I find
Will take their case to treat and cure them.
can
to
die
cases
the
up
about four-fifths of
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-ceut stamp and $2.00.

ofllce $1, and consultation free.
Odlce Houm-Oh, oi. co !> p.

aplOsntf

iu.

The Hall,
The Stair,

offered by

Alpena,Mich

Marquette...
Chicago, Ills.

Milwaukee.
Dul nth. Minn

St.Paul.Minn

St., Boston.

Price

si
°f£

■si

THE ROYAL SINGER

Holds the field against all comers as the chief
Good music,
book for singing classes in 1886-7.
Improved instructions. L.
sacred and secular.
O. Emerson. GO cts., $6 per dozen.
Song Greeting (GO cts.) for High Schools; Song
Bells (50 cts.) or Song Reader (Book I, 50 cts.,
Book II. GO cts.) for Common Schools, aud Gems
for Little Singers (30 cts., $3 per doz.)form a comset for music teaching in schools.

plete

newest
(85 cts.) Tenney and Hoffman, is the
b )ok for Sunday Schools. Superior collection.
Praise
In press and nearly ready—Anthems of

I'OItTI.WD,

Body Brussels,
Tapestry Brussels,
All Wool, Cotton and Wool,

PIANO CLASSICS,
($1.00) Is

CARPETS.
67,000 yards of goods from I,lie popular
J'ailc.
mills: Roxbury, Lowell. Bigelow, iiigtfins.
care, and
Over

Gold Medal, etc., selected with great
which we shall offer at prices that will astonish

everybody.
itlorniug, IVooii, Aflcmoouor
KTeniug Up to 9 O'clock.

eod&wtf

Rogers and Bros.'AI Table Ware.

KNIVES, SPOOÏS, FORKS, &C

4'*iuv in Ihe

Isaac C. Atkinson, Manager.sntf

oc8

I am offering special
Bros.' A 1 Table Ware,

vinced by giving
lowest.

me a

inducements in Rogers &
one

will be

con-

every
call, that my prices are the
as

OUR OWN"

FRENCH KID BOOTS

which
Also a full line of "my own" manufacture,
and no
for style, quality and liuish has few equals
In the w )rld.

FOR LADIES.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Repaired and
Warranted,

of desirable
We have Just received a large invoice
in fine French
styles for Fall and Winter
Kid.
Matt
Kid and French

superior

at the

uewly established prices.

FINEST LINE Α. M. WENTWORTH,
Kid Boots in the State, 15 dif
ferent siyles, from the celebrated firms,

Ladies'French

A. CARSIDE & SON,
JAS. BOYD & SONS.
and Jjave your tender feet properly fitted
and «set your perfect fitting dress boots.
aud Guy our light, fancy dancing boots.

GEXTLEMEX
Fal
stock of flue and medium goods for tlie
trade is larger than ever befort.
Call and inspect our solid, durable

Our

$8.00

Congress and Balmorals, all widths.

BROWN,
Congress Street,

OF COLO BOOT
SIGN
eodit
octlB
<»KATFX£VL—COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA,

500 CONGRESS ST.
apl5

eodti

NEW FALL GOODS.
New Combination Dress Goods,
New Cloakings,
New Wrapper Flannels,
New Wrapper Blankets,
New Jersey Stripes,
New Fancy Velvets,
New Colored Plnslies,
New Winter Shawls,
New Silk Underwear,
New Jersey Underwear,
New Beaded Gloves,
New Kerr's Spool Cotton,
lowei
in better variety and at

prices than they

can

be boitglu

elsewhere.

J, M. DYER & CO.,
511
ocl5

Congress St eodtf

KREAHFAHT.
of the natural law
"By a thorough knowledge
m
wliicn govern the operations of digestion and fin
trition, and by a careful application of the ha
Mr. Epps
Cocoa,
properties-of.well-selected
tables with a delicatel
provided our breakfast
man
flavored beverage which may save us use <
the judicious
heavy doctors' bills. It is byconstitution
b
may
a
that
of
diet
such articles
strong enough to resif
gradually bollt up until
disease. Hundreds of subtl
to
tendency
every
to attac
maladies are noating around us ready
wherever there is a weak place. We may escap
well fort
ourselves
«naey a fatal shaft by keepk· g
iiedwith pure blood anu a properly nourishe
/rame."—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water
only in half pound tins by Grocers,

milk. Soi
labeled thus ;
or

Needed by every young man,
a abort space of time at

Shaw's Business

r^R|| #JC0LDi»HEAD
CATARRH,

'«JBhay

fever

I.Voi a Liijuid, Hun
1 or Powder. Free fro
JInjurious liruys an
odors.
J Offensive

and
A particle is applied Into eacji nostril
by ma
agreeable. Price 50 cents at pruggistei
Bitot
free.
JSLY
Crculars
registered, 60 cts.
.Druggists, Owego, N. Y.fB sepveodSwlynrw
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The

Town

Plundered

65
65
71
65
64

63

63
42
57
48

30,
36
51
44
35
40

68
60

54|
47,
35

χΐ
χ3
χ5
χ16
χ21

χ15|
Χΐ8
Χδ
χ5
χΐ
—2
0

3

—11
—11
—1

χ3
—1

—81
χ5|

Threat.

Cloudy
Cloudy

[Cloudy
Clear
Clear
Clear

SW
NE
Ε
Ε
SE
SW
AV
W
S
NE
NE
NW
W
NW
NE
NE
NE
W
S
NE
Ε
S

Fair

Ltltain
Fair
Cloud y
Threat.
Lt Rain

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Clear
Clear

Clear
Clear
Fair

SK
SE
Ε
SE
SW

Clear
Clear
Clear

Fire at Kennebunk.
[Special to the Press.]
Kennebunk, Oct. 16.—The
House ana

out-Duuaings

01

dwelling

jum-y u.
village) were

wiuuw

Koberts, Kennebunk (lower
Mrs. Eoberts
burned the night of the 15th.
was alone in the house, and was rescued
wlile asleep by neighbors breaking into her
window. The premises were insured in the
./Etna Company for $800. Furniture in part
saved.
The dwelling house of the late Eben Hill,
was
near Farnsworth's store in Wells,
Small inburned on the night of the 14th.
surance

in the Saco Mutual Company.

More Rags for Portland.
Gloucester, Mass., Oct. 16.—Ship Timour, Capt. Johnson, from Hiogo, Japan, after a long passage of one hundred and sevencargo of rags for Portland.

Militia Competition Postponed.
Augusta, Oct. 16.—The military appropriation having been exhausted, it has been
found necessary to pestpone the competitive
rifle match, arranged for October 19th and

Castine.
Wasaington, Oct. 16.—George Π. EmerCasson, was appointed postmaster of North
tine. Hancock county Saturday vice Samuel
Dunbar, removed.
A Maine Vessel Abandoned.
Chableston, S. C., Oct. 16.—Liverpool
on
barque Pohana, just arrived, reports that
the 12th, she passed schooner Ida Francis,
of Waldoboro, Me., dismantled, waterlogged
and abandoned in lat. 32, 25 north, Ion. 71
west. The wreck is dangerous to shipping
Sewerage for Bar Harbor.
Ellsworth, Oct. 16. -The town of Eden,
of which Bar Harbor is a part, today voted
to issue bonds to the amount of $50,000, to be
expended in putting in a new and complete
The
of sewerage for Bar Harbor.
system

work is to begin at once.
House Burned at Brunswick.
Brunswick, Oct. 16.—Tne Morrison faru
house on Morrison Hill, owned by the Pejepseot Water Company, was burned to the
The fire originatec
ground this forenoon.
The building was usee
from an open fire.
for a boarding house for workmen puttinf
in
up stand pipe. The loss is covered by
surance.

TRACDEY IN A SALOON.
A Man

Kills Himself on Account oi
His Wife.

Philadelphia, Oct. 17.—A man about 3.
235 Soutl
years old entered a saloon at No.
12tli street late last night, and ordering
at
one
of tin
drink of whiskey sat down
the liquor and thei
tables. He drank
placed it againsi
quietly took out a revolver died
ten minutei
his temple and fired. He
to the sta
removed
was
and
the
body
later,
tion house. A letter was found upon hin
"I
killed
have
myself. No on(
which said:
is to blame but me. My father's address ii
No. 443 Westminster street, Providence, Ε
I., W. \V. Gorham. Wire Chief of Pollci
Childs of Providence. I ask the press no
to make any unfavorable comments, as
have a Christian father and mother whom
1 was once a news
have sympathy for.
paper man myself."
officers
were examining hi:
the
While
papers, a young woman, who was sobbinj
violently, entered the jrooin and declared shi
was the dead man's wife.
They were mar
ried in Baltimore one year ago, but He wa:
She soon left hie
unable to support her.
and came to this city where she became ai
inmate of a house on South 12th street. Hi
followed her and tried several times to in
Last night li
duce her to leave the place.
made his last appeal, telling her he woul·
himself if she persisted in he
shoot
course. This was also unsuccessful and hi
left the house. When his wife next hear
from him he was dead in a saloon across th
street.

Husband

Shoots

then Kills

His

Wife

Mr.

am

Himself.

Zeigle
Indianapolis, Oct. 17·—Henry Cinein
and Minnie Dever were married in
lif !
their
and
ago
nati two and a ball years
and recoi
has since been a series of quarrels and
yes
this
city
citations. They drifted to
three shots froi
terday morningZeigler fired
because sli
a revolver into his wife's body
his throa t
refused to kiss him. Then he cut
The womai
and put a bullet into his head. old and lie r
She was 32 years
may live.

husband 35.
Death.
A Nanow Escape from
wife c C
Oct.
W·—The
Taunton, Mass.,
treasurer, her tw
city
ashburn,
A.
W
George
Killed b
sons and a servant girl, were nearly
and sei
coal gas this afternoon. The wife
vaut are yet (juite sick.

issued a somewhat remarkable proclamatioi
in which, after reciting the damage to con
niercial interests produced by the strike c
and the fact that both politic!
switchmen,
pariies of the State in their platforms pr<
nounced in favor of arbitration of labc
troubles, he says : "Now, therefore, by vi.
tue power vested in me as mayor of the cit
of Minneapolis, I hereby call upon all sai
parties to such differences to at once agr<
and appoint a fixed number of arbitrator
and tiiat until said differences be by them a<
ί
justed the former relations by the parties,
that public interest shall no longer suffer,
further earnestly request that no provocate
be giveu by any one, and that no act of vi
fence or expression of ill will be made by ar
one, in hope that liaru,oiJJ' may be restored

Out-Door

I

0,000

Eastpobt, Me., October 16.—Eastport is a
sad looking place tonight. The vie>v across
the
bay is unobstructed by a single
building on Water street, from Key to
Adams and the entire length of Sea street.
It is impossible yet to give separately the
Several insurance
losses and insurance.
agents from Portland and Boston are here
figures,
making estimates. They
"en. Leavitt, the largest local insurance
agent, estimates the total loss at over $800,000, but can give nothing definite about the
amount of insurance.
There is no truth in the rumors in some
papers about lives lost or persons missing.
One old lady, Mrs. Lawler, who was expected to die at any minute, had to be moved
during the fire and died soon after.
Several safes were opened today, with a
wonlf

*1.rtτλ

nvnnntnrl

Α ίΛΓΓΠΑΓ

TP-

port that insurance books and reports were
destroyed was a mistake. All the savings
bank, Frontier Bank and post office books
are found to be safe or nearly so, and the
same with insurance papers.
The most serious part of the calamity is
the great number of families homeless and
One
destitute and out of employment.
hundred families are without homes, many
of whom were formerly quite comfortable,
but are now living with friends. The suffer"
ing will increase as the weather gets colder.
A relief committee has been organized.
Some aid has been received, but only sufficient to partly relieve temporary distress.
The Mayor of Bangor sends 82,000; the
Mayor of Calais, $500; Frank Peavy, Sioux
City, $230; American National Bank. $100;
Ε. T. Kussell & Co., Boston, $100; E. S.
Buxton. Ε. H. Bucknam and Fulton Peavy,

Philadelphia, Oct. 10.— Mr. Blaine, acliis son Walker, leached this
Out of respect to his
city at 12.30 o'clock.
wishes, he was not met at the depot by asinperson. The two gentlemen were driven
rom the Broad street station to the Continental Hotel, where they were assigned
rooms 20 and 21, fronting on Chestnut street.
Mr. Blaine received no visitors, except State
Chairman Cooper, until late in the afternoon
He was very quiet, and took a nap, to the
great disappointment of the throng which
crowded the State headquarters.
About the first to obtain an audience with
the guest of the day was a delegation from
the coal region, consisting of Major Samuel
A. Loscl), Major John A. Delaney, John S.
Latericke, and State Senator L. A. Waters.
Their mission was to ask Mr. Blaine to extend his totir through the State, so as to include the coal country and the northern tier.
Chairman Cooper was quite willing that the
proposition should be favorably entertained,
and joined his eloquence to that of Senator
It was a long sesWaters and the others.
sion, but finally the pleading and earnest efforts of the delegation prevailed, and it was
given out that Mr. Blaine will meet the people of Schuylkill, Luzerne and Lackawanna
next week.
Cooper took a few gentlemen in to see Mr.
Blaine, and President Edwin S. Stuart, of
the Young Republicans, arrived shortly afterward. John Stewart. City Solicitor Warwick, and a number of others dropped in.
Mr. Warwick, who is a prominent Republican, and who stumped Ohio and Indiana
with the presidential candidates two years
ago, was heartily received and enjoyed a
pleasant little chat.
During the remainder of the afternoon,
Mr. Elaine rested quietly in his room, and
after dinner was taken to the Academy of
Music by Edwin S. Stuart, Major Wendell P.
Bowman and Charles F. Warwick. Broad
street, in the vicinity of the Academy of
Music, was black with men and women at β

Sioux City, $100.
The sardine factories will be rebuilt, but
not this fall. They could not be built in
time for the season's packing, which ends by
law December 15, but all will be ready for
work when the season opens April 15 next.
No stores except temporary structures will
be built this fall. Probably most of them,
when built, will be brick. Both newspapers
must suspend for a time till presses can be
obtained from Boston. Nothing but one
small job press escaped the flames.
One great hardship to the factory owners
is that up to the present time they have
made little or nothing. The best part of the
season was just coming on. Some of them
paid off their hands today. This was unlooked for and greatly appreciated.
Plunderers and thieves were busy during
both days and nights. Some reaped harvests. They went ia gangs from store to
store while the fire raged, broke open d*ors,
carried out goeds and destroyed what they
could not carry away. At night they went
with teams to the fields where goods had
been left for safety and plundered the unfortunate people.
They were like tigers
that had got a taste of blood, and the worst
among them were those from the neighborCanadian islands, who swarmed here in
boats and hovered about like vultures over a
dead carcass. George O. Grady discovered a
Campobello thief getting away with a lot of
pork belonging to a neighbor. Grady's factory, the largest and best fitted in town, with
thousands of dollars' worth of stock, was
just catching fire anil he was trying to save
it, but found time to take the thief by the
throat, smash him in the face and make him

drop his plunder.
These Canadians, who have been so fiercea
ly anxious for their government to enforce
treaty and drive our vessels out of their
harbors after laying 24 hours, came and
stayed two days and nights to steal and
plunder, but Captain Dean of the cutter
Woodbury put an end to their international
wrecking operations today by ordering them
to leave the harbor and not to return except
for legitimate business. Tonight none of
them are to be seen.
The weather is cold and the moon shining.
Many poor people are gathered in knots surthe ruin and wondering what will be-

veying
come

of them.

?le

tl.Aiioon/1 nonnlo

1-

struggled to get in through the singfe <loor
that was opened at 7 o'clock. Men yelled

with pain and women screamed in the crush.
The tickets were given out several days ago,
and men sold thein for a dollar a-piece in the
streets. Every prominent man in Philadelphia was in the audience. Only 5000 people
could get into the Academy of Music, and
5000 more tried to get into the overflow meeting held in Horticultural Hall, which would
After Blaine had
only accommodate aooo.
hour in the Academy of Muspoken for an
sic he went to Horticultural Hall. In both
houses the vast audiences cheered him for
ten minntes before he could get a chance to

speak.

The excitement was intense, and there has
been such a demonstration in Phila-

never

delphia.

when Mr. lilaine left Horticultural Hall
he was driven to the Union League Club
House, where lie was given a banquet, and
then, from the big brown stone balcony, he
addressed 10,000 people, who stood in a solid
He was frequently
mass on Broad street.
interrupted with cheers and cries of, "He's
One great feature of
the next President."
the audience was the presence of most of
the prominent Democrats in offices in this
city, and many of the leading Democratic
lawyers. There were 2000 ladies present in
the Academy of Music, and about 800 in
Horticultural Hall.
Although the stage tickets were given out
men paid »5 a-piece
gratuitously days ago,
for them. Nearly 1000 of the most prominent men in this city and State were on the
stage. The town has gone wild over Blaine.
When his carriage came up from the Continental Hotel to the Academy of Music, a
crowd of at least 500 followed it, cheering
all the way.
A notable feature of the great crowds in
the streets was the good nature of everybody
Five hundred policemen tried to keep order,
and no reports of clubbing or arrests were
made. One man, whose name could not be
ascertained, was badly hurt in the breast by
being squeezed in the crowd at the Academy
of Music.
Blaine's serenade by the Young Republican Club, 1000 strong, at the Continental Hotel late tonight, was a sight that will not
The streets were black
soon be forgotten.
with people and the horse cars were coman hour. From
for
blocked
nearly
pletely
the roof of the Union Republican Club
incessant
house there was an
display of lireworks and booming of cannons.
Special trains on all the railroads brought
about 4000 strangers to the city, who belonged within a radius of fifty miles.
They had
no hopes of hearing Blaine speak, but they
camé mostly out 0t curiosity to see a big city
of 1,000,000 people in a blaze of Republican

glory.
THE FLOODS IN TEXAS.

Probably

250

Persons

Lost In

are

the Terrible Disasters.

The Work of Rescuing the Suffering

People at Sabine Pass.
FROM WASHINGTON.
A Study Of Birds.

H

AOm.iuiVii,

vvvi

j.11

auv

economic ornithology in the Department of
a
Agriculture has obtained material for oi
series of bulletins upon the relations
several common species of birds of this
country to agriculture. Evidence collected
will have strong tendency in some cases to
upset widely prevalent notions respecting
the habits and value of certain birds and
others to lead to organized efforts for mitigation or extinction of pests which threaten
the destruction on valuable branches ot
II.
agriculture. In the latter category Dr. C. the
Merriam, head of the division, places
was
bird
This
chief.
the
as
English sparrow
some
imported with a flourish of praise
of shade
years ago as a great protection
inch
worms,
of
from
trees
catipilars,
ravages
and other creeping things and has so multiaiLong its new surroundplied and developedDr.
Merrill thinks, a vastings as to become,
it was exly greater scourge than the one rate
of inpected to counteract. Its present
which
crease is enormous and new territory
130.00C
it invades is extended to more than
It is essentially a
square miles annually.
tame bird nesting almost exclusively about
and upon projectings of buildings, but it
takes long vacations during the fruit growing seasons, and satisfies its fastideous apgrapes
petite with the largest and juiciest ofwork
ol
and daintiest of the fruits in which
destruction its aggregate of damage it alto
best
How
prevent
most uncoinparable.
its further increase and curtail its ravaging
is an unsolved problem it inaj
propensities
be
poisoned or it may be desprivec
of its nest, but neither plan promises per
manent relief it is a wary and suspicious
creature readily learning to avoid place!
where any of its fellews met their fate
while as if in anticipation of future necessi
t(
ties it has within the last year or two begun
study and practice the act of nest buildinj
tb<
the
of
The bobolink
north,
in trees.
rice bird of the south, has been receivin(
much close attention.from ornitheligist, anc
littli
This cheerful
his correspondent.
t<
creature is found to be rather helpful it:
of
northern grain growers; Examination
can
not
does
it
that
fact
the
maw disclosing
ο
for growing grain but lives upon seeds
destructive weeds and upon equally destruc
annua
its
times
so
but
it
tive field insects,
weeks ii
migration as to pass aboutat three
a season wliei
the rice fields of the South
there it:
that grain is in a milky state and
The estimated an
ravages are enormous.
from
depredation
nual loss to rice planters
and $4,
of this bird is between SU,000,000
bird
000,000. With regard to indigenous
thi
for
owls,
and
hawks
of prey, the
killing of which Pennsylvania and perhap:
„n,or States nav nremiuins.Dr. Merriam say:
are convinced mai iuei
I the ornithologists
;
services are of great value to farmers. No
of thirt;
more than three out of upwards
evei
and
fowls
domestic
i
species war upon
The othe
these more than renumerative.
field mice, grass
species live entirely upon
whicl
hoppers, beetles, and other vermin
crow ha
are çreat destroyers of grain. The
so fa
and
received considerable attention
He is a corn thie
evidence is in his favor.
to be sure but her pilfering may be guarde
aeainst while on the other hand destroy
some kinds of field vermin in great numbers
To say nothing of his work as a scavenger.

Three

Men

Engage

DEATH·.
in a

Fight

an

One is Murdered.
Baltimore, Oct. 17.—John Curran, Joli
Burke, Jr., and James Kennedy this afte:
110011 had a light, when Kennedy «truc
Curran with a lire coupler ou the head, rei
dering him insensible. Burke then got
coupling, and the two heat the insensib
Both have been arrestei
man to death·
Curran was at one time a member of tt
State Legislature.
Shot by His Brother.
Charleston, S. C., Oct. 17.—E.J. Kowel
shot down his brother, E. L. Rowell, in co:
blood in Barnwell county yesterday after
quarrel. The murdered man fell almost inT1h
wife's arms and died in a few hours.
murderer was arrested.
The dead ma
leaves a widow and eight children.

Galveston, Tex., Oct. 10.—Further particulars of the great disaster at Sabine Pass
and Jolinson'sBayou are constantly being received. The situation has not been exaggerttl/fU
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from Sabine Pass telegraphs from Orange
that turkey buzzards are scouring over Sabine
for miles around on land and water. It is
one vast charnel house. The town is swept
There are 127 persons
out of existence.
missing and supposed dead. Only about 25
bodies have thus far been recovered. There
is not one sound house in the town of
Sabine. The residences of Dr. (Jillin and
Editor McClahau are the only ones that can
be repaired. This in brief is the story of
the storm.
Innumerable touching and heart-rending
incidents of the storm are related by survivors. One house, containing fourteen colored persons, was teen to go down with a
crash and every one of them was lost. Incidents are related of husbands lashing wives
and children to floating wrecks and then seeing them killed by heavy logs being driven
against them. The damage to the property
can only be estimated by value the town
for all is lost. The Sabine and East Texas
Kailroad track is washed out for a distance
of ten miles. Ties have floated off and rails
twisted like wires, the effect of the great
hurricane. Millions of dead fish are cast up
by the waves, and thousands of birds also
strew the ground. A young woman in a
perfectly nude state was found roaming
around on the prairie yesterday, five miles
from Sabine. She was demented and could
not tell her name.
When the government tugboat reached
Sabine yesterday, Columbns Martee was
found raving around the delta, looking for
the bodies of his family, lie said: "Myself,
wife and three children were clinging to a
floating root which was gradually breaking
to pieces. One of the little ones went, and
then another., I was holding the youngest
and my wife said, "Good bye, husband, 1 am
The piece
going. I could not reach her.
of roof supporting her broke off and she
I held on to the
sank before my eyes.
youngest child, named Pearl, some time
The
me, said.
addressing
child,
longer.
'Papa, I'm tired ; won't you walk with me.'
I
was
now
crumThe piece of roof was on
bling to pieces. I told the little one to kiss
me. She put both her little arms around my
neck, gave me a big squeeze, and just then a
wave dashed us off and I saw her no more."
No tongue can tell how people have suf.
fered during the past few days. In many
cases the dead ones are considered lucky
ones.

Johnson's Bayou
Later reports
bring the terrible intelligence that 35 art
from

known to be lost in that settlement and
it is greatly feared the list will be swelled
to 100 or more, thus making the total num
ber of victims by the hurricane fully 200.
Orange, Tex., Oct. 17.—Steamer Emily Ρ
returned this afternoon, bringing 100 addi
now

finnal onfForarc
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Richmond, Vs., Oct. 16.—More work has
done today than at any time during the
session of the General Assembly of the
Knights of Labor. When the General Assembly met this morning it settled down to
the work of rejecting Dewey's plan for the
establishment of a big labor journal as the
organ of the order.
Mr. Powderly did not attend the covention
today, as he was feeling quite sick, having
been obliged to get out of bed last night to
go to the fire fer the purpose of saving the
records. Charles II. Litch of Marblehead,
Mass., presided in the absence of Mr, Powceen

companied by

BEATEN TO

Minneapolis, Oct. 17.—Mayor Ames ha

Blaine Addresses an

Important Move in Favor of Forming
Trade Assemblies.

to

the Call for Financial Aid.

LABOR TROUBLES.

Proclamation by the Mayor of Minne
apolis.
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People
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20th.
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good music at home, by his less
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entirely dostitute of everything neces
sary to sustain life, most of the crowd consisting of women and children. The Emilj
P. will return to the Bayou immediately tt
bring back 150 more waiting there, homeless
and penniless and without clothing. \V<
now have to take care of 210 persons iron
that section· We 1ΐίννβ two steamers, twc
schooners and about 23 small boats doinf
active work in gathering up the suffering
and burying the dead from Sabine Pass ani
Johnson Bayou.
Beaa'mont, Tex., Oct. 17.—Refugees iron
the flooded district about Sabine Pass con
tinue to arrive on every small eraft tha
comes up the river. It is.thought by person:
who have been over the scene of devastatioi
at Sabine Pass, Johnson's Bayou and Taylor's Bayou that the death loss will excee<
250 souls.
Eighty-live corpses have beei
recovered
and puried around Johnson'
Bayou, and 54 bodies thus far have beei
6G white and colorei
buriefl at Sabine, whileAt
Johnson's Bayoi
persons are mjs§ing.
BO are missing.

were

Funeral Services of a Mason.
Rochester, Ν. H., Oct. IT.—The obse
quies of E. C. Blackmar, a 32d degree mem
ber of the Masonic order, occurred today
special trains bringing members of the orde
from neighboring towns, Including St. Pan
Commandery, K. T., and band ,of Dovei
Impressive services were held at the churc
and in the cemetery.

derly.

The report of the committee on law which
had been laid on the table until after the
election was taken up and considered. This
report comprises the new constitution as reported by the special committee on revision,
and also the report of the committee on law,
to which was referred the same. The part of
the constitution referring to the duties of
the general executive officers was adopted as
reported, with the exception ef a few minor
ciianges,
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The Disease Making Fearful
ages in Korea.

Rava-

People Dying at the Rato of
a day.

IOOO

have been made and not acted upon in the
■revision of the constitution shall be referred
hack to the 'ocal assemblies for ratification.
There is little probability of a radical change
in the by-laws or constitution at this present
session, as the opposition is too strong.
The opposition got in its fine work this afternoon when it came to the question of
State assemblies, as provided in the report of
the committee on law, all local and district
assemblies in any State were obliged to form
After some time had been
a State assembly.
devoted to the discussion and the fact elicited that the committee on law had changed
the report of the committee on revisisn so as
to preserve intact the district assemblies as
at present constituted the force and life the
whole question, was knocked out in one
round by the substitution of the word "may"
in the place of "shall," making the forming
of State assemplies optional on the local and
district assemblies in the State, which is just
where they stood before the convention met
here.
Representative Blaine of Maiden, Mass.,
a rubber worker, intrcduced an amendment,
which is full of solid meat and gives the
trade-unionist idea a great lift in the order.
It is conceived in about the following terms
and every word of it means business :
The general secretary shall, on the application
of five or more local assemblies situated in two or
more different States, issue to them a charter as a
National Trade District Assembly, and they shall
control that trade ter the entire country.
This means that the State assembly idea
would be imperative, and the order of the
knights would in that time eome to be a general confederation of national trade district
assemblies, similar in character to the great
national trades unions, the only difference
being the preamble or declaration of princiin
ples of the knights and the differences
initiation and ritual. The idea is something
for which ardent trades-unionists have been
longing for years. The close binding together of organized trades under some tie which
would not be easily stripped off at will whenever it was for any individual trade's intere.ut so to do. The words of the amendment
are imperative, "Shall issue a charter," and
the general secretary has no discretionary
power. As soon as five local assemblies had
made application for and received a charter,
they could force every local assembly in the
country to come into their national trade district assembly, as they would have full power to regulate the condition of that trade
throughout the United States, and local assemblies outside must in
self-protection
come into the national assembly, detatching
district
from
the
themselves
assembly to
This
which they are at present attached.
went through with a rush not a voice being
lifted in opposition to it.
The only other matter of importance considered was the fixing of the mileage of representatives to the General Assembly at five
cents a mile, to be hereafter paid from the
funds of the General Assembly, a shop or
working card for the use of men working in
establishments controlled by the Knights of
Labor, was authorized, the same to be issued
by the general secretary.
A telegram sent from Chicago said that
T. B. Barry, who was sent to that city by
the convention to look after the pork-packers' lockout would return here before Monday, and would advecate a boycott on Armour & Co.'s meat, since that firm is the
head and front of this lockout.
The World's Championship.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 17.—The St. Louis
American Association base ball team, populULiy
a
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special car for Chicago, where they will
play with the National League champions
—the Chieagos—today, the first game in the
The
series for the world's championship.
club was accompanied by a large number of
their admirers, who took with them pockets
full of money to place on their favorites.
Wagers to the amount of §50,000 have been
made in this city by those confident that the
Browns will defeat the champions.
Fatal Shooting

Affray

in a Cambltng

Den.
Pink Bi.uff, Ark., Oct. 17.—Gip Clark
(white) entered John Young'a negro gambling den last night, and quarreled with Pat
Cole (colored).
Shooting soon began, and
Clark was badly shot in the mouth and Cole
John Bailey and Jim Jones,
in the arm.
spectators, were hit by stray balls, the former in the hip and the latter fatally in the left
side. All of the wounded are negroes, except Clark.
FOREIGN.

A

Gale

Fearful

on

the

Southwest

Coast of England.

Many Vessels Four.der and

Entire

Crews are Drowned.
on Shore Unable to Render
Assistance to the Doomed Klen.

People

»

London, Oct. 16.—The gale and floods
whibh began Thursday ni "lit along the south
ani west English and Irish coasts continues,
having extended far northward. Many reports of bridges and buildings being swept
In Ulster,
away are constantly coming m.
Ireland, the storm and floods seriously imrailway traffic. Many small vessels
ave been wrecked. The loss of life ashore
so far caused by the storm has not been great.
The British bark Bellaport lias been
wrecked oft the Skillig Islands on the southwest coast of Ireland. She was being towed
by the tug Gamecock, when the hawser parted. and the bark was thrown on the rocky
shore and destroyed. All of her crew perished.
The troop ship Tyne, which is thirty hours
overdue at Plymouth, has been sighted oft
there, laboring terribly in the storm. The
utmost anxiety had been entertained concerning her for the past twenty-four hours.
London, Oct. 17.—latest reports showthat the effects of the recent storm on the
southwest coasts were terrible. A Norwegian bark foundered off Lintaget, Wales,
and her entire crew consisting of 15 persons
perished. Ten bodies have been washed
Reports
ashore on the Glamorgan coast.
have been received front all parts of theof
effect
the
disastrous
of
kingdom telling
the nurricane.
Ship Malmay was wrecked
in Bristol channel and 20 persons were
drowned. The shore is shrewn with wreckage, bodies washed ashore being stripped of
The Northeir valuables by wreckers.
wegian bark Frederikstad, from Musquash,
was
wrecked off
Ν. B., for Swansea,
Padstowe and 19 persons were drowned.
Bark Alliance was also wrecked off Putstam and four lives lost. Another large bark
was seen to be in distress, the crew being
huddled together on the deck. The vessel
foundered this forenoon, and it is believed
that from a dozen to twenty persons perished.
The gale prevented the people on the shore
from rendering assistance. The cries of the
doomed men were heard distinctly by those
watching the vessel from the shore,

Eede

A Boat Race

Arranged.

A match for a four oared race for $500 a
side has been arranged between Teenier,
Hamin, Ten Eyck, and JIanlan ; and Ross,
Lee, Perkins and Godwin. The race will be
rowed over the Putney and Mortlake course.

Bulgaria

Refuses to Yield.

Sofia, Oct. 17.—Russia has presented another note to the Bulgarian government declaring the recent elections illegal and demanding a postponement of the meeting of
1 he government refuses to
the Sobradge.
yield. It is rumored that the Russian consul, Neklondoff, is about to quit Sofia.
CENERAL
There was

a

NEWS.

snow storui iu Vermont Sat-

urday night.
Beach says he is to give up rowing and
Hanlan's
leave the field to younger men.
friends will now probably claim the chamhim.
for
world
the
pionship of
Saturday evening Charley Reed and John
Brinley fought a tierce prize fight at Chicago.
Both men were terribly punished.

reported that there are a number ol
of yellow fever at Belloix, a place
about 80 miles from New Orleans.
It is

cases

San Fkancisco, Oct. J6.—Private advicreceived in this city state that cholera is
No idea can be
raging fiercely in Korea.
It has
formed of the extent of the scourge.
where
more than decimated the capital,
The death
there is a population of 200,000.
as
About
many
1000
a
rate averages
day.
Koreans as there are people in the State of
already,
California have been swept away
and it is hard to say where the plague will
described as an "apstop. The country isNever
was there a more
palling pest spot.
frightful record of ravages of the disease
known to mankind. The story of the plague
of London; is beggarded by what is now
going on Seoul. They are beginning to give
over the task of burying their dead and the
eity is threatened with positive extinction.

Snowfall In New York.
Ν yack, Ν. Y., Oct. 17.—An inch and a
quarter of snow fell in some parts of Hockland county today.
TEACHERS IN COUNCIL.
Close of the Meeting of the CumberiMnrt PHurfltional Association.
The second day of the Cumberland Couuty
Educational Soeiety began with Vice President Clias. Fish in the chair.
After prayer by Rev. Mr. Bragdon, and
singing by the Association, Hon. N. A. Luce
presented in detail the matter of forming
reading circles for professional work.
Next came the adoption of resolutions in
favor of the town system instead of the district system ; of temperance instruction in
the schools ; of regret that the Association
has lain dormant for two years; of thanks
for favors received from the various railroads ; of thanks to the people of Gorham for
their hospitality.
The next subject on the programme was
"Scientific Temperance Instruction," by H.
M. Estabrooke, who treated the subject from
the experimental side of the question.
The discussion was continued by Mr. W.
E. Ayer of Cumberland Mills, who agreed in
the main with the presentation of the subof alject. He would defer teaching effects
coholics till the child is pretty well advenced
both in age and development, and would
make much use of reading in class upon the

subject.

Mr. Davis of Gorham thought we ought
not to wait till the subject of physiology is
first studied. He thought that experiment
would be of small value.
Prof. F. C. Robinson thought there was
much danger in experimenting because we
should have to explain so much. He did not
believe in charts representing diseased organs.
"What
The query box was next opened.
in primary
degree of order is necessaryMr.
Corthell.
schools," was answered by
Such a degree as will enable the work of
and
will
on
successfully,
school
to
the
go
cultivate a habit of order.
in
free
the
"Is it expedient to teach Greek
high schools?" was answered by Prof. Chapman. It depends on circumstances.
"How can we teach grammar in a countryschool ?" Answer by Prof. Chapman. It is iman absolute rule coverpossible to lay down
Put thought and study into
ing the case.
the study
your preparation. Try to present
m a new and fresh light.
"Would you abolish writteu examinations
in abolishing the ranking system." Answer
by Mr. Fish. No, written examinations are
often of value, but no rank should be attached.
"Would you require pupils to learn rules
in arithmetic?" Answered by Mrs. O. R.
Cook.
No; only such rules as the pupil
himself can make.
Next came the opening of the discussion
on "Science Teaching" by Prof. F. C. Robinson of Brunswick. The subject was
chiefly treated as being in the high school
grade. He thought the world was getting
to be experiment crazy ; would have a room
large enough to contain this class and plain
wood tables and simple apparatus. Have
the tables low enough so that students can
sit. Furnish each student with a lamp,
wire and bottle of muriatic acid.
platinum
Teacher explains the main idea of the science of chemistry, that most of the changes
going on around us are due to chemistry.
Teacher should perform most of the experiments but the chief work should be done by
the class. Proviae various substances giv*IHIWU»
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the flames.
but

and observe the color of
périment
students the name of the element

Tell
not at first what colors should be produced ;
îiext live
let them find out for themselves.
compound substances, and let them detect
teach
Next
colors.
their
the elements by
With the simple
the use of the blow-pipe.
of
apparatus indicated, at least twenty-five
the substances can be detected. This work
can also be done in the higher classes of the
grammar schools.
It was directed that the executive committee consider Deering as the place of the
next meeting, and the full moon of October
as the time.
The following are the officers for the next
year:
President—Charles Fish, Brunswick.
Vice President—F. W. Davis, Gorham.
Treasurer and Secretary—O. R. Cook, Freeport.
Executive Committee—H. M. Estabrooke, Gorli.'iWr ; Carrie N. Potter, Brunswick ; and Kate S.
Fov, Brldgton.
Supervisor of Professional Reading—G. W. Norton, Saccarappa.

SUBURBAN NEWS.
DEEBINO.

Kipe strawberries were picked Saturday
in front of Leighton & Liberty's marble shop
were a number of strawberry
and there
blossoms besides green berries.
The Winslow Pottery has enlarged its
buildings and facilities very considerably,
in order to enable them to fill their increasing orders.
The trustees of the cemetery have given
to the town a triangular lot of land for a
street to make an outlet from Leland street
to the Plains road, a much needed thoroughfare. All that is now required to complete the
bargain is for the town people to accept the
same and appropriate money enough to lay
it out and buy a small strip of Mr. Morse.
CAPE ELIZABETH.

The street lamps, eighteen in number,
have been placed in position at Ferry Village.
A check for one thousand dollars has been
received from the treasurer of the Supreme
Commandery of the Golden Cross in payment of the death benefit of the late Miss
Abbie Lorlng.
A child of Emma Hunnewell received
severe injuries by being hooked by a cow.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
ÏOBK ITABBOB <S BEACH

BOAI).

The Biddeford Times says tnat tne ι ογκ
Harbor & Beach railroad will now be a certainty. Over $40,000 has been subscribed to
the stock and arrangements to float bonds
for the completion have been made. The
road will be a narrow gauge, leaving the
Eastern railroad at Butler's

crossing, passing

through Kittery, crossing York river near
the harbor and running to Long Beach,
Union Bluff and Evanston. The length of
the line will be 10 miles.
NOTES.

The Portland Company will deliver sixty
rate
freight cars to the Maine Central at the
of ten a week. They are building several
new

locomotives.

Base Ball Notes.
The annual meeting of the New England
League will be held in Boston, November
3d.

The Haverhills have reserved Murphy,
Murray, Mcthmnigle, Conley,
Cooney. Munce, Hawkes, Irwin and Slattery.
The American Association has played its
fiual games, the clubs, with the percentage
St.
of games won, standing as follows :
Louis, .667; Pittsburgs, .584; Brooklyns,
.563; Louisvilles, .489;Cincinuatis, .467; Athletics, .455; Metropolitans, .339; Baltimores,
McKeever,

.369.

President Knox of the Lawrence club, is
said to be willing to accept the presidency of
the New

England League.

Longshoremen's

Benevolent

Appropriate

Sermons

Portland

es

ti awuiu

auditor, who shall audit montly the accounts
of general officers. It was the sense of the
convention that many propositions which

PRICE

Society

The following members haro been elected
officers of the Portland Longshoremen's Be-

nevolent Society :
President—Wm. B. Lowery.
Vice President—James Burns.
Recording Secretary—Martin Conroy.
Financial Secretary—D. Early.
Treasurer—M. K. McCanu.
Assistant Financial Secretary—James Lyddon.
chairBoard of Directors—Alexander liusby,Thomas
man; Dennis Leary, Michael O'Nell,
Flaherty.
Jeremiah
F.
OeCosta,
John
Perry,
Sick Committee—Ward 1, Thomas Silk, Jas. H.
James
Ingraham; Ward 2, Stephen H. Connolly,
D. J. Leonard (ch; iriuan),
McUuIre; Ward
Patrick Sullivan ; Ward 4, Jeremiah H. F.aherty,
Martin
Joseph Perry: Ward 5, Valentine Melia,
Conroy ; Ward 6, Thomas Connolly, lticliard NorCraven
P.
F.
DeCosta,
John
\Vard
7,
ton;

Preached

in

Churches.

In accordance with the request of the
Women's Christian Temperance UnioD, yesterday was observed as Temperance Sunday,
and several of the Portland divines preached
sermons
the
occasion.
appropriate to
Some of the regular pastors were absent,
and the pulpits were supplied by strangers.
At the Church of the Messiah In the evening. Rev. Mr. Crosley spoke on "The present
condition of the temperance cause." Kev.
A. T. Dunn, of the Free street Baptist, took
for his text, ''Belsliazzar's Feast." Kev. Mr.

Lowden, of the First Free Baptist, spoke on
"The relation of the church to the temperance movement."
Rev. Dr. A. K. P. Small
of the First Baptist, preached a temperance
sermon in the morning.
At the Congress square Universalist, Rev.
Mr.Blanchard took for his subject "The cross
The text was taken
and the new crusade."
from the 24th verse of the 16th chapter of
Matthew

:

"Then said Jesus unto His dis-

ciples, if any man will come after me, let
him deny himself and take up liiscross and

follow Me." Flood in the South and fire in
the North startle us again with their mesof
sages of man's weakness before the fury
storm and flame. Hardly have tliu echoes of
the earthquake at Charleston died away,
when now from Sabine Pass and Eastport
couie the cries of alarm and the appeal for

neip. J^Ol us noie, uowever, lue uiucicuix.
In the South, the disasters have beea beyond
man's prevision and power. In the North,
disaster has come after human warning. It
the editor of the Standard had been heeded,
the fire at Eastport might have been prevented, or greatly lessened. It is for the preachThere
er, as well as editor, to sound alarm,
To see it, partly
is danger to the republic.
to measure it, to snow the one sufficient power to overcome it, was the purpose of the
He should speak on ''The cross
sermon.
and the new crusade—for God. and home,
The cross, as symbol of
and native land."
the spirit of Christ ; the need of a gathering
host who are ready to deny themselves that
they may co-work with God for our homes
and our country.
Mr. Blanchard then spoke of the National
Woman's Christian Temperance Union and
of the session which is to take place at Minneapolis this week. He paid a high tribute
to the devotion of the noble women who
He could net alcompose the convention.
ways agree with them, but he never ceased
was glad to reHe
to admire and respect.
spond to their invitation. It seemed to him
his duty to co-work with them as far as possible.
Proceeding to the elucidation of his theme,
Mr. Blanchard said that he placed the word
"Cross" first in his subject, because he wished
to indicate thereby his profound conviction
that society needed a far greater amount of
the spirit of Christ—the spirit ot self-denial.
The cross was the symbol of that spirit.
Churches abound, but self-denial is not superabundant. There is a great gulf between
Chnst and multitudes of his professed disciples. To obtain this spirit of self-denial—
the witness of our fidelity to the Master—we
must have more serious thought. This will
produce feeling, and will lead to fitting action.
He believed that serious thought would
show that only the power of Christ's spirit
can redeem the world. Men may look to law,
oi science, or self interest, or art, or literature, as much as they please, but it is only
when the Cross commands men that power
comes to regenerate the individual and the
He asked, therefore, for
commonwealth.
greater thought concerning the mission of
Christ. Then, in his spirit, we are to think
of God and home and native land. Surely
Gcd cannot will that intemperance should
exist. Surely we must; see that home and
country are in danger from the desire for intoxicating liquors and the power of liquor
sellers.
Let men ask themselves what God would
have them do. It seemed to him clear that
total abstinence is demanded by the spirit of
the Cross. Men must see the awful ravages of drink. There may be (treat improvemont

hnf. tharA

is

awful

ruin

even

now.

Men must hava courage to proclaim their
use
determination not to
intoxicating
liquors as a beverage. Science is discounbut
as
a
their
medicine,
nse
even
tenancing
we must let our
physicians decide for the
present. In business life, men often drink
because their customers do, or because they
wish to be "good fellows." Let men have
the courage of their convictions.
Mr. Blanchard dwelt upon the power of
He did not
the saloon in political life.
speak as a partisan, lie never would thus
speak in a pulpit. He had party affiliations,
but he respected every man's convictions.
He must, however, ask men to see the great
fact of the colossal power of the saloon. The
time had come for union on one point at
least—the destruction of this enemy of the
republic. Men may differ as to use or abstinence, but surely the immense majority
must decide that the saloon is the enemy of
God and man. The sermon closed with an
appeal to join the army of the new crusaders. Men, as well as women, cau belong to
Then men, with their
this in the spirit.
votes, and women, with their prayer, can
work for "(tod and Home, and Native
Land."
At Chestnut street church yesterday morning Rev. Dr. Bashford spoke upon "The
Progress in the Temperance Keform." He
spoke of progress (I) in Bible interpretation.
Whatever may be the outcome in regard to
the wine theory the principle of love will
secure total abstinence upon the part of al I
who love humanity.
(II) Scientific Progress—Under this head
he spoke of the progress which has been
made by chemists, scientists and physicians
in regard to the true nature of alcohol. He
ave some interesting facts in regard to LonLondon physicians and
on hospitals and
dwelt upon scientific temperance instructions
in our schools.
(III) Social Progress—He quoted from Rev.
Mr. Daniels' testimony in regard to the
progress of total abstinence in Lngland and
dweltupon the progressin portions of our
very best society to-day.
(IV) Organization—He here dwelt upon
the work of the W. C. T. U. with its six
great departments and its forty-two subdivisions, all thoroughly organized and
The temperance
sentiment is
officered.
crystalizing also into political action and
prohibition will eventually come to the
country through some political party. In
conclusion he thought that the great motive
in this reform is found in Christ and that
the reform is as sure to triumph as the kingdom of heaven is to come.
The School of Fine Arts.
It seems a mistake that Mr. Fox's charm.
Ing talk to the Sketcli Club on Saturday night
should have been limited to the Sketch Club.
It was so entirely unlike anything that we,
are able toget from any other source; it gives
one so much to think about; it encourages
reasonable ambition in such a healthy way;
and collapses self-conceit iu such a thorough
way that the reporter wished that the socalled artistic world of Portland might hear
what work is. Vet that reporter has but little space wherein to tell the unlucky many
who did not hear Mr. Fox's talk that they
"nusseu

me oest
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In brief—shorn of all the details that made
its charm—the points of the talk were these :
All teachings in America is at hazard ; in
Europe the freest schools never teach at hazard, and they never fail to recognize the
value of the antique. The realistic school is
a reaction from the
antique, and is often
Bonnat, one of the
brutal in its realism.
leading professors of Paris, begins not with
the antique, but with life. The pupil draws
from three to five years from the nude, wholly in black and white. The American student
begins in color too soon and leaves the studio
too soon ; hence it too often turns out to be
not the genius he thinks himself, but a
laughing stock. Cabanel, another of the
leading professors, is diametrically opposite
to Bonnat's main point in light andjsbadow ;
Bonnat says
Cabanels, graceful outline.
"find out how your model Is unlike every
his
out
and
character in
bring
other man
your work. Cabanel pushes a pupil rather
faster because he puts him into colors sooner
One works under him year after year by the

following method:
A class of perhaps eighty students gather
around the model from whom they are drawing. Twice a week Cabanel oriticises each
student, giving from one to two winute? to
the criticism of each drawing. Often ht
carries a student's drawing in liis memory
for a year. After one of these lessons, th«

student must work till the next lesson in the
light and under the stimulus of this sharp,
clear, scathing criticism. Students begin a!
14 years old and work till 25. Ten years
studio work is not unusual for Frenchmen.
The terms "frankness, "finesse," etc.,
were explained in a way that was clear,
simple and most entertaining. The Frencl;
Academj was described very briefly—thai
"institute" which "young men ridicule, anc
later, when they are old men, die trying t(
enter." The Ecole de* liecciu Arte is undei
the protection of the Academy. Formerl;
the professors of the Beaux /IrU ohcisi
their students, but more lately the Acadenr
decreed that examinations should b« madi
so severe that merit alone should make thi
appointments. At present applicants an
exaniiued in anatomy, history ^ perspective

«■·>·

—

ing from the nude. The student» include, on
an average, one or two each of Americans,
Swedes and Russians; all the others are
French.
There are free schools entirely
suited to many artists. Those who follow
historical painting will be better satisfied lu
Examinations
the Ecole des Beaux Arts.
and are exoccupy two months of each yearstudent
who
French
irksome.
The
tremely
takes certain prizes is exempt from live
which
service
a
years of service in the army,

most Frenchmen aud all artists hate. The
prize of Home— four years of study in Home
free of expense—is open only to Frenchmen
and is the objective point of most French
students.
Two classes of painters succecd in Paris
those who are wholly ideal and those who
paint only for money. Paul Beaudry is the
type of the pure, ideal life. Mr. Fox uuoted
from the eulogy delivered at the l· rench
the life
Academy by M. J ules Breton upon
who lost his life in the
and death of this

poet
pursuit of the ideal.

THE STATE.
ANIiBOSCOOOIN COUNTY.
The Calumet Club, the social organization
Is now
of Lewiston and Auburn gentlemen
Its surfour months old, and has celebrated
to the
reception
an
evening
vival, tendering
are Hon. J.
ladies. The officers of the club
R.
A.
Savage, vice
B. Ham, president; Hon.
president; R. C. Pingree, Esq., treasurer.and
The Jclub
w. H. Newell, Esq., secretary.
have elegant rooms.
Greene
last
week
a lady
in
At an auction
bought au old lounge for which she paid a
tollhouse.
la
dollar, and wotwI it to her
ing over her purchase she discovered a hole
in the lounge which she proceeded immediately to investigate. Thrusting her hand in
she pulled out a roll of bills to the amount
of $54, including a quantity of scrip which
was in circulation during the war. She took
the treasure-trove to |the former owner of
the loufige, who, strange to say, knew nothing about the money or who placed it there.
In consideration, however, of the prompt
surrender of this "find" the lounge was generously donated to the lady.
AKOOKTOOK COl'NTY.

Hon. Llewellyn Powers has purchased the
north half of Township No, 4, Range 3, in
Aroostook county. It contains 11,360 acres
nnil

wna η

nart nf the Shaw nronertv.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Gilbert Brothers' new steam lumber mill
in Kingfield is completed and ready (or its

machinery. They nave recently purchased
large tract of timberland on Mount Abraham of Boston parties, and the railroad com-

a

pany will build for them two miles of track
to facilitate getting it to their mill.
They
will cut this winter from five to six millions
of spruce, cedar and white birch—the latter
to be sawed into spool bars for shipment to
Scotland
Thompson, Hall & Co., put up this season
236,(XX) cans of sweet corn in their factory in
Jay. Several ofithe farmers made nearly
$100 per acre.
The Franklin Association of Universalists
is to meet Thursday and Friday, Oct. 28 and
29, at Livermore Falls.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Kennebec and Somerset conference of
Congregational churches will hold its semiannual session at the Congregational church
in Skowhegan, commencing on Tuesday
evening, the 26th inst.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

The shell heaps|atDamariscotta are graduΛ Boston cotiijiuny Is
ally disappearing.
grinding the shells into hen food, fertilizers,
etc., producing as high us SOU barrels a day
of the product.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Dr. J. W. Dearborn of Parsonsfield, assisted by Dr. Moses Swett of the sauiu town,
and Drs. Merrow and L"Ugee of Freedom,
Ν. H., removed a tumor from Mrs. <ί. A. S
Fowler, of Kezar Falls, which weighed >

pounds.

PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

G. W. Morse, postmaster at Hermon, has a
male calf moose, which he purchased up
river a few days ago. The little animal is 10
weeks old, weighs 75 pounds, and is a very
curious looking fellow with a wonderful
straddling trot.
Bangor tradesmen think that Mr. C. If.
Colt, the Connecticut manufacturer of firearms, who has beea in Bangor harbor about
three weeks with his yacht Dauntless, left
fully $3000, which he spent for supplies, etc.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Mr. E. A. Flanders of Dexter, is to erect a
steaui mill on Piscataquis river, between
Monson Junction and Blanchard. He will
saw spool wood.
A plantation has been organized at Klliotsville, with I. C. Brown, clerk; R. C. Davis,
C. C. Hill, assessors; R. C. Davis, supervisor; Henry W. Lane, constable and collector;
J. M. Willey, treasurer.
YORK

COUNTY.

About fifty years ago there was an artillery
company organized under the laws of this
That comState in the town of Limerick.
pany existed as long as the militia of the
State was kept up. Thursday, October 14,
sixteen of the surviving members of the
company, out of the twenty-four now known
to be living, met to enjoy a reuion, after a
separation of more than forty years. They
were: Capt. Joseph G. Harmon, Lieut. N'ahum Morrill, Lieut. James l'erkins, Luthur
Dole, Ira Clark, Joseph Boothby, Edmund
Libby, Isaac Emery, Mark L. Buriiham.
Charles R. Morris, Edward S. Morris. Jauies
II. Fogg, Philip Gilpatrick, Moses Philpot,
Andrew R. Philpot, Benjamin I. Hayes. The
reunion was honored with the presence of

Brigadier-General JDavid Chellls, an aged
veteran of eighty years, from Xewtield. Afici

nie iHTiiicc3

the

ncio i/vutaïucu

iu

me

iiau,

old

comrades
formed and
marched
through the streets of the village.
The Biddeford Journal says that just η
mile from Kennebunkport is a house which
sets in from the road, It is very conspicuous from the fact that it is painted iu red,
white and blue, the chimney being decorated
with stars.
IN GENERAL.

The Governor and Council adjourned Friday to Nov. 24th. An order was passed instructing the Governor to issue a Thanksgiving prodnuition fixing the day the same
the PreMeat fixes for the National
as
Thanksgiving, which will probably be Nov.
28th. The Council begun opening the elec-

tion returns before adjournment and a subcommittee will have tliera ready for On*»
action at an adjourned meeting, having a
session on Wednesday next to tabulate them.
Maine's crop of apples is turning out
larger than was anticipated, and it looks as
if good winter fruit would letch a better
price in January, 1887, than it did in January, 188tf. lion. /.. A. Gilbert says that it Is
the largest and best crop ever grown in the
State.
Oxford County Musical Association.
The 11th annual meeting of this association was held at Mechanic Falls, commencing Tuesday, Oct. 12th and closing Friday
evening, Oct. 15th, under the able leadership
of Mr. Kotzschmar, who has for several
years had charge, and been|conduetor, ol the
Oxford county musical conventions. A good
and well-balanced cherus of about seventy
voices took part. Rehearsals were held at
the Universalist church each day in the
forenoon, afternoon and evening, and concerts were given on Thursday and Friday

evening».
On Thursday evening a miscellaneous concert was given, in which there were fifteen
numbers on the programme, songs, duetts,
trios and quartettes, and a piano selection
by Mr. Harvey Murray, who also played the
piano accompaniments for the soloists, with
The various selechis well-known ability.
tions were well rendered and several of
We have not a copy of
them were encored.
The vocalists takthe programme at hand.
ing part in the miscellaneous concert were
\f re
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Mrs. Young, Miss Rice, ami Messrs. W. H.
Stoekbridge, A. C. Harlow, J. B. Coyle and
G. A. Thomas. On Friday evening Handel's

oratorio, "Samson," was given. On account
of its length, portions of the oratorio were
omitted. The solos were sung with expressIon, and the choruses were given with good
effect. The chorus made some fine shading,
showing the effect of the carefui training oi
Mr. Kotzschmar. The soloists t.,day evening were Mrs. Fellows, Mrs. Morrison, Mr.
Stoekbridge and Mr. A. C. Harlow, with
Mr. Murray as pianist
and Mrs. Alice
Tewkesbury as organist.
Mr. Coyle, who
was on the programme, was unable to be
present Friday evening on account of business

engagements.

The church was well filled by good and appreciative audiences on each evening, and
general satisfaction was expressed by those
present, at the successful manner in which
the wtele affair was carried out.
Tom B. Patchen and Black Dan.

Colley'» Cohnkh, Falmoutu, Oct. 18.
To the Editor of the Press:
In your issue of the 15th inst. was a notice
of a horse trot between Tom B. I'atchen anu
ISlack Dan, the latter winning.
That statement is false, I claim the race for two reasons.
First, it was to have t>een the best 3 in
ft, instead of 2 in 3 as trotted. Second, Blacjj
Han ran under the wire on the home stretcn
and for several rods back. I therefore
çnaiieuge the owner of Black l>an to trot on
Cumberland track Oct. -'Sth, the best J J" "·
acnot
for $.5 a side. If said challenge is
cepted Black Dan "can't trot a little du·
JJ. L· ΙΟιλ»»*
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PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, OCT. 18.
"We do not read anonymous letters and commun
estions. The name and address of the writer are
i all casus Indispensable, not necessarily for pub
lieation but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
'diiimunlcaiious that

are

not used.

A paper published in Franklin county lias
A
knack of "breaking the news" gently.
arriage that was turned upside-down on a
mountain is spoken of as having "sustained

a

a

turnover."

The people of Aroostook are complaining
of the (law which allows New Brunswick
lumbermen to cut lumbar on the St. John
waters in Maine, float it into the province
for manufacture, and then ship the product
into Maine free of dut}'. The Bluen'ses get
both ends of the bargain.
The Freshmen of the State College, out of
the goodness of their hearts, have tried to
extenuate the conduct of their oppressors,
the suspended Sophomores. They represent
to the faculty that "only ten" of them were
molested, that "only four" were put through
the broom drill in their night clothes, that
"only two" had water thrown on them, and
only one had bis bed drenched with water.
But the faculty don't measure the gravity of
the offence by the number of tho persecuted.
One of the Uiimrs which nobody appears
able to find out for certain is whether Mr.
Manning intends to remain at the head of
the treasury department permanently or not.
It probably depends very much as how Mr.
Manning feels after he has been at Work a
while. The duties of the office are exceedingly burdensome, much more so tliau they
need be, for tneir Is no sense in requiring of
the Secretary the performance of so much
mere routine work as is now compelled to
do, and a man must need be In robust health
to stand them.
If the forethought of the people of the
town of Eastport had been equal to their
hindthoughtl their town would not now bo
in ashes. The despatches say that brick
wilÇbe used instead of wood to a considerable
extent in rebuilding. It is safe to assume also
that the town will not be content to get
along with two antiquated hand engines and
reservoirs without any water in them.
There are probably a good many towns in
Maine that are in about as bad condition
as regards appliances for extinguishing fires
as Eastport.
Now is the time when the
calamity is fresh in mind to agitate for impro /ement in this direction.

Eastport

is showing commendable pluck in
the midst of the great calamity and i« using
its best endeavors to help itself.
But the
destruction has been so wide spread and the
loss so universal that aid is imperatively
needed. The lateness of the season makes
it impossible to do much at present towards
rebuilding the factories and workshops in
which a large number of the people have
earned a livelihood.
For many months
therefore a considerable part of the population must be without employment.
Unless
relief comes from other places a good deal of
suffering will inevitably ensue. Portland

should give liberally.
With Theodore Roosevelt the Republican
candidate, Abram S. Hewitt the Democratic
and Henry George the warkinguian's, the
people of New York have the choice of
three respectable men without any contribution from the County Democracy. Ordinarily the Republicans would stand no show
against the united forces of Tammany and
the County Democrats, as is shown by the
vote for comptroller in 1884. which is said to
have been a fair test of the relative strength
of the three parties at that time.
That vote
was:
Piummer (Hep)
Piiine (Tani)
Loew (County Dem)

63,140
7B,»91
84.5«B

But this year Mr. George will draw almost
entirely from the Democrats. The Republicans, on the other hand, ought to give Mr.
Roosenvelt the whole support of the party,
and he will doubtless get the independent
vote which is of considerable influence in
municipal elections. A close contest may be

expeeted.
Canada is very presumptuously undertakto win John Bull from his roast beef.
Canadians who have dealt in food supplies
for the English have found that the cry is
"cheaper food for the millions in Britain,"
but that the "millions" are in reality very
particular to have only those kinds of food
to which they have always been accustomed.
They are especially backward in getting up a
relish for Canadian codfish. But the Canadian agents in London are laboring to overcome these prejudices by a series of dinners,
at which Canadian foods are to be dished up in
the most tempting style. At a banquet given
in connection with the Colonial Exhibition,
the Englishmen were taken by storm with
Canadian lobster cured with rice, Canadian
salmon croquettes, Canadian salmon kedgeree, Canadian applesauce, apples, honey,
farina pudding, etc.
The cheapness with
which the Canadians promised to bring some
of these article^ of food to them pleased the
Britons still more. The codfish and mackerel
had no places on the menu for some unexplained reason, perhaps because their presence would suggest perplexing reflections on
the three-mile limit and Cape Ann fishermen.
Pumpkin pie did not appear either, as it
might have been too suggestive of Yankee
impudence. Belying on the fact that an
Englishman remembers a good dinner, the
Canadian agents have high hopes that the
bait they are throwing cut now may bring
good returns in the shape of trade in their
food products, especially their fish. Shut ou*
from the American market Canada needs
some outlet : and it will probably be
easier
to persuade an Englishman that he likes preserved salmon and codfish than to make the
American fishermen believe that free trade
in Canadian fish is desirable.
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À democrat's opinion.
Lewiston Gazette.
President Cleveland has removed scventyûine of the eighty-five Republican Internal
There are just six too
revenue collectors,
many left.
THE MASSACHUSETTS PHENOMENA.
not more unanimous than Captain Codman and the Massanow
are.
The Boston
chusetts Democracy
Mugwump swimming along in the surging
sea of politics has been benevolently swallowed up by the Democratic whale. From
the depths of that abysmal maw sounds out
the Captain's cheerful cry: "We are undivided in our attachment to free-trade and in
our abhorrence of monopoly."
were

SDeech of

a

few pvftninffs hpfnrp

nrrmVninc

the Republican party in much the same way
he did in his speeches in this State and glorifying the Democracy. He said he was very
much amused to read a few days ago some
remarks by a "gentleman by the name of
Reed."
This keen thrust is said to have
called forth great laughter and applause.
It would seem that Mr. Clifford had so
thoroughly discredited himself as a prophet
during his campaign in this State that he
would have refrained from predictions for
the future, but in his Boston speech we find
him predicting in 1888 the overwhelming
triumph of the Democracy and the death of
the Republican party.
Heretofore just the
opposite of Mr. Clifford's prediction has
come about, a fact which, had it been known
to his Boston audience, would no doubt have
produced a very depressing effect. Among
other counts in his long indictment of the
Republican party was one accusing it of
trading and dickering in the offices. Chairman
Brown used to he a Republican, we know,
but when he sent round his famous letter
calling upon fourth class postmasters to compensate him for '-expenses" incurred in getting their offices for them we believe he was
a Democrat.
Mr. Clifford adilres>rd himself
at some length to the
laboring men—he refrained from calling them the lower classes—
and of course told them that [
hey ought all
of them to join the Democratic
party. Ilis
speech appears to have grown wearisome towards the end for we read in the Boston

Herald's report that after beginning to review in detail the history of the Democratic
party in Congress for the last ten years
"amid the hisses and catcalls ;;iid
laughter
and
general merriment of i.e large assemblage ho suddenly stopped short, amid
the great applause of his audience."

Thirteen pictures by Sharpies, the
English
artist of the last century, are on exhibition
in New Tork. There are also two portraits
by Middleton, one of which is of Washington's mother. The two famous portraits by

Sharpies of Washington, one full-face, and
one in profile, and of Martha, the wife of
Washington, are in the collection. Grouped
around these great portraits of the Washington familv are paintings of half a dozen
American beauties of the day and a few of
distinguished men.
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convenes.

Grand Master Workman Powdcrly is a devout Catholic.
Our navy lias only one admiral, and he is
David B. Porter. His pay' is $13,000 a year,
and when he dies the office dies with him.
We have seven rear admirals, however.
Secretary Bayard is said to be not at all
He Is
like the Senator Bayard of old days.
thin and slightly bent, and has aged greatly
Those
of late, looking gray and careworn.
who know him say he is nervous and irritable.
T) wight Sherman of lies Moines, Io., a
brother of the senator and general, is now in
New York on a visit to the latter. The fourth
brother, an invalid of whom but little is
known, lias no home of his own, but lives in
a place known as Dwiglit's home.
Mr. J. T. Trowbridge will persist in running his tricycle on the sidewalk, In violation of an ordnance, and the Aalington police say, "Oh, he's one o' them literary fellers, and it's no use to say anything to him
about it."
The Rev. Edward E. Hale, who has been
installed as pastoral assistant to the ltev. Edward Everett Hale, of Boston, is not a son,
Dr.
nor, indeed, any relation of the latter.
Hale has a son bearing the same name, who
on
"Lend a Hand,"
is his editorial assistant
but he is not a clergyman.
is increasas
for
women
exercise
Tricycling
A London
ing in popularity in England.
paper devoted to the sport says : "We have
over a thousand ladies among our subscribers.
The young Princess of Wales and Lord
We
Granville's dougliters are tricyclists.
often find that ladies are aille to do from formuch
faty to sixty miles a day without

known'fo/detectine

or

than any other powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.
less

Catarrh

will

afford instantaneous relief.
But this treatment in cases of
but a faint idea of what this

ffives
the chronic forms, where the
ii

simple Catarrh
remedy will do
breathing is ob-

structed by choking, putrid mucous accumulations, the hearing affected, smell and taste gone,
throat ulcerated and hacking cough gradually
fastening itself upon the debilitated system. Then
it is thai the marvellous curative power of Sanfoud's Radical Cure manifests itself in instantaneous and grateful relief. Cure begins from the
first application. It Is rapid, radical, permanent,
economical, safe.
Sanford's Radical Cure consists of one bot
tie of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and au Improved Inhaler; price, §1.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

I

ACHE ALL OVER.

"I must give up; I cannot bear these
pains; I ache all over, and nothing I
•try does me any good." Baekacne,
Uterine Pains, Hip and side Pains,
Soreness, Lameness, Weakness and Inflammation relieved in one minute
by that new, original, elegant and infallible antidote to pain and inflammation, the Cuticurn Αιι·
li-Pain Planter. At druggists, 25c. ; five for
Ben$1. Potier Drug and Chemical i'o

Iu

Tli&M&wnrmly

»

JVE

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS.
Table Damiisk 63 inches wide, at 39 cents,
worth Î5 cents, warranted fast color?.
5Ο pieces All Linen Twilled Crash at 13 1-3 cts.: our regular 15 cent
SO

|>ieccs Turkey Red

quality.

33 cents.
1 case 10-4 Boston Bleaclicd Sheeting at
"
"
"
"
33
10-4 Lockwood "
1
"
"
"
β 1-3 cents.
Brown
1 Bale 4-4
"
"
"
"
"
7 1-3
40 inch "
1
"
"
"
in Remnants at β 1-3 cents.
JO inch "
1
35 doz. All Linen Huck Towels, 33 in. by 10 in. at ΙΟ cents.
"
"
"
"
"
at 13 cents.
40
35
by 30
"
"
"
"
"
at 15 cents.
35
43
by 34
"
"
"
"
"
extra heavy, damask ends, at 35 cts
50
35 doac. French Damask Towels, knotted fringe, at 39 cents, been
selling for 50 cents.
at 75 cents.
5 pieces Barnsly Cream Table Damask, 60 inches wide
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
at 88
64
5
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
extra heavy
66
5
at

$1.00.

5 pieces Barnsly Cream Table Damask, 73 inches wide, at $1.35.
This make of Damask bleaches by being \v;ished a few times and
proves the best wearing goods used.
wide at 65f.
ΙΟ pieces Bleached German Table Damask, 60 inches
"
"
"
"
"
"
ut SSc.
64
5
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
68
$I.OO.
5
We call special attention to our line of French Table Damask, 3
wide
tables.
for
wide
1-3
and 3
yards
Bargains in Napkins will be offered in this sale.

to whom the above lines do
These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Personswhich commo spectacles will
This
appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection
corneas.
of he
deformity
the
lenses grouna to correct

not

defect?? called AS^WMATISlS'?60^1

Spectacles

St.,

Boston, Haas.

auglt>

eod&w3m33

THE GREAT

PILLS,
ENGLISH REMEDY

Indigestion, etc. Free from Meronly Pure Vegetable Ingredients.
Agent: V. N. Cli ITTENTON, New \ urk.
For Liver, Bile,
cury ; contains

sap30

ThM&wlyiirm

B. THURSTON &

CD.,

WF&MGm

MARKS,

WM, ill.
PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Varieli of Go'd Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each·

—

FINE J Olt PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail
ended to.

Dress Suits in
Sack or Four-Button Frock in afl the latest designs
and patterns, in both Worsted, Broadcloth and fine

YOUNC MEN'S

or

telephone promptly

at-

novlleodtf

HASKELL & JONES,
-IHANVEACTUBER)· OF—

Ready

Custom and

Quality

First

Hindi'

CLOTHING.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be

depeuded upon and fuir
prives guar? ntccd.

470 Congress St.

Building,

Lancaster
my22

dtf

ANNUAL IflEliTINGH.
Female Orphan Aeyluixi.
Annual Meeting of the subscribers to the
Female Orphan Asylum, of Portland, will be
their
house 62 State St.. on TUESDAY,
held at
October 19th, at three o'clock in the afternoon.
ABBY S. BARRETT, Secretary.
octl2dtd
Portland, «Oct. 11,1886.

THE

come

a

seven

SHAW'S OWN.
for

latest styles, London Stripes, English Whipcords,
Fine Cassimeres, &c. The fit of our Pantaloons is
remarkably fine and give more general satisfaction

than those made

$5.25 Per Barrel.

by

are all ground from old wheat and owto color »lone are worth from 50 to 75 cents per bbl. more than
new wheat Flour v/hich is apt to be dark and runny.
The present prices are lower than ever before known and every indication points to a sharp advance in the near future. We would advise our customers to provide for future wants at present ligures.
We will deliver Flour at any station within 50 miles of Portland at
prices quoted. We guarantee every barrel to give perfect satisfaction
Our new
or it can be returned at our expense and money refunded.
price list now ready.

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
585 and 587 Congress Street,
AND

in

large variety; indispensable garments, $6.00
Our $6.00 Overcoat is

$25.00.
Velvet Collar, Single
and fit with all the

The following numbers and

are

8

750—Pencil, Lena Maxwell, 59 Hampshire St.
602—Silver Thimble, Sylvester Furlong' 771 Con-

No.

Park Place.

331—English Gold Band Ring, Mrs. Robert Ingalls, 233 High St
718—Pair Cuff Buttons, Mrs. Lewis West. North
Berwick, Me., Box 96.
and register your

names

for

beth.

ument St.

presents to be given away November 1st.

FOR ONLY

$20.00.
These ^oods are lined with
silk or satin, made for the
finest class of trade, and
a custom

$8.00 OVERCOATS

will be placed
ers

distinguished
garment.

be

Saturday

on our count-

at

only

Congress street,

(OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE).
oct8

style

Largest

Dealers in New

ST.,

W. C.

England.

PORTLAND.

WARE,

Manager.

HEADQUARTERS & WHOLESALE ROOMS,
317, 395, 397, 399, 401, 403 Washington Street,
315, octie

BOSTON,

MASS.
dtf

STOVES, RANGES AND FURNACES !
Fall Announcement !

CHARLES AUGUSTUS

The

Best Bargain in the
Store
recently en-

State.

CUMMIIGS,

HOME

to

former

nearly twice its
size. Clothing and

Cents'

Furnishing

Coods at

prices than

any other

larged

lower

store in the

city.

482

Ranges,

which has had

CLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

EXCHANGE

PORTLAND

On aid after KIONDIV, Ju·» J Ν III, can
c»aecling wiik Maine Central Railroad
outward train* will leave a* follow»

Leave

Leave
ConneCns with
Boston Steamers, Poet Offioe trains I saving ConFranklin Wharf,
gres» St. Station at

P. M.

Α.. Μ.
G.20
7.50
8.00
P. m.

12.00

Α. M.
6·49
8-29
P. M.
12.38

î!:«

4.40
Cars will connect

tf

RAILRTAO.

CONGRESS STREET STATION KUUTE,

Α. Μ.
6.16
7.45

STREET.

TELEPHONE 99'i.

seplO

6.1'·)
5.24
trains except-

with all inward
ing the Night Pullman.
E. A. NEWMAN, Gen'l Manager.
fe28dtf

IN

dtf

for Savings Banks and Trust
constantly on hand.

JFunds

F. H. PRINCE & CO.,
No. 2 State St., Boston,

MHKUS and BROKERS.
MEMBER*OF
New York, Chicago and Ronton Stock
Exchange.*.
PRIYATE WIRE* TO
New York, Chicago Washington, Portland, Fall Biver, Providence, and New
octlleod3mos
Redford.

Beal Estate Mortgage Hecurities.
I am sending First Mortgaged on real estate
to eastern parties, netting tnein seven per cent,
*e«ni-auper annum, with the interest
nually. I loan only one-third of the value of the
both inof
all
collections
to
attend
and
security,
terest anô principal. The mortgages are in the
form of Bonds with interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to corresponu witn parties aim
Address.
give full particulars.
8. Η. ΒΙ ΒΝ1ΙΛ71, Linc»l«. Heb.
References
Judge W. W. VIRGIN,
)
Hon. J08IAH H. DRUMMOND, Portland, Me.
)
Hon. C. F. LIBBY,
Hon. H. M. BEARCE, Norway, Me. sepl7eod3m

payable

WATCHES,
JEWELRY,

7

PER CENT BOMS GUARANTEED

More
by the Showalter Mortgage Co.
than
Savings Banks in New Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Irdividuals are
investing in this class of se înrities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

fifty

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. ME.
a9m·

learu to speak from the very beginning
Conversational
long and connected sentences.
The
luency in ;i surprisingly short time. and system
Amerl
s endorsed by tlie leading European

Pupils

η

educators

as

m^r-Applications for the classes must be & made
Harbefore Tuesday next at Loring, Short
& Co-

)n or

non's, Hall L. Davis,
oct!3

McClellan, Mosher

or

d5t

CONGRESS RINK.

music.
Monday, skating with continuous
Friday
General skating Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday.
dance.
social
Wednesday eve»ing,
15 rent·; l.mlif»,

AduainMi··—Ocmlemrn,
criu.
ΙΟ

o»»»!»»»

ancl

m.

/>varv

7 p.

Doors

afternoon.

m.

open at 2 p.
ocue-aiw

jïsTm

McCarthy,!, p.
This gifted historian, poet and novelist will give
hie great lecture,

IRELAND,"1

OF

"THE CAUSE
—

AT

—

EVENING,

Tl'ENDAV

l»lh.

OCT,

Tickets reserved 50 cents, llall fare on the
M. C. Κ, K., and late trains. Tickets ordered ot
octlftdst
Ira C. Stock bridge.

The Ladies of St. Paul Cuild
—WILL HAVE

AX—

and Entertainment

Antiquarian Supper
Reception

fllall,

At

TUESDAY EVENINC, Oct. 19.
Admission 25 cents, including supper.
■Supper will be served from β to 7.SO.
oc tl6

d3t

3rd STOCKBRIOGE
Evening. Oct. 20th.

At City Hail, Wednesday

appearance of the latest Continental success, 11KKK ANDRE S

First

AND

—

TVROLE8E COMPANY,
Vocalists and Instrumentalists (in national
costume) from Switzerland and the Tyrol, introducing native music and instruments. Alpine
Violin, Dulcimer, Gigilira, Mandolin and ZitFier;
Yodeliug and Tyrolese Warbling will be heard in
Nine

its

perfection.

Praulein OERBANDER SUTTER,
Frauleln IDATEIN,
Fraulein THERESA RON8IG,
Mlle. MARIA ANTOINETTE VIOLET,
HAUPT.
Frau
Miss EMIL\ MAJOR.
Herr JOSEF PETTINGER.
HerrGEORG FHINTER^
Ετι

octn

aing Ticket» SO and 1Λ

dlw

cm.

GILBERT'S JlSSEMIES!
Thursday Evenings, commencing Oct.
21. Tickets admitting Gentlemen
with Ladies, 50 cents.
INSTRUCTION from 8 to 9. DANCIN6 from 9 to 11.
dti

octlC

SCHOOL· !

SINGING
BROWN

BLOCK,

Thursday Evening, Oct. 21, 1886,
under the instruction ot

MR. W. L. FITCH.
~~~~~~

♦

All who desire to become ready readers of
munie at eight will find this course of instructon
adapted to their needs. Mr. Fitch will
peculiarly
introduce his new method of teaching by the us·
of his recent invention, the

MusllLOgrapn

that beginners as well as those somewhat adA careful and
vanced will be alike benefitted.
thorough explanation and illustration of the ele
meutary principles of the science of eight-reading will be given.
Sessions once per week, Thursday. Tickets for
course, twenty lessons, as usual.

} M ADVANCE.

£fSSB!»™:who
JV. B.—Let all
bers of this class be

propose to become mempresent the first evening.
ulw

octl4

cnar6

WOODBURY & MLTOJi,

eodtf

City Hall, Portland,

194 71IDDLK

No.

18

JTS

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,
Snrrendered policies,
Dividends,

PAYMENT

THOUSAND

DOLyear ol

ASSETS ARE »β, 110,547.13, While
Liabilities are only $5,413,416.74.

HAS

A SURPLUS ol
ITNrnrljrTHEREFORE
9 ΙΟΟ,ΟΟΜ according to the Massa

standard, and of
York standard.

oyer

OF

8700,000 bj

Ι',ΥΙΟ.Χ JII'TIIAI,, recognizing Its muis the most liberal company in it!
dealings with its policy-holders.

ΪΙΙΚ
tuality,

Portland and Vicinity
—BY—

eodly

weeks.

Manifestations ofjSpirit Forms in full gas light
open stage. Spirit Hands, Forms and
BeautifulFlowers Materialized iu full gas

the
Faces.

on

light.
Commence
at 7
may be ordered at 10.30.

Ν P. ill.

nt

Door» open

octl5dlw

cause

Photographer.
Spécial facilities for flue Pliotos
of Groups, Picnks and other parties. yachts, Island Cottages, Animals, Ac., by the Instantaneous
Proinss.

jlyl4

IN

—

GUSHMAN BROS, & CO.
84

TRIMMINGS,
BUTTONS,»
LACES.

Correspondence

Solicited.

from Dressmakers

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DE ALERS

octe

INVITED.

MAIL OROERS CAREFULLY FILLED.

flanie; SU Boston, Bass.

Turcoman

CIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, ËQUIT
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conser
vative management.

»

ad Silk

eod3m

IflTigpUCAN»

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

arc

i

*="*-"-I

"T

1

UPHOLSTEft/

PIAN03.
THE UNIIH*
itmum *
Γ·#·;! it*.».»
w TC\;.r"'AI3M
MO 0UAA»LΙΠ Η ΑΜΕ CSTA3USMQ A RtmTATÏ0H UNtOUALUO
■YA.ÎY HAMCFAJTUflLV

HARDWARE.

ROLLER,
GENUINE
Roller Is Standard.

oar Stop
fyAsk your Dealer for them, take no other.
(WHOLE 8 ALE.]

and

ap21

eodly

«CHRISTMAS»1

eodtl

by using

BELL'S
g£6nr?H3rlSpiced Seasoning.

/ *

SfoSTECe&Cb'l

ΤΓΒ MAKE THE ONLY

JOHN K. DeWITT, President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary.
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical Director
JOSIAII H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

m«.n

**»WT· wm

Curtain·,

Cnrtain Fixtures,
Window Shail·"· en>

circulai

SÏNKINSON,

—

R. H. Stearns & Go.

approved

a

DRESS

IN

INSPECTION

ADVANTAGES of thia Company
THE
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG TINAN

Call or send to any Agency Office lor
its plans.

—

BASKETS.

IT DISCOUNT, immediately as soon as the
proofs are complete and satisfactory, and withoul
waiting 60, 90, or any number ol days.
all

IMPORTERS At\D WHOLESALE DEALERS

eodtl

except Iraud.

on

ART EMBROIDERY MATERIALS.
RIBBONS.

CLAIMS, WITHODI

ISSUES POLICIES

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

—

Can be Enriched la Flavor

£30 miDDI.E HTIIEET.
j A. Merrill.
A. Keith.

— —~

....rs·

Correspondence Solicited.

CONTRACT is plain and
all its terms and no chance loi

mar2C

ui.uutw·.

IMPORTERS \W WHOLESALE DEALERS

ITS POLICIESI IVARB
CO INTESTABLE

of

Their frank endorcement gave her

Crystal Palace, Sydenham; and at the solicitation
of Her Majesty, Miss. Fay filled the Queeu's concert rooms, Hanover square, for eight consecutive

Cor. Tremont St. and Temple Place, Boston.

tC

ITSits

PA1TH DEATH

England.

|/irjvujuu*vj>

Attention of Milliners Solicited.

the company's existence.

misconception.

The Eminent Mediums.
The Mediumship of Miss Fay has been subto the severest scientific tests by Prof. Wiljected
liam Crookes, F. R. SM and other prominent scient-

of dol-

SIXLARS, paid policy-holders for each

ITSdefinite in

Of London, Eng., assisted by
PROFS. HEARSE AND WILLIAMS,

R. H. Stearns & Co..
VIEWS

experience.

SnOWINO
Policy-holders
millions
l A it*, equal to
Tweivty-two

chusetts
the New

MISS ANNA EVA FAY,

Carriages

$8,361,920.43
3,374,403.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.3a

■

TOTAL
ol nearly

HUNDRED

ëTKEET, Portland.
lanldtf

48,

!

appearance of the Celebrated Materializing
Medium,

μι cîii,

SÏÏURTLEFF,

ARETAS

MANAGER FOR CITY AGENCY.

CO.,

spiritualism
First

ists of

κ s & 4s
Hat h
Maine Central. 7s & 6e
P. & O. R. K....6S

4s

Anson

SILVER WARE,
FRENCH CU)CKS,&C.
apl3

9IO.OO

so

6s & 43
Rockland
Mo. Pacific Gold..«s

RECOUD I»

JAMES

I AMONDS,

J. A. MERRILL &

Term* per C'eurw of ilO Lrw«o*i
ία each Language.

A

thirty-six years'

ITplans.

models in themselves, and oniy require to be seen to be appreciated. Our far famod "NOVELTY" steel
plate FURNACE, simple In construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by any other Furnace. Best of Ctty
References. All these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, "The World's Best." I
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in ι First-class Stove
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner. Repairs a specialty. Please call and examine
the above goods, all to te sold at the Lowest Living Prices. Remember the number,

Congress street,

(OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE),

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

COMPANY,

Alter three years lor any

variety of styles, and pronounced by the leading practical stove mer to be the finest made and best working
Range in the market. Our Square ana Round

41

Tuesday, October 19th, 1886.

—

POLICY

are

$10.00.

on

Bankers and Brokers ALPINE CHOIR
186 MIDDLE STREET.

January 1,1884.

JS

η a

FOB OJILI

SWAN & BARRETT,

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

MAINE.

OF

ORGANIZED

The Clenwood Β and New Elmwood

IMIGO BLUE SUITS

NEW YORK.
F&3Nld&w2w

BONDS !

STRICTLY ΟΛΓΕ PRICE.

Manufaturers and Retail

The classes will open

Choice

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Successor to 0. W. FULLAM, wishes to call attention to his line of goods, viz:

$3.72.
IRA F. CLARK. IRA F. CLARK.
482

THE

all qualities and prices. Vests to match.

eodtf

$18.00 Double Breasted

from

in

iiss Wolhaupter's School Rooms, 148 Spring Street·

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Shade,

Men's, Young Men's, Boys' anil Gtiildren's Reefers,

gress St.

760—Butter Knife, Julia Foley, 109 Dimforth St.
716—Alarm Clock, Mattie W. Foster, No. 3 Mon-

octl

not

Breasted, and equal
better grades.

to

A

444—Lace Pin, Bertie E. Colby, 37 Free St,
652—Watch Charm. Fannie Sampson, 75 Wilmot
staeet.
462—Hair Ornament, Mrs. Mary Fales, 89 Spruce
street.
114—Collar Stud, Miss Sadie Trefethering, 175
Brackett St.
559—Set Forks, Elizabeth Dodge, 158 Clark St.
304—Napkin Ring, Benjamin True, Jail.
678Va— Dozen Tea Knives, Jennie Chenery, 434
Congress St.
332-Call Bell, Jennie Lane, 16 May St.
639—Sugar Shell, Mainmie Pillsbury, Cape Eliza-

can

a fine Olive

the lucky ones registered for presents at

3 85—Ladies Watch, Mrs. W. G. Smith, EastDeerIng, Me.
438-Diamond Ring. Mrs. C. J. Deering, 570
Broadway. South Boston.
127 -Cake Basket, Mrs. J. L. Shaw, 33 Myrtle gt.
746—Castor .Jennie Hayes, 12 Congress Place.
214- Pepper and Salt Bottles, Mrs. Maud Colby,
387 Cumberland St.
680—Pocket Mirror, Flora Neal, 173 Congress St.
235—Pair Table Spoons, Elena Coolbrotn. Cape
Elizabeth.
604—Pen Knife, Allie Ε. Smith, 10 Forrest St.
300—Set Tea Spoons, Margaret Qulnn, 105 Lincoln St.

Mayor and
Hall, City Building, on Monday evening, October
25th, at 7.30 o'clock.
By order of the Board,
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
oct8-l 1-18-25
Portland, Oct. 7,1886.
the Board of

STR.EET.

JIORRISOK & CO.'S JEWELRY STORE FOR SEPTEMBER.

743—Pair Eardrops, Eunice Stan wood,

matter will be given by
Aldermen at Reception

hearing

STREET,

BANKERS

NUMBB

names

journed
rily postponed.
on the same
A

square, ad
been necessa-

or

CO.,

jan!3

255 MIDDLE
Y

on

&

MASTERY

of the modern languages will be held at

THURSDAY EVENING, OCT. 21st.

Boston & Portland Clothins Co.,

LUC

the matter of taking Market

hearing
lot for a public park
THESquare
to Monday, Oct. 11th, has

4.75

The above brands of Flour

Call

tailors.

HEARING.

FALL OR MEDIUM TOP COATS

$5.©© per bbl.
"
"

ing

MIDDLE

ΟΈΎ

CENTS' and YOUNC MEN'S Pantaloons in the NOTICE

PRACTICAL

Music Hall, Lewistoii,
*

HATCH

S.

0Ct8

97 » -2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

has toe honor to announce that his classes tor
the

Β

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAILWAY COMPANY

No. 3 NASSAU

PHINTEB8' EXCHANGE,

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

SERIES

A.

Job Printer

GEORGE^CT FRYE,
Corner

AND

Br. RICHARD S. ROSENTHAL,

Currency Honda and Bond» of

Will receive a communication of Interest and
Importance to them by forwarding their names
and addresses to us (if they have not already
aone so), with a memorandum of the amount of
bonds of either class held by them, or by calling
in person at our office.

Book, Card
—

emltt

jy28

OF THE

PORTLAND ME

12 EXCHANGE ST.,
jeab

Securities
Sold.
Bought
33 EXCHANGE ST.
and

Holder» of

Frcneh, German, Spanish and Italian.

Fbank C. Ckockek.
eodtf

Investment

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

on

2G5

& CO.
constantly displayed.

Piubt,

CLASSES

—

THE ONLY PRACTICAL METHOD.

Bankers! Brokers,

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.

CENTS' and

Call and examine.

COCKLE'S
ANTI-BILIOUS

WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WK WILL DO IT C HEAPLY.
ΛΥΕ WILL DO IT WELL.

as

quality,

H.

IN

—

;an

BOMTOPr,

Stanley T.
deel

$18.00, $20.00, Portland Widows' Wood Society.
Annual Meeting of the Portland Widows'
Wood Society, for the choice of officers for
THE
Lowest Prices Ever Made.
the coming yeor, and the transaction of such othei
before said meet
business
may legally
CENTS' and YOUNC MEN'S Elegant and ing, will be held at their office. CityA: Building,
D. 1886, al
Wednesday evening, October 27,
half o'clock.
and
Nobby Overcoats, in Blue, Black, Brown and Oxford
S. H. COLESWORTHY,
bbl.
Secretary.
$5.5© per
Χ. Υ. Ζ. Fancy Patent,
Mixtures, smooth and ough goods, at all prices octl3 2w
"
"
5.50
Washburn's Superlative,
"
ranging from $8.00 to $.45.00 ; as large and elegant
5.5<>
Pillsbury's Best,
"
CITY OF PORTLAND.
variety as can be found anywhere, even in Boston.
5.50
Corrugated Fancy Patent,

■

CORBBiPOKDMTe,

PRINCE

Quotations

_

Cassimere goods, at
15.00,
$22.00 and $25.00 per Suit.

Extra St. Louis,
Choice St. Louis, fine

hange.
Boston.

CREEN & BATEMAN.
F.

STOVES, TIN WARE

Winter use, that will prove by use to be entirely satisfactory, and at such moderate prices that they
must gratify the tastes of all economical buyers.

FLOUR !

100
This Λοβ stands higher In the estimation of
Wearer» than any other in tho world. Thousands who wear it will tell you the reason ii you
•sk them.

WANT

MEW YORK

a

Wholesale and Hetall Dealers in

A.

Both Gentlemen and Young Men will find in our
stocka good variety of neat and modest patterns of
SUITS, OVERCOATS and PANTALOONS for

JAMES MEANS' $3 SHOE.1

Means & Co.,
Llncolii

It

gg

FINE CLOTHING!

..

~—how to get this Shoo la
State or Territory.

«

GENTLEMEN'S

alike

and

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

25 cents.
Eye glasses for
II
TENΝ ΕY & DUN HAM,
II
It
It
II

FULULINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

aug6

t\io Original 83 Shoe.
iifit yaux rsc
I>.
of Imitations.
KoceGeauiue nalvee bearing this Stamp.

bilitij. Comfort and Appearance. A postal card sent to
os will bring you informa-

for 25 cents.

ALSO

Special

It is adapted
The Finest St. Louis Flour ever made.
BREAD or PASTRY. It suits everybody. Price

fin

Pbivate Wire to New Yokk

Ρ rintinQ H.M.PAYS0N&CO.

Itiuiii'ord Chemical Works, Providence, It. I.

Cook Book free.

ocl8M&Th&w2w

ton.

Member» of the N. Y. Storl

DORTICOS,

ANTOINE

ESTABLISHED 1854.

distressing sneeze, sneeze, sneeze, the acrid, watery discharges from the eyes and nose, the
painful inflammation extending to the throat, the
swelling of the mucous lining, causing choking

for

Baukers and Brokers,

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

TO DO YOUR

Catarrh.

Cuke

(çaul <§*ûmjU\f

Mo, 87 Plum atr-ast

WE

The

sanford's Radical

cmd

ffiook, Job

I CO."1

PULLEN, CROCKER

BERRY,

STEPHEN

shortening

nolitical

sensations, cough, ringing noises in the head and
splitting headaches,—how familiar these symptoms are to thousands who suffer periodically
from head colds or influenza, and who live In igrorance of the fact that a single application of

Exchang
Continental
Sterling and
rate*.
bought and moI;I at iuom! favorable
of
Travelling and Commercial Ijetter*
Credit iMMued, available in all the Principal Citiem of Europe.
Investment Seen ri tien Honght and Mold.
eodtf
jan31

Artistic low price houses and seaside cottages
augl8eod2m

oct7,8,11,13,15,18

Sneezing

So. 2IS Middle Street.

Three doors went of foiuier oiiite.
IitA S. Lockf.
Joseph A. Lockb.
Ht#
dtf
feb27

specialty.

stump speaker visits the rural districts lie
seldom considers his address complete without a reference to the happiness and independence of a farmer's life; and the less information a man possesses upon the subject
the more apt he is to picture in rosy tints in
Ills imagination the pleasures of a career employed in tilling the fertile seil and caring
for flocks and herds.
The reality is far different.
The average
farmer works very hard from one year's end
to the other, and reads with amazement of
men who are earning from
$40 to $70 per
month striking for higher pay and shorter
hours. Farmers have couiDaratively little
leisure for self-improvement, and are always
financially at the mercy of drought, excessive
rain or untimely frost. Their sons, if they
have a touch of ambition and possess fair
natural abilities, will shrink from their fathers' life |of scantily rewarded toil and seek
employment more congenial in tho already
over-crowded city.
It will be readily admitted that something
is radically wrong in this state of affairs, and
it cannot be that the remedy is very difficult of discovery. With the agriculturists of
the West constantly increasing their facilities for the cheap production of Such great
staples as wheat, corn and hogs, and the
very low transportation rates, it is evident
that Eastern farmers, with their limited
acreage and inability to employ profitably
the labor-saving machinery which finds
scope upon the broad prairie lands, must in
the main give up these branches of farming
and replace tiiem with something better.
The principle upon which this problem can
alone be solved is that of making a specialty
of certain products. If farmers within easy
distance of cities would stop raising corn
and wheat and instead grow small fruits and
vegetables they would find themselves far
better situated as regards prosperity at the
year's end, and would besides have had
«jiore leisure. Of course all could not enter
into fruit and vegetable growing.
Poultry
raising is exceedingly profitable when properly conducted. Butter of a superior quality and neatly packed has nothing to fear
from oleomargarine, and the manure from
the cattle kept would be a valuable auxiliary·
Bee keeping
in raising vegetable products.
in some localities is most lucrative. In fact,
there is scarcely a limit to the list of products from which the intelligent and wideawake agriculturist may choose one or a few
to which he will devote his attention.
When the principles of making specialties
once takes firm place in our rural communities it will be for them a happy day. Then
will dawn the pleasant life of the real country gentleman, which now exists but in
small part outside the imagination of the
demagogue who seeks, fcy flattery, to gain
the votes that will give him political pres-

MIDDLE STREET,

180

ARCHITECT,

The Farmer's Life.
Albany Journal.
Fourth nf Jul ν orator

BANKERS,

removed to

Have

-IRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ROOM 28 1-2.

In his private study at Hawarden, Mr.
At one
Gladstone has three writing desks.
he does his political writing, at another, a far
pleasanter nook, clearly the favorite, looking out upon a circle of noble limes, and
which goes by the name of Sir John's dressing room, his literarv work is done. The
third desk is Mrs. Gladstone's. He cillls the
study hie "Temple of peace."
Charles L. Webster, senior member of the
firm that is publishing General Grant's book,
has handed to Mrs. Grant the firm's check
for $150,000, the second instalment due her
Her seventy
under the general's contract.
per cent, of the profits on the sale of the
book will continue during the twen'.y-eight
years of copyright protection secured to the
work, so that she will doubtless receive from
$000,000 to $700,000.

a

attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

SPECTACLES.

tigue."

When

eod3m

mining: the lenses needed for their correction.

requires

lwfAro

BOSTON.

383 Harrison Avenue

aug23

['

Mr. Blaine conies bete hot of his own mo111 reponse to a summons from bis
native State so general and so commanding
that lie could not say nay.
The people of
with whom he has so long
Pennsyvania,
been the foremost favorite, demanded the
opportunity of giving him their greeting,
and lie could not refuse the call to aid their
canvass.
He is not needed to make Republican victory secure, but his presence will
a
of enthusiasm to the camdegree
impart
paign which nothing else could excite.

Soprptarv

E. VAN NGORDEN & CO.,

We liave a large assortment and are
S TRIAL· CASE,
B1'·'*'
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET
Itic best
xvitli tlio opt ha ι iiio^rAPIC TEST LENSE» combining
the
of
and
deter,
defects
eye
all optical
methods

tion, but

Mr. G. W. Smalley, the London correspondent, is on his way to this country for a visit.

;

«ElïfEÉlFf

J. Β. BROWN & SONS,

LOCKE & LOCKE,

EYE CLASSES.

Philadelphia Press.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Sheet Metal Work
Gutters. Metal Shingles.
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

J1
^Ρ||||Ρ|Τ;
jjjpP^

that

Preparation, made by the only process
a
produces baking powder of any nutritive value.
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required
by the system.
is Prof. Hosford's Bread

and

for

MB. BLAINE IN PENNSYLVANIA.

tige.

The Hon. William H. Cliffor ! did not tell
the story of the Maine election in his Boston speech, as he was advertised to do by a
Boston paper.
Probably when lie came to
consider the matter he found the tale too
gloomy for his eloquence even to make attractive to a Democratic audience. So he
devoted himself to replying to Mr. Reed's

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

Ν. γ. Tribune.

Jonah and the whale

METAL SKYLIGHTS
Mills, Stores
Dwellings.
And VENTILATORS,

Λ .HUM Ε *11Β ATTN.

cards.

business

9IISC®;IiI-A!*EOC8'

ORGAH^0 ftaNo

631

8£N0

TREMQNT

ST.
FOB CATAlOSUt

AND PR1C£S-

CO*

B03T0N.MASS·
V'MTUM PAfER·

feb24

eodly

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.
the undersigned, have this day
WE,Copartnership
under the Arm

formed

name

a

of Mil-

lett, Evans & Co., for the purpose of transacting
tbe retail Dry Goods business, and will occupy
Store 517 Congress St.. (Mechanic
Building.)*
C. C. MILLETT.
C. T. EVANS,
H. EVANS.
Oct. C, 1886.
octSdSw

Portland Benevolent Society.
TABLE
SAUCE
The most delicious in flavor ; appetizing in e
use
enables Dyspeptics to ea
feet; and by liberal

CIDER BARRELS.

WIESBADEN

and hearty food without injurious results
octCeod3m
For sale by all Grocers.
meats

FINE lot of barrels Just recelveu ami for s;ile
by K. STANLEY & SON. 410 tore Street,
sep20Utf
Portlaud.

A

Η Ε annual meeting of this Society for the
choice of ofllcera and other business will be
held on WEDNESDAY. Oct. 20th, 1886, at 4
o'clock p. m. in the Directors' rooinof National
K. 11. 11INKLE\
Traders Bank.
Secretary.
oclCdtd

THE

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, OCT. 18.
THE PRESS.
obtained at the Periodical Depots of Ν
G. Fosseuden, Horse ltailroad Station;
Marquis
7ti Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. It. R. De
pot ; Hodgson. 'JGVi Portland St. ; J. B. Blake, 6Bt
Congress SI. ; Costcllo, 7 Exciiange St. ; Gilpatrick
•47 Middle St.; Jewett, 504 Congress St.
; Peter
eon, 2 Exchange St. ; Goold, corner Congress and
Chestnut Sts. ; Lanagan. <16 Oxford St. ; Chlsholm
109 Congress St.; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St.
Sheafe, 243 Congress St. ; ltoss, 193 Congress St.
Beardsworth, 87 India St. ; and of Chlsholm Bros'
agents on all trains running out of the city.
Auburn, Wiilard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Piorce.
Bath, ,J. O. Shaw.
be

F.
Biddeford,
"

M.
A.

Burnham.

L. Jellerson.
oston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick Β G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills, i), p. n0rr.
Damariscotta,
\V. Dunbar.
W, a. Mitchell.
Fieeport,
Fryeburg, », V. I«wis, J. C. Gerry.
Fairrte'.a.'R. H. RYans.
D. H. Knowlton.
^.itrdiner, Faillier & Co.
Oorlian», Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
iLonc Island, T. M.
Glendenning.
."Mechanic Kails, H. 8. Jordan, K. A. Thomas.
Norway, 8. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fouir.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Kockland, O. S. Andrews, It. H. Burnham.

Baccarappa,

D. P. Horr.

8aco, H. B. Kcndrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.

Springvale,

C. H. l'ierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, Α. Κ Vlnal.
Waldoboro, G. liliss.

Waterville, (i. B. Haves.
Yarmouth» Vi. Humphrey.

"A SECRET OF THE SEA."
The following s ton' was told me a short
time ago by a friend, who had it only at second hand from an eye-witness of the whole
affair. My friend began thus ;
"The strange thing I

going

to tell you
is true; I know it because I have it from a
friend, or, rather a relation, of one of the officers on board the ship.
Seme years ago, before the existence of
the Suez Canal, a large East Indiaman was
making her way easily, with light summer
winds, along through the Indian Ocean to
vftH;iauv.

al days

me

vajic

am

nau

ween

passeu

sever-

before,

and now, with charming
weather, officers and passengers, to say nothing of the crew, were looking forward to
what had been a pleasant, though quite un-

eventful, voyage.
They had nothing more serious than a
'half-gale o' wind,' had met only three or
Jour ships, homeward bound ; and in spite
of a score or more agreeable passengers, in
spite of the last sensational novels of musical
entertainments, of flirtations by moonlight
on deck, and even in spite of unlimited gossip, the days had grown very monotonous,
and the weeks unaccountably long; even
light-hearted middies had begun to chafe
and fret over the long confinement on shipboard, and tiie young ladies to sigh for an
excitement.
I take it for granted that you know that
the service of the East India Company's
ships was like the Naval in organization ;
there were captain, lieutenants, midshipmen
and petty officers ; the ships were mounted
with heavy guns, and well armed, and
manned with men trained for fighting. The
voyage was long, and in time of war the lndiamcn were regarded as very desirable
booty. The ships were large, strongly built,
and very commodious, and often luxuriously
fitted up.

The day had been hot, and the light wind
had died almost entirely away ; the great ship

and fell on the waves, and· her sails
hung loosely from the tall masts that slowly
swayed back and forth with the monotonous,
cracking sound one knows so well who has
been much at sea. It was 'sundown,' and
the short twilight of the tropics was fast
deepening into night ; everybody had come
upoT, deck to enjoy such whiffs of air as
m^ght be stirring; the passengers and officers
on the quarter-deck, while the crew were
hanging over the side or lazily lounging on
the neat coils of rope about the deck.
Suddenly a faint, very faint sound--so
faint, one knew not what it wis, whence it
came—or scarcely if there had been a sound
at all. People asked each other about it ;
some had heard it and others had not; and
after some discussion it was decided there
really was nothing at all. And just as they
reached the conclusion the sound came
again, and a little clearer, more positive
than before, so that everyone heard something. 'It was the moan of the breeze through
the rigging!' 'No, it was the bell for'ard!'
It was fifty most ordinary sounds in the
world, and quite a matter of course that it
should have been heard ; and then—acain it
came—as if dropped from the air, and were
tlie sob of some sad-liearted spirit floating
by. And then the thing was talked over and
over, and nobody was satisfied with any of
them.
Meantime it grew darker, and tho great
stars of the Southern World started out,
making the night luminous with their wonderful gloiy. A silence fell upon the busy
tongues, #nd all eyes were gazing upwards,
when suddenly through the hush broke the
tone of a bell. Full, clear, musical it rang
on, then died slowly, seeming to go further
and further away, until the last faint sound
came from a long distance off ; then again silence, and people looked strangely at each
other, and almost as if they were fearful of
breaking that stillness by sDeakingthe words
that hung on every lip. At last Captain
Stanley hailed the masthead.
'No, sir, nothing in sight. It's a little misty
up to the windward.'
'Keep a sharp lookout—d'ye hear?'
'Ay, ay, sir!'
A slight puff of wind blew past the shipjust enough to bear the distinct tone of the
mysterious bell, and also to tell from which
direction it came; it was deeper, clearer,
fuller thau before. The mystery deepened,
but Captain Stanley said, quietly: 'That mist
undoubtedly holds the solution of the affair;
it is some ship's boll, as we shall see as soon
as it lifts a little.
But hour after hour went
on, and still the mist hung low on the water, and still the mournful sound of that bell
was borne
to the ears that listened all
through the night on board the Dare. Fewleft the deck, and all night long that sad,
weird tolling kept them company—now
seemingly closer to them, and again so faint
and far away. It was uncanny, and to the
sensitive ones sounded like the strokes of
doom.
Just before the early dawn, while it was
yet only a clear starlight, the mist lifted, and
at once came the cry from the masthead:
'Somethin' to windward.'
φ
'What is she like?'
'Well, it's a queer sort of a craft altogether.'
'Mr. Crabbs, will you go up and see what
you make of her?' said Captain Stanley ; and
Mr. Crabbs, a light-footed young middle,
sprang up the rigging, and in a few minutes
returned saying :
'She, or it, is a very queer-looking thing,
sir ; it is pretty dark yet, but, as well as I
can see, it looks like a big flatboat with a
rose

sort ol house on it—it noats

low

self had got pour Mr. Crabbs, and they got
away as fast as they could.
And sad and terrible enough it all was,
and that horrible bell went on tolling an awful knell for poor, bright-hearted little
Crabbs. There were sobs and tears, and
pale cheeks, and mourning for the lad ; and
after a little the captain said, with a hard
voice, and a set. stern look ou Ills pleasant
•Mr. Fraser, send that boat back with a
fresh crew ; or, rather takw command yourself. sir—take the best men and plenty of
arms.'
And In ft fuw moments the little boat went
back, carrying men who had rather Sght a
man-of-war twice their si«e than face a foe
that was unknown* ana doubtless belonged
to the unseen \\ orld ; but they went, and resolutely, toi- everybody loved little Crabbs.
HOW earnestly and anxiously they were
Nvatched from the decks of the Dare one can
well imagine.
Mr. Fraser and the boatswain. well armed and revolver in
hand,
climbed cautiously up the side of the llatboat
and were seen to raise their heads
slowly
above the bulwark. And this is what
they
saw : a magnificent lîengal
tiger of the finest
breed just finishing his
meal
!
revolting
They
lired together, and the great creature fell
over and died without a
struggle.
"Then the boat's crew were ordered to
come up, and they
carefully climbed on
board, and with a pistol in each hand, began
an exploration of the cabin; there was no
door to it, and as they entered the wide
doorway, there right before them they saw
two skeletons—of a man and a woman,
chained, one against each side of the room.
Between them, in the midst, was a broken
chain, one end still riveted to the floor—the
other hung to the neck of the slain
tiger!
Fronting the doorway, on the wall was
written in Arabic; '.Such is my vengeance
upon those who rouse my jealousy.'
file
ghastly tale was told.
.Silent from horror, they gathered together
all that was left of the gay middie, and covering them with a boat cloak, the Dare's
men rowed back and told their
story.
Lieutenant Fraser told it all to
the person
who told it to me, and strange and horrible
as it is—well, you
know, 'nothing is too
strange,' or too horrible 'to be true and my
story is true."

52
122
142
90
100
bB

00

Company

60
Portland Gas Company
Β Ο Ν ί> S'.
State of Maine Os, due 1889....100
Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, li. R. aid 1907...124
102
Batli City 6s, Mun. various
100

108
115
125
105
101
116
124
106
106
113
lid
123
132
108
103
108
112

Bath City Cs It. li. aid various....
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.... 113
122

Bangor City 6s, long Mun
104
Belfast City 6s, Κ. R. aid
105
And. & Ken. Κ. K. 6s, various
Portland & lien. Κ. R. 6s, 1895 111
.111
Leeds & Farming'tn Β. B. 6s.
Maine Central it. K.I1st mitg 7s.. 121
M aine ('entrai It. Β. Consol 7s.... 131
Maine Central Κ. B. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 102
Portland Water
'·
"
2d mtg 6s
106
·..

8dmta6s... .110
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Mr. Porcine is

a

very

dignified

and objects
other day his
and threw her

man.

unseemly familiarity. The
daughter Julia stole up behind Dim
to

an ν

around his neck.
"Julia," he exclaimed. I am surprised at you.
That was very indecorous."
"Excuse me. father," she replied demurely,
"χ
took you for the coachman."
arms
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Porcine hunts up
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Willie

lCSl

Jul'.

coachman ugly enough to suit
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I have used Dr. Seth Arnold's Cough Killer with
much benefit to myself. I would most cheerfully

following quotations of stocks are received

At'ch",
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
New York and New England Railroad.

92SA
69Vi

do nref
Mexican Central 4s
Eastern Railroad
Bell Telephone
C. IÎ. & Q
Boston Land Company
Maine Central Railroad
Continental Mills
Androscoggin Mills
Calumet & Hecla
New

9

127Vs
64y8

102
225

York Stock arid Money Market.

TBy Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Oct 16 1886.—Money on call
is quieter, ranging from 4 to 6 per cent. ; last loan
5. Prime mercantile paper 4®5 per cent. Exchange quiet and steady at 4 81% and 4 84Ά.

Government bonds have been dull but lirm. Railroad bonds quiet and generally lirm. The stock
market closed active.
Tue transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 402.306 shares.
mi iouowmg are to-day's quotations of Government securities :
United states bonds, 3s
lOOVs

New;4s, reg
Sew 4s, coup
NewiVis, reg
New 4V4s, coup

128%
128%
111%
Ill'/»
xxoya

xsis.

124
116

Kansas Pacific. IConsols
109
Oregon Nav. lsts
IIOV2
Union Pacific ;ist...t
115%
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen. Crocker
& Co.. No. S3 Exchange street, Portland. Me:

CliesapeaKe &;Ohio
Chicago & Alton

χ

Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlingtou &\ Quiucy
Del.;& ilud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den .& Rio Grande

Λ New York

killing

a man.

tough was being examined for
The accused stated that he had
one blow with his fist.

onlv given the deceased
His honor said:

"I can't understand how it is possible for a man
to be killed by a single blow of the fist. I repeat,
I can't understand it."
"Yer can't, eh? Want me to show yer?" replied
the tough, sidling up to the Court and drawing
back a fist as big as a family Bible.
The offer was declined, with thanks.
A farmer once told us that lie would not be
out Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup if it cost $5.0$ a

with,
bct-

tle.
Mr. J. M. Keesler, Merchant Tailor, 42 German
Street, Baltimore, Md., says:—"I find Salvation
(XI effectual and speedy in the cure of neuralgia."
There were five people in a New York bob-tail
car, and six nickles in the fair box. The driver
counted the passengers, arid counted the nickles
several times.
"Have any of you passengers put two nickles
into the box?" he asked.
The passengers denied hauing done anything of
the kind.
"Well, thin," said the driver, scratching his
head, "wan of you lintlemen must have got off
the car before you mtered it."
the large old-fashioned
griping pills, try Carter's Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A man can't stand everything. One pill a dose.
If you

are

tired

taking

"Papa, what is a model?" inquired little Johnny.
"A model is a small likeness of anything."
"And is a model man a small likeness of
a
man?"
"A great many of them are, Johnny," replied
his father, musingly. "A great many of them are."

"When

Bab.y

r. »«.

When ph*

«?/.?

Whon she

r.·-·;:·

sick,

wo

gavo her

Castoria,

clang to Castoria,

a

reserved seat."
You will have to bring it around this evening,
sir, and change it inside, we don't exchange thein
till then."
'•Oh! I can't come around again, give it to me
This is for Mr. Rosenheinst, the clothier."
now.
"I'm very sorry, but I can't do it."
"Well, give me one of your cheapest reserved
seats."
"Yes, sir; fifty cents."
"1 suppose I can bring my children with me?"

ESEulTEEiE
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Oct. 16. 1886,
following are to-day's closing quotations of
&c.:
Grain, Provisions,
The

«biritin.
fionr.
j
! High Mixed Corn.51 a52
;>upt rliue aud
53® 54
low grades.2 60@3 50 Corn, bag lots
Κ spring ami
Meal, bag lots. 5»<&52
XX Spring..4 n0(g4 25 <)ats, car lots—38 a3i»
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots—30&4O
5 OOQo 2o Cotton Seed.
Wheats
car lots..23 50®;24 00
Mich, straight
do bag.. .24 OOj£25 00
.4 50&4 75
roller
clear do.... 4% d 4«Vs ί Sack'dBr'n
lots.. 15 50@3 7 00
35
car
stone ground. 4Vs £ 4
j
! do bag.. .18 00®] 9 00
St Louis si'gt
.'.4 75®5 00 middlings. 18 00@20 50
roiier
4 25^4 60|do bag lots,19 00@22 00
clear do
Prorieione.
Winter Wheat
5 00@5 25 [Pork—
Patents
.15 50®16 00
Fiith.
Backs
I
Clear—14 75@15 00
Cod, ^qtl—
12 00@12 50
Large Shore2 75@3 001 Mess
Large Bauk2 2510,2 50 i Beef—
7 50®8 00
2 00(ά>2 251 Ex Mess.
Small
8 25@8 50
2 00@2 7 51 Plate
Pollock
9 00<g9 25
1 50^2 00 j Ex Plate.
Haddock
1 25@1 751 LardHake
Tubs
ψ ψ..63Α^7 c
Herring—
c
Tierces— 6%@7
Scaled ψ
c
7 .@8
13® 16c I Pails
No 1
Mackerel φ bbl—1886. iHams ·ρΐί>— 12®;i.2Vfe
Shore Is.21 50t&25 001 do covered. .14@14Vfe
Oil.
Shore 2s. 12 50@15 001
Kerosene—
Med. 3s.
Pet
Ref.
Port.
6Vt
Small
@
ο
Produce.
Water White
13
Pratt's Ast'l, Pbbl.
Cranberries4 75@5 00 Devoe's Brilliant. IIV2
Maine
8Va
Cape Cod.. .7 00® 7 50! Ligonia
7Vz
Pea Beans... 1 85(a2 00 Silver White
1 85&2 00 Centennial
8V2
Medium
Ktnixinn.
German mdl 60<α;1 75
2 25® 3 00
Yellow Eyes.l 40® 1 65 Muscatel
Potatoes, bush, 50(^551 London Lay'r 2 50^2 87
(αϊ 2
St Potatoes 2 00@3 OOlOnduraLay. 31y2
2 75®3 00! Valencia
7@9Va
Unions
—

'j

..

..

....

bx..l6@20c|

—

Fowls
Ducks
Seese

pbbl

Nugur.

15@20|

12^14! granulated &

ll®)12|Extra

lb

C

014
5%

"t-rn*.

m

|Red Top—$2%Cçùfc2V2
Timothy Seed2 40®2 50
ippit N.
l 25@2 25 Clover
9, @llc
@

i'hefne.

f

i V ermont—13 @13Va
ι N.Y. factory 13
(a 131/2
I Sage
14@14Va

Butter.
Evaporated ¥> tb 9^1 Oc I
βii'iuoHN·
[Creamery#* lb...26@28
Palermo
6;00®7 00 Gilt Edge Ver....25@27
6 OO®? OOlChoice
Messina
17@18
IGood
14@15
Malagers—
OrausrtM*.
12@14
I Store
Florida
I
(ri,
Egg"·
Valencia
\Eastern extras... 23.S 24
23
Messina and Par
Can & Western..
23
Plerrao V bx.6 50®7 001 Island

Grain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
WHEAT.

Nov.
Openiug.... 72y8
Highest
72?/e
Lowest
728/g
72«/e
Closing
....

Dec.

74%
,74%
74V*
74Va

Jan.
76V*
75%

May

75

75V'e

CORN.
Dec.

Jan.

36%
[3 <»:<4
86%
36%

36%
30%
30%
35Ve

Nov.

Opening.... 35%
Highest—35%
Lowest

35a/8

Closing

35%
Nov.

OATS.
Dec.

Opening.... 25V8
Highest.... 25V*

26Ve

Closing

261/e

Lowest

25Vfe
251/4

19%
92%
53%
172
95

21%
46V4
115%
60

Northern Pacific
no

28ya
63%
117%
141%
1127/3

jpref

Louis

do

17

30%

—

291/4
20%
33%
53%

Out. & W estern
Oregon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman Pa'*ce
Reading—
Kock island
8t Louis & San Fran

98
146

36*4
........126

35%
69*4
116%
94%

pref

1 stfe pref....
SI. Pau!
St. Pau) preferred
St. Pau; "Minn. &.Man
St Paul Si .'maha

121

121%
50

aolpre;

113%

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. S.ll Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific

21%

61%

60

19%
36%
77%
37%

do! pref
Western Union Telegraph
Altoihfc Terre Haute
do pref

Boston Air Line
Burlinrto & Cedar Rapids
Canaaa t? onchern
Canton
K. Tenn
East Tenu, IstiPref
Kansas 6c Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
Richmond & Danville

-.

CregonflNav

Wells. Kartro Express
Mobile & Ohio
Morris & Essex
Central Iowa
Fort Wavne
Pacific 6s of'95
L011 island
C011. Coal

«0
100
55

63*4
13V8
73%
36%
218
150
105
125
15

140%
16%
126
93 Va
22

New York Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NRW YORK.

(><*t.1(5.

I88R.—Thfl following

ar*

closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
28 00
Colorado ICoal
6|δ0
Quicksilver
23 00
do preferred

.18 00
25 00
1 3 2%
3 00

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Oct. 16, 1886.—The following are today's quotations of Frovislons, &c. :
Fork—Long cut 14 50@15 00; short cuts 15 00
15 50 ;backs 15 00@15 50; light backs at 13 5o@
14 00 ; lean ends 15 50; pork tongues at 13 00 a,
$13 50; prime mess at $14 00@15 50;extra prime
at 10 50S.Ç11 ; mess, old, at 10 50 ; do new 11 50
@.«12.
!b in tierces; 7%@
Lard—choice at 7@7*4c
8c in 10-th pails ;8V4@8%c in 5-lb pails ;8Va@8%
In 3-It) pails.
Mams at 12V2@13c
laccording to size and
cure: smoked shoulders 8@8V2C; pressed hams at
12V3@13c.
Dressed hogs, city, at 7c ψ lb.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
29c, with some special marks higher: do extra
firsts at 24 â27c ; do lirsts 20@22c ; do extra held
creamery 22c ; do extra first held crmy 20®21c;
do choice held imitation 17®18c ; do fresh imitation creamery, choice 21@22i; do firsts 20c ; do
June factory, choice at l4c ;*do fair to good at 12
α 13c ; do common lots at 10@llc; Vermont cmry
extra at 30c :do dairy at 26@27c : do extra firsts
at 22:&24<\ Jobbing prices lta)2c higher.
Cheese—Northern,choice to extra, 12@121/îaC;
sage I3â>13y2c; Western choice to extra atjllVa
^12c; lower grades according to quality; job
lots V«c higher.
Eggs— Neai by 26;®27c ; Eastern extra 24c Eastern firsts at 2<»(&22c; Ν Η and Vermont extra at
23 V2 a.24c New York extra at 22Va@23c; Weslern choice at 21c; Michigan choice at 22c; Nova
Scotia at 22@23c; limed 19@20c. Jobbing price
lc higher.
r.cans—choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 70@
1 75 ψ bush ; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 65 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at 1 80@
%\ 85.
liay—Choice prime at $17|50@$18; fair to trood
SI6 υ<Λα$17 00 ; Eastern fine $13 £$15 poor to
ordinary $12«$15: East swale $10. Rye|straw,
:hoice, 17 00: oat straw $9@êl0. t? ton.
Fotatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick $>
bbl 1 50.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO. Oct. 16, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 1.; steady; shipping steers at 3 50
[00;shipments
S}6 25 ; stockers and feeders at 2 00@3 30 ; cows,
mils and mixed at 150@4 00; bulk—; through
L'exas cattle 10c higher ;cows at 2 00@2 80;steers
2 60«3 25 ; Western rangers steady; natives and
md half breeds $3@$4.
Hogs—10c higher; receipts 8,000; shipments 7.)00; rough and mixed at 3 65@4 20; packing and
shipping at 4 20@4 55 ; light 3 70@4 45 ; skips at
Î 50(&3 25.
Sheep—strong for good: receipts 1000; shipnents 500; natives at 2 25@4 00; Western 3 00 aj
Î 60 Lamns 3 75@4 35.
—

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Oct. 16,1886.—Flour quiet; sales
),500 bbls ; State at 2 15@4 75; Ohio at 2 40^
V 60; Western 2 15@4 75; Southern 3 25 a5 00.
Wheat lower; sales 160,000 bush No 2 Tied for
^η,·η».καρ

a Λ.Ά-α α

a

η

ana nnn ,ι,Λ vu«ni.,hn,.

35y2@86c ;248,0(50 bush' do for .Jan 87V4(«87%c ;
5,000 bush do April at 917/eC ; 160,000 do May at
i3à038/8c;receipts 427,300.
Corn lower; sales 320,000 bush; receipts 107,-

BOO bush.
Oats steady; sales 30,000 bush, including No 2
or November at 31% c; December 32y2c; Januuy 33 V4c ; receipts 74,100 bu.
Beef dull.
l'ork firm. Lard dull.
Butter dull; State at 17@32c; Western at 12@

28VaC.
Petroleum steady.. Rice is firm. Coffee firm.
Sugar steady. Molasses quiet Freights steady.
Spirits Turpentine quiet. Rosin is dull. Talow steady.
CHICAUO.Oct. 16 1886.—Trading in wheat was
lull to-day, and the tone was heavier.
The
narket opened Vé@3/sc lower and closed for the
lav about s/ec under yesterday. Corn closed *4c
Oats

dull

without any material
change. Provisions strong. Flour quiet and unThe
were
the prices current
following
changed.
No 2 Spring Wheat 7JV4C:
or cash properties:
No 2 Red at 71% c. No 2 Corn at 34Vi a34*/sc.
So 2 Oats at 24V2C. Rye—No 2 at 48c.
Barley
-No 2 at 52V2C. Provisions—Mess Pork higher
it 9 10@9 15. Lard at 5 75@5 80.
Dry salted
shoulders 5 40@5 45 ; short clear sides 6 70.
jieceipts—Flour. 26,000 bbls; wheat. 77,000
Hi; corn 178,000 bu; oats 143,000 bu; rye 2,000
bush -.barley, 65,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 23,000 bbls;i wheat, 75.000
jush: corn, 221,000 bush; oats, 148,000 bush;
•ye 7,000 bush, barley 85,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Oct. 16. 1886.—Flour quiet; XXX
2 35@2 45; family 2 55@2 70; choice 3 10@3 20;
ancy 3 40g3 50; extrafancy 3 00 wa 80; patent
t 00@4 35. Wheat is lower; No 2 Red at 73Vic.
jorn weak; No 2 Mixed at33%c. Oats are easy;
So 2 Mixed
Lard 5 80(5-5 85.
Receipts—Flour, 4.000 bbis; wheat, 15,000 bu;
;oru. 52,000 bush; oats, 25,000 bush; rve, 7,000
)ush. barley 22,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 11,000 bbls;wneat 5,000 bu
;oru, 152.000 bu: oats 20,000 busli;rye 2,000 bu;
ower

were

—.

Jan.

26

Imports.
HUMACOA, PR. Bark Conaue t—613 lihds 70
)bls 1 tee sugar to Geo Hunt & Co, 10(X) cocoa-

its to master.
VVEST PO RT, NS. Schr J W
Iry flsh to Twitchell, Champlin & Co.

barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT,Oct. 16,1 «86.—Wheat, steady; No 1
tVhite cashjat 75c ; Mich Red 76c; No 2 Red at
r 6c.

Receipts, 26,300 bueh.

Raymond—537 qtls

^aiiroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Oct. 16, 1886.

Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
ind 6-i|'»ars miscellaneous merchandise; for couîecting roads 123 cars miscellaneous merchan
lise.

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Βακλκττ, Bankers and

brokers,

]«6 Middle street.

STOCKS.
Descriptions.

National Bank
Jasco Nat. Bank
Janal

Par

Value, Bid.
100

100

100
152

Liverpool—Oct
Oct
Liverpool
ork.- Liverpool
Oct

Quebec

Sarmatian
Baltic
Rhein

Quebec

New *
New York..Bremen
Oct
New York..Cieniuegos ..Oct
New York..Antwerp
Oct
New York..Rio Janeiro..Oct
New York..Bremen
Oct
Quebec
Oct
Liverpool
Quebec
Oct
Liverpool
New Y ork.. Liverpool
Oct
New York..Liverpool
Oct

Santiago

.Waesland
Advance
Saale
Sardinian
Toronto
Britanic
Aurania

—

if
1(
1(
Η
1(
li
21
2C
21
21
22
22
23
23
23
27
27
28
28
3C
3C

Sim rises
6 00
Sun sets
4 52
Length of day ...10 52
Moon rises
9 00

High

water

Asked
10s
1U4

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Oct. 16,1886.—U. S. 4s, 132V± ;4Vi

114%.

LIVERPOOL, Oct. 16,1886.—Cotton
irm

market is
; uplands at Β 3-16(1 ; Orleans at 5 6-16d. saleΓ .000 bales; speculation and
export 1000bale*.

LIVERPOOL,Oct. 16, 1886.—Quotations—VVinWheat 6s 6d®6s 9d : Spring wheat, at 6s a
z6s9d; Club wheat at 6s 9d&6s lid. Cornnixed Western 4s 3y2d;
Provispeas at 5s 4d.
ons, &c.—Pork at «08 ; bacon at 37s 8d for sliort
:lear and 37s 6d tor long clear. Cheese at BBS
Sd for American ; lard,
prime ι Western 32s; taiow 23s 6d for American.
;er

MiecetiL,AWEOir*.

a

which has been used in private
practice for twenty years: κοοα profits guaranteed. liR. C. B'>Y·
PEN TUCK Kit. Brooklyn, Ν. Y.
14-1

<!«

WANTED.-Lady

agents actually clear §20
daily with my wonderful entirely new patent
rubber undergarment for lemales. A minister's
wife sold 13 first hour. MADAM C. T. LITTLE,
Box 443. Chicago. 111.
5-4

Spoken.
Oct 8, lat 31 45, Ion 75 08, sell
Jrom Bangor for Nassau, Nl*.

Mary

S^UNL/G/y^

A I'ower

ROYAL «WoN.J
iteâ4*oiufcïv !ÏS

VANTE Π for the sale of our Food
for stock. Article first-class. Pushing man
can build up good and lasting business.
Only energetic and reliable parties need apply.
The Manhattan Thorley Food Co.,
60 Cortlandt Street, New York.
octGWSiMS3t

AGENT

ROOM#.
LET·—Ί wo furnished single rooms at $1
Also, a large furnished room
$1.75 per week. Board §3 per week if wanted.
1Γ>-1
Apply at 57 Spring street.

TOeach per week.

at

8 ft 7 m
9 it 4 in

Height..

LÉT.-A desirable room, with board, at 440
Cumberland street. Call at the house.

TO

PROF.CHS.LUDWIG VON SEEGER,

of Medicine at the Royal University t
Knvght of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Crown ; Kniaht Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order of the Red Eagle', Chevalier of the Legion q)
Honor, dbc., dbc.t says :
« LIEBIG CO'S COCA BEEF
TONIC
should not be oonfounded with the horde of traeby
cure alls. It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and kqow it to bo not only a
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy
of the high commendations it has received in all
parte of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
Sherry."
Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervouf,
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations.
SZ2 MAJESTY'S FAVOEITE COSMETIC CLYCEBIHE.
Used by Her Royal Highness the'.Princees of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions,Chapplng.Roughness. $1.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIG CO'S Genuine Syrnp of Sarea·
pari 1 la, is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in

13 1

Professor

•MAKINE_NEW8.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
SATURDAY, Oct. 16.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hillyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Bos n.
Darque Conquest, Kendrick, Humacoa, PRsugar to Geo S Hunt & Co. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Fjed Jackson, Snow, Philadelphia—coal to

Sargent.

Dennison & Co
Sch F Β Baird; Smith, Philadelphia.
Sch John Gerard, joy, Boston—cement toLC
Cummings & C<>.
Sch Grace. Betts, Boston.
Sch Sadie Kimball, Kimball. Boston.
Sch J W Raymond, (Br) Collins, West-port, NS—
dry fish to Twitchell, C ainplin & Co.

Cleared.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J Β
Coyle.
Brig Kate, (Br) LeBlauc, Aricliat, CB—master.
Sch Lucy A Davis, Ross, Philadelphia—J S
Winslow & Co.
Sch Etna. York; Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
WISCASSET. Oct 13—Sid, sch Chas Ε Lister,
Frazier, St Augustine.
Oct 15—Ar sclis Mary Brewer,from New York;

Mary Sands, Greenleaf, Danvereport.
PORT CLYDE, Oct 15—Ar, sells Nevada, from
Deer lslo for Boston; Delia Hinds, Bangor for do
Valparaiso. Boston for Deer Isle.
EAST MACHIAS, Oct 15-Ar, sch Carroll, Saw-

yer, Boston.

FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Gibara 11th, brig Etta Wliitmore, Wright,
New York.
Sid fm Hong Kong 11th, barque Pactolus, Burnham, New York; 13th, St Stephen, Douglass, San

Francisco.
Ar at Turks island Sept 30, brig Rocky Glen,
Sawyer, St Thomas.
Ar at Curacoa Oct I, brig Woodbury, New York
sch Ruth Darling, Bucksville.
Sid 4th, sch Carrie Ε Woodbury, for Aruba and

Boothbay.

Memoranda.
Br barque C M Davis, from Miramiclii for Bordeaux, has been abandoned at sea. full of water.
Brig Η Β Hussey, Hodgdon, at New York from
Charleston, reports, 2d inst, took a strong gale
from NE, with heavy sea. and carried away foretopmast, which in falling hit a man named *red A
Dix, of Deer Isle, who died eight hours later; was
obliged to run before the wind fourteen hours;
lost and split sails.
Sch Genevieve, Haley, at Baltimore fm Charleston, reporrs, Oct 7. lat 35 40, Ion 74. took a gale
from Ν NE to NNW, during wliich shipped a sua,
stovo boat and bulwarks, and sustained other
damage.
Sell Anita, Jewett, at New York from Port
Spain, reports moderato weather to lat 32. Ion 70.
then had three days heavy sea from ENE; carried
away forerigging in the eyes.
Sell J W Leonard. Couley. from Digby, NS, with
wood, put into Boothbay 14th leaking badly and

dec7

one flight.
corner of Federal.

Cherry Pectoral. **Icannotsay enough
in praise of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, believing
should

I do that, but for its use, I
long since have died from lung
as

troubles.—E. Bragdon, Palestine, Tex.
About six months ago I had a severe
Hemorrhage of the Lungs, brought on
by a distressing Cough, which deprived
me of sleep ana rest.
I had used various cough balsams and expectorants,
without obtaining relief. A friend advised me to try

Ayer's Cherry

I did so, and

happy to say that it
By continued use
helped
this medicine cured my cough, and, I
am satisfied, saved my life.—Mrs. E.
Coburn, 18 Second st., Lowell, Mass.
I have used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
for over a year, and sincerely believe I
me

IS HARH Π3 RnVT

I.ABOII, ΤΙ31Β and 80ΛΡ AMAZINGLY, and gives universal saiit-fuction»
"ίο family, rich or poor should be without it
Sold by all Grocers, BEWAJlEoi imitations
Rrell designed to mislead. PEAK UN Ε is the
ONLY SAFE labor saving compound, qwfl
Always bears the pbovo symbol, and name of
JAMES PTUilSEW YORK*

TONIQUE

ANGELIQUE!
(ANGELICA TONIC).

—

bottlee, $5.

by all Druggiete. Price $1 ;

ror aaie

»y

Philadelphia.

ar 15th, ship Timour, Johnson, from JHogo
Portland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 15th, schs Helen G Moseey. Cook, Baltimore; George Berry. Ginn, Perth
Vniboy; Kenduskeag, CIossol, Hoboken.
Below, sclis Ariel, from Bangor for Boston C H
Jpoftord, and Stella Lee, Deer Isle for do; Kuth S
iodgdoii. and Oregon, Kockland for do; Push aw,
iangor fordo; Geort-e & A1 ert, Calais fordo;
/esta, do for Weymouth; Allie Oakes, Kockland
or New York; Velnia, Nova Scotia for do; Eliza
.eveuseller, Thomaston for do; Olive Branch,
illsworth for Salem; St Elmo, Boston for Kockand.
C!d 15tli, sch Emeliue G Sawyer, Kogers, for

ronesport.

Foreian Ports.
At Yokohama Sept 21, ship St Nicholas, CroekYork.
>r, from New
At Shanghae Sept 41 h, ships ltufus Ε Wood,
ioyd, for Oregon ; Wilna, Taylor, frtfTO New
fork, une; Sunrise, Tibbetts, une; barque Adam
,V Spies, Field, une.
At Hong Kong Sept 14. ships Annie H Smith,
irown ; India. Kicli, and Benj Sewall, Ulmer, for
Geo Curtis, Sproui, and Alexander
sew York;
McNeil, Davis, tor do; Harvester, Taylor, and
irandee. Evans, une; barques J D Peters, Lane,
or New York; J H Bowers. Plum, for Honolulu;
«■ Β Fay, Pettgrove. une.
Hid fin Anioy Aug 2Mb, barque Carrie Heckle,
'mice, New York.
Ar at Liverpool 9th Inst. ship Edward O'Brien.
VBrieu. and Win H Smith, Kogers, San Franisco.

Passed Holyhead 4 th iust, ship Willie Rosen
teld, Uuijphy, Liverpool for San Francisco.
Sldfni Falmouth 8th lust, siiip Belle O'Brien,
•aluier, (from San Francisco) for Havre.

BY

—

AVENUE,

380 ATLANTIC
:iug28eotl2in

Endorsed for its Purity and Heaitlifulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia. Lime ana the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising

Yours for Health

BONTOS,

MAMS.

LYDIA E.
PINKHAM'S

every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."
RICHARD < STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

preparation

VEGETABLE

COMPOUND,

FOR SALE BY ALL CROCERS

Is

flU» ΐνι

α

rosit ire Care

ALL of those Painful
Delicate Complaints and
Complicated troubles and
Weaknesses so common
among our Wives, Mothers,
and Daughters.
C3P~PLEASANT TO THE
Dr

Τ

Its value was recognized by the
from results obtained
in the Free Hospitals that have
established
and supported
beeu
by our Mr. A. L. Murdoch during
the last four years.

profession

140 FREE

Lozenge

$5.)

fob

Z7

CsJ 64/< S/r

S

■

VcURE FItOM OBSERVATION, ON RECEIPT
Mrs. Pinkham's "Guide to Health" and

OF

PRICE.
confiden-

spirits, invigorates and
FUNCTIONS, GIVES ELASTICITY

revives the drooping

AND FIRMNESS TO THE

STEP, RESTORES THE NATURAL LW8TRE

TO THE EYE, AND PLANTS ON THE PALE CHEEK OF WOMAN THE
FRESH ROSES OF LIFE'S SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER TIME.

WEARY WOMEN PRAISE IT.

deod&weownrmyie

Its purpose is solely for the legitimate healing of disand the relief of pain, and it does all it claims to dq
It trill cure entirely all ovarian or vaginal troublée,
Inflammation and Ulceration, Falling and Displacements;
and consequent Spinal Weakness, and is particularly
adapted to the Change of Life.
AN ANCEL OF MERCY.

ease

Tire XVnmnn'a Sure Friend
rLICATED TItOUBLES.

for at.t.ηκτ.τρ*Πϊ itmmM.

LADIKS IT WILL NOT PERFORM SUKQICAL

OPERATIONS OR CURB

CANCBR, BUT IT WILL UNDER ALL CIR-

CUMSTANCES, ACTT IN HARMONY WITII THE LAWS OF NATURE.
CTTHAT FEELINO OF BEARING DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT
AND BACKACHE, IS ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BT ITS USE.
&4ΓΛΙΙ Sold by DruggietH.*^
MRS. riXKHAM'S LIVER PILLS CURE Constitation,
Biliousness and Torpidity of the Liver, 25 cents.

"worn-out." "run-down," debilitated
school teachors, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers, and over-worked women generally.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription "is the best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,"
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being· a most potent Specific ior all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
a

powerful,

gen ral

as

well

ltlg·,
and

Send for tlie Report of the Chairof the Section of Obstetrics
of the American Institute of Homoeopathy, read at Saratoga at the
annual meeting of 1886.
Circulars were sent by h im to all the Physicians
in the United States, asking what their experience
was with Murdochs Liquid Food in its use for infants under, as well as over, one year old.

Then what results, with all the
different Milk ρ re pe rations, Ο rain
Foods, Peptouoid roods and Beef
burExtracts, compared with
dock's Liquid Food.

The returns show that it is
the Standard Food and Extract, as the percentage of
lives restored was the largest
when used.

v.'eaK liRCii,

neivw.is

[uuoirauwu, ufuiiay

l«ii»

SURE CURE FOR
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liver and Kidney
Complaints,Nervousness, Hkartui kn.Wind
or I'ains in the Rowels,
the
Stomach
in
Headache, Drowsiness, Low Spirits,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
As a Medicine it is quick an«l effectual; curing
the worst an»l most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia,
Kidney Complaints, and nil other derangements
of the Stomach and Bowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy antf
feeble,
drooping spirits, and restore the weak,
nervous, and sickly to health, strength, and vigor.
Nightly Dissipation. —Persons who, from
feel the evil
dissipating too much over night,
effectsof the poisonous liquors in violent headaches,
etc.,
Sickness at Stomach, Weakness, Giddiness,
will find that one dose will remove all bad feelings.

CO.,

All Druggists.
D. H. HAM &
54 Broad Street, BOSTON,

d«wlynrm

MASS.

W,S&Mly

BaKer's Great Merican Specific. NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
It is one of the best medicines
that we have used. Any one suffering with colds, sore lungs, sore

throat, indigestion, cholera morbus, teeth ache, neuralgia, rheumatism, sprains or weak eyes will
And this to be a safe and sure remedy. We speak from experience,
being cognizant of its use for the
various diseases named. It saved
my wife's life in an attack of
pneumonia. We feel it a duty to
say this for the benefit of others.
We know of many of the best citizens of Portland who will indorse every word and more than
we have said in its praise.
EDITOR OF

EXPRESS.

«•o.lli.n.l, .Tie.

Baker's Great American Spécifie, the infallible
cure for :ill paius(interual or extsrual)cuts. burns
bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, rheumatism,
neuralgia, toothache, and other household ills, is
sold by all dealers. Price 50c. Maurice liaker &
Co., Prop'rs, Portland Me.
au24eodtf

DR. WILSON
can now

bo

From the fact that no two beeves or sheep
alike is the reason of our different brands being
different in flavor.
All brands are made by the same formula. The
letter represents the day of make, and the figure,
the tank.
If richer, it is stronger in smell and flavor, and
wLl bear a greated .eduction. It cannot be reduced so low but it will be superior to all other
preparations in treating chronic cases.
If you cannot obtain Murdock's Liquid Food
from your druggist, we deliver, free of express,
12 oz. for $1.00.

Boston

MllDOCK Lipi) POOD CO.,
my'2N

ST Ε Λ M Kits.

DEPAKÎIKKM.

Per Auburn and I.ewiMoa,7.20a.m., 12.50
and 5.30 μ. in.
in.
For («orhaiu, i>.30 a. in. 3X0 Mid 5 30 μ.
1.3·
For Gorham, .Montreal and C'hicntfo,
μ. 111.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

ABRIVAJiM.

8.25
From Lewialon and Auburn,
12.05. 3. J 5 and 5.4-> p. in.
a ni. aild 7.0*» p.
From Itorhan, 8.25, 9.30
IJ.Oo.
From C'hi<-a|(o and Tlouireal.
tit.
Ihi-oui <|arb«*«-, 12.05 p.
tnun
cars on
Sleeping
Palace
Pullman
between Portland
Parlor cars ou day train
Montreal
IH'HKÎ Ο F FI € Κ :

SM&Wtf

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Fall

THE

Taxation of Timber and Grass ou the
Reserved Lands of the State.
STATE OF MAINE.
Council Chamber. )
Augusta, Sepj. 1887. J
compliance with the following resolve passed
by the Legislature of 1885, viz:
In

lUUillUCUUiCHIUl uuu

IVCSUIVCU,

vi/«m,n

««ν/

hereby required to make a valuation of the timber
and grass on the reserved lands in the several
townships and tracts of land, in the State, where
said timber and grass have been sold and con
vey by deed, with all other interests conveyed
hereby. Said valuation to be made for the purpose of taxation."
The undersigned, a committee of the Executive
Council, to whom said resolve has been referred,
hereby give notice that they will be in session at
the Coup cil Chamber, Augusta, commencing Monto hear
day, Nov. 1st, 188G, at 10 o'clock a. m
all parties interested in the timber and grass on
as
the
valuation
said lands, before the fixing of
required by said Kesolve.
A schedule of said lands has been deposited in
the office of the

tion.

Secretary of

State

for

examina-

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
leave FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o'clock ; arrivingjin
season for connection with earliest trains for

alternately

points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at G o'clock.
J. B. COYLK. Jr. Manager.
octltf

corner

Ε» Β Β Ë™ ^ !'"r?dorWithout tile use ot
ligature, or detention
I a™
ί
III ■ L V from business. All ilseases
■■ r m of me Rectum successfully
T. FTMK
'î * 1 11 treated hy Dr.
■ I ■■■» «S PlenΝΐ,ηι Ml., Auburn
At
8.
U.
Hotel,
Portland,
Mr. Cure guaranteed.
Room 18. every Saturday from υ a. m. to 4 p. m.
Inferences given, Consultation free. Seud for
y years experience. Hundreds euroU.
Damphl
TuTii&Sslm*
ep2 i
fît-;

o-

ilielnPhiladelphia

ALL PARTS OF

—

leaye KaliMONDAY,

tions.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, ayFreight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, f0v,t
of State street.
J. B. COY LE. JR.,
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

Boston & Savannah Steamship

3K Fichante St.. and Οθοοι foot of Indis

HCwiale

Couuvctifj; at enrannuh with all rail
liars to pointn in the Mouth and South went,

and with rail and utranier line·* to all
point· in Florida.
The elegant »»*·w iron ntramcre of iWOO
to"" ••■ch. «-i %TF MTY and CITY OF
iTI lt'ON, will nail regularly erery Thnr·For
roai
lloittou and Savannah.
dav,
freight or pa>>ftag«- apply to W. H. RIIVO,
St.,
KoMton,
IVickercoo'e Wharf, Congre**
iO I WaehTIhm., or A. DeW. M A T1
iugion Street, Boston·

ThSat&Tu3mo

SepSQ

Boston! Fliiladdphiii
STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

UNE.

BRIDGTON & m HIVER fi. R.
ln«ff«rlOcl. 4, 1NM.
Bndgton

From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

From Long Wharf, Bosron, 8
p.m. From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
jj
Insurance one-haif the rate ol
>
^Ssre^BsS53»^sailiug vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. ft. R., and
8outh oy connecting lines, forwarded free of com
mission.
Kouud Trip 9 IN,
Parage $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
JK. if. NAUPSON, Agent,
70 I'oug Wharf, Bontoo.
31dtf
\

c

FOR—

8.35
10.55
Arrive Portland
3.15
8.35
Leave Portland (P.&O.K.K.)
tt.OO
11.ΙΟ
Arrive Bridgton
North
for
Bridg
at
connections
Bridgton
Stage
Waterforu
stage
ton, Harrison and Waterford.
leaves on arrival of 11.Id a. in. train.
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Tburiday and
Saturday, with C.< Op. m. train.
Creek for So. Bridgton
Stage daily from
on arrival of 5.52 p. η», train.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt
octôdtf

Portland & Rochester R. R.
4RRAN6EMENT OF TRAINS.
Γ

wun waiei, »;iu. ;

uuwm.

"·"·

1"

««·■.«—

>

cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry of
undersigned, assignee in insolvency of Wilson,
Chase & Miuiken, individually and as partners;
and the property may be examined at any time.
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS, Assignee,
small
the

dtf

an 21

IMPORTED

WINES and
OF

FOR

HALE

NO. 410 FORE ST..
Also

LIQUORS

ALL KINI»M.

THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

IN

BY

PORTLAND. ME

SUMMIT MIAERAL SPRIiUi VVATKH,
HAKItlMO*.

lîlilclirirs Belladonna Piasters·
An Effective Keinc«ly for pain or weakness
t'*r

In the Hreast, Side. Hack, or L'niDs; also
Liver Complaint, Weak Luugs, Cough, Cold Spot
between the slioulds, Asthma. Diflleulty in Br>aigive im
ing, Pleurisy, etc.. in which eases they
mediate aiu permanent relief. Tin's is the oldest
and most reliable Belladonna Plaster made, and
contains an extra quanity of belladonna.
Mold by all

sep24

Franc!

co.

Cabin

$6(»; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF PEKING sails Saturday Oct. 30th,

at 2 p. m.
or general Informat ion
address the General Eastern Ageats.
apply
Κ. Α. Λ DA ill M A CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Hroad St., Ronton.
dtf
jelO
For

Druggist.

odCm

—

Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junrtio*.
at »«'!
Na«hua, UindhHiu and Kpping
a. n>. and 1.IO p. αι.
NortL
and
t'oncord,
points
.Tlunrhester,
for
at 1.1<> p. u*.
WatetFor Rochester, Mpringvale, Alfred,
a. an., 1.141
boro, and Nuco Hiver at 7.-ΊΟ
and tmixed) at O..IO p. an.
I.IO,
O.'JO, 99
a.
n>.,
7.30
For tàorhiiiu at
(mixed) at 0..ΊΟ p. m.
For Naccarappa, Cumberland .VI ills, W» »t
brook Junction and Woodford'» at 7.M
and 10.00a. u»., I.IO, 3.00, 15.JO an'
For

(mixed) *β..ίθ p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Deering) lOOOa.m.
.'l;OOand O.JO p. at.
The f .10 p. in. train from Portland connects at
Ayer J unci, with Ifoosa*- Tunnel Houle foi
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich I.ine, and all raii
vt-d Mpringfleld, also with Ν. V. Α Ν. F. Κ. H.
Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Wunhington, and the Mouth, ann
with Boston Λ AI buny Κ. K. for the West.
Close connection made at We*tbrook J u \c*
tion witb through trains of Maine Centrai K.R. a^c
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
Pert
may be had of S. H. HFLLEN,Ticket Agent,
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does net stop at Woodford's.
.1 w. PE TEKS.Suot.

(^•Steamer

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R,
PAMMVCNC3KB TRAIN NKRVICK,
in effect June HT, l*S6.
TRAIN·» liEAVK PORTLAND
For BoMion at te. 16, t».4u a. iu., 112.40. t3.3<
t5.30 p.m. Hoxtuo for Portlu ml 7.30,8.3f* a.m.
For «carboro Brscb
1.00,3.50,6.00 p. m.
Piaf Point β.15 and 8.40 a. m.. 3.3<>, 5.00 and
6.10 p.m.; Old Orchard. Mme, Ifiudeford
ami Hfnurbiant 6.16, 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30,
a. m.,
6.00, 6.lO. p. ill. Well» Beach 6.15. 8.4«'Great
3.30, $5.·Ό, 5.3< p. m. North Berwick,
0.
|5.t
a.m..
3.30,
8.40
12.40,
Fall*. Dore. 6.15.
5.30 p.m. Fxeter, Haverhill Lawrrace anù
12.4"
3.30.6.30
p.m.
»'».
15
8.40a.m.,
l.owcll
Bochenter Farmiujcton and Alton Baj 8.40
a. m., 114.4*». 3.30 p. m., Concord (via Newmar
ket Junction) 6.16 a.m. 3.3e» p. m. via Lawrence,
8.40 a. m.
tCouuevts with all Rail Lines to New York
South and West.
{Via Eastern Division to Scarhoro Crossing. Ρ .40
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15,
at
а. m., 12.40. 530 p. m. Keturning leave Bosti.u
«.30 a. in., 1.00, 3.50. 6.00 p. m

On ami after MONDAI, Sept. 13,
ISSU, Pii»M>u)ti'r Train» Leave
Portland as follows:
Bangor, Vaoceboro, tût. John, Halifax, and the Province*, St. Ntephe· aiul
Aroowtook Couuty, 12.30 p, m.. via Lewwtou. 12.35 and tl1.16 p. m., via Auguwta; and
fci Ellrworth, Bar lEurbor, ami Bniifior
& PtNcatnqui·* Β. IL. $11.15 p. m., foi
Dexter, 12.30,
Mkonhejean, Beàtant au
m.,
12.35,+11.15 p. m.; WaterviHe. 6.45 a. Au·
m., for
6.15
|11.16
p.
and,
12.80,12.35,
KiMta, Blallowell, Gardiner and Biuukwi« k, 0.45 a. m., 12.35, 5.15, til. 15 p. m.;
Bath, 6 45 a. m 12.35, Γ..1Λ 0. in., and on
Saturdays or ly at 11.15 p. m., Bockland and
Huez and liineolu Β Β., 0.45 a. ill., 12.35
m. ;
p.m. ; and on Saiurdays only at 5.15 p.
% it I urn and Lewiftton at 83.0 a. jm., 12.30,
5.10 ρ m.; Lewiniou via Rruniiwick, 6.45
a. m.,$11.15 p.m. ; Farmington, Tlonmouih,
Winthrop. Oakland and North Annon.
li.30p.m.; Fariuiugton via Brunswick,

For

Al'KIRA.
S. & A.

Young,

Pro-

BATH.

SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprie

BETHEL

β.45

Proprietor.

BOLSTERS niLLM.

HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
Co., Proprie
Rice

&

Proprietors.

P. & K.
tor.

BRINNWKCK.

DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field, ProprieCANTON.

CANTON HOUSE—N. L. MANDS, Proprietor.
HIBA91.
Mr. CUTLER
etor.

HOUSE—Freemam Pugsley,Propri-

CORNIBU VILLAGE.
LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Weodbury, Proprietor
CALAI».

AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardiner, Proprietor.

and 12.35 p. m., and from

For Bau((or, Ellaworth and Bar Harbor a
12.38 p. m. Fast Express stopping at Bruns
wick, Gardiner, HalloweD, Augusta and Waterville only.
All other trains timed as above from Commercia
St.
stop at Congress St where

through

Statioiij

principal poiuts East and West.
wilt:
jThe 11.15 p. m. train 1» the uigtit express Sun
sleeping car attached and runs ev« r> night
davs included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Skowliegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar
Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
The mom
Trains art* due in Portland as follows
ing trains from Augusta and Bath h.4f> a. η». ;
Banfrom
trains
a.
m.
the
8.50
;
day
Lewistou,
gor at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. : the afternoon trains
fromWatervUle, Bath. Rockland and l-ewistonat
the
5.35p.m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p.m.;
night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. in.
fer
Limited Ticket», flrnt and necond clewt,
all pointM in the Provincen on nale i»l re·
dueed

rnten.

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS

CORNISH.
DAVIS

a. m

CONGRESS ST. STATIOr· ONLY

HOUSE-W.F. Lovejoy & Son, Pro-

prietors.

dtf

«AIM CENTRAL IlllLKOlK

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

tor.
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer,
BETHEL.

m.

EASTERN DIVISION.

Embracing the leading Hotels at wblcnthe Daily
Press may always be found.

HOUSE, Court St.—W.
prietors.

1.00, 5.30 p.

For BoMtou at 2.00 and 119.00 a.in„ Tsl.OO and
Returning Leave BoMtou at 7.o«·
t«.00 p. ill.
and 9.00 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. Foi
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. ni., 1.00 and 6.00
p. m. For Portsmouth and Newbury port
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. Fo>
Ameubnry 9.00a.m. 1.00and6.00 p.m. For»»·
lent and Lyηu at 2.00 and 9.00 <%. m.. l.ooaid
б.00 p. m. jprLLWAflHARM on aboTe trains.
^Connects with Rail Lines for New York, Sou»h
and West.
«Connects with Sound Lines for New York, Soul h
and West.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portluud Depot Ticket Office»
and at I'nioD Ticket OfMce, ΊΟ Fxchnnge
Street, Poi tluud.
I>. J. FLANDERS, Gen. Γ. & X. A
JA8. T. FURBER. Geu'l Manager.

or

ELM

TRAINS

MODAl'
for Honioo

Freight. Passage,

to

HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.

STEAMBOAT CO

ELLSWORTH.

Steamer CITY OF ΚΚ'Π ΤΙΟ.Χ I> makes two
trips per week on the route between Portland am
Machlasport, leaving Portland at ll.oo p. m.
Tuesdays and Fridays and Machiasport at 4.00 &
in., Mondays and Thursdays
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager
Κ. K. B(H)THRY.Qen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 25. 1886.
Je25tt

HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
Ε ANT PORT.
HOUSE-T. H.

PASSAMAQUODDY
Proprietor.

Bucknam,

tûRAlf.

GRAY HOTEL.—C. E. Whidden, Proprietor
LBWIKTOFT.
DeWITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murch, Proprietors.
U1ACHIA8.
EASTER HOTEL-E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor
MECHANIC FALLS.
COBB'S HOTEL—P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
NORBIDOEWOCK·
DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
J. W. Robinson, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Un
ion Sts.—J. K. Martin. Proprietor.
PERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perr>
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibson,

Proprietor.

SON, Importers

General Mauagers for New England for tin
Celebrated

FKOm

Panama,

Son,

and attractive house and very pleasantly situated.
3—The fine brick house at No. 342 Spring
Wilson, with
street, now occupied by John S.late
T. C. llerlarge lot 87Vax227, adjoining the
French roof
with
house
two
story
sey's grounds;
and two story L, containing 15 rooms, thoroughly
built and in excellent repair, and one of the best
situations in town ; large stable, well furnished

On and after Jlon«ia> June JN,
SffSÏPll
-*££3 INMt, Passenger Trains will lifir*

je28

sails Saturday Oct 23, noon.
From Nesv York, pier ftot of€anal ft., North
River, for Nan Francinco ria The I*-. naui of
Great reduction in rates to Sau

P.M.
8.20

A.M.

8.00

Trains Leave

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L.

city for private residence, we hereby offer for immediate sale.
1—House and lot at No. 41 Pine street, near
Brackett, now occupied by Warren P. Chase.
The lot is about 29x80, 2 story house and L about
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good cement
celler, heated by steam.
2—House and lot at No. 33 Cusliman street,
Lot about
now occupied by William II. Milliken.
60x95, two story house and L, containing nine
convenient
a
in
well
repair;
built,
good
rooms,

TO

—

Oclioil, t'hiriii{e. 'liUnub
SagiCincluniiti, Ni. I.oui», Omahn,
naw, m. Paul, Null Lakv City,
■>t*n ν*·ι·, Nun Francisco,
and all points In tHe
Nortlft west, Went ιιη<1 Nontlt weiii

tamulii,

WESTERN DIVISION.

Direct Line from Boston to Savannah

tor.

in

Stras?

BATK
TICKETS SOLO AT KEUUiEi'

Company,

U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
RAYMOND VILLAGE.

CENTRAL HOUSE—Win. II. Smith, Proprietor.
SACCARAPPA.
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE-W. S. Pratt, Proprietor.

Uuinford Falls aiH Hnrkfield Kailruafl
Summer Arrangement,
Connection»

in Effect

June 14, 1886.

τ in

«mud Trnuk KhiIwrv
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Palls lu net lor
Hi.45 a. in., airives at Buckfield at 11.46 h
m
uid Canton at I. lop. in.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls lun.-tlot
X15 p. m., arrives in Buckfield ai 3.r»<· and Ca·
■•n at 4.30 p. in.
Upturning trains nave Canton at 4 i;< unfit*
l.ewi*ton I'mllan hum H·
in., eomiee' ii: f·

daily

λ

with passenger train a
Stage conuecUorn:
v-st Mlnot for fl. brou A« adeiny ; at Bin kfl*-ld foi
ν est Suinnev. Chase's MUIh i;„t Turner ; at Can
►η for Peru, Dix Held. Mexico ami Kmnford Falls,
iso for Bretton's Mills
L L. IJNi OLN. Supt
JelSdtf

Batchelor's Celebrated Hair Dye.
KvrAi:Li->iiKD

isst.
o

Λ.

MKOWUECAN.

COBURN HOUSE—Robert W. Hainesor.Propriet
—17H—3ft

_

,ue Newspaper AdverrËki Hit-''LwiûK
Agency of Messrs.
| iiiS Κι.
W-TSTaYE^ * Aft4i« c'·** »nîiii>^ïed ureal-

AND

QUINCY HOUSE—J.

d3w&w4w41

BUILDING, a, STANLEY &
of Cnaco.

Consultapay, only for medicine.
No cure,
tion i,u«l 1; * 1111»iunïion f r« < Office hours from
m.
8
m.to
p.
9 a.
aug28tf

.2 ft rt Λ

CO.,

Bruniiwick, IVovu Scotia, Prince Edwards Inland, and Cape Breton.

BOSTON.
W. Johnson &

JOSEPH A. LOCKE,)
> Committee.
S C. HATCH,
LAMBERT SANDS. )

iU

nljKlit

ACAPULCO

consulted at his

no

S

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

California, Japan, China, Central, ^
and South America and Mexico.

NOTICE.

rû.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

and Winter Arrangements.

—LINE

PUBLIC

a.

Sandy

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP JOMPAM'S

NEW ROOMS, MECHANICS'
i'ongrfHM Ml.,

BOSTON

are

three following dwelling houses and lots
rjIHE
A situated in the most desirable parts of the

as

sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our ρositivc' guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
S»rtco $1.00, or six boitiee for $5.0!).
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dispensary Medical
Association, 063 Main Street. Buffalo, Ν. Y.
SUCK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c. a vial·
by druggista.

General Agent

sept2l-dtf

EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

Valuable an«l Desirable Keal
Poillauil for Male,

For

uterine, tonic ana nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigeGtion.bloat-

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. rn. Returning, leave Pier
38. East River, New York, ou Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE. ."Jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. in.

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

man

1·»^

JOSEPH HICKHON.Re neral Manner.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. Α..
J. STEPHENSON. Sunt.
dtf
Oct. 4. 1886.

Tile new Steamers of this Line will
road Wharf, toot of State street, every

and contain 38,000 feet of floor.
Our Liquid Food can be retained by the weakest
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls daily will make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used for
infants, never change their food, but add five or
more drops of Liquid Food at each feeding, and
their lost or needed vitality will be restored in less
than thirty days.

Tine.

On and after UO \ I> % V, U« lober 4,
train» will run a* follow·:

Μ1ΚΛΤΙΚΚΚ.

International

Assignee's Sale—In Insolvency.

It is

and aft -r MONDAY, Sept. 20, 1886, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Uhebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island ot 3 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland an<l Interminate landings at 6.15 a. in. Arrive Portland
at 8.45 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
iiRO. I· WEST. Manager.

—

0Ct7

DE. HAM'S

women.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

New

Physicians Use It and Prescribe It.
tF"lT

for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

( ha\gi: οι

12.20,

m.,

a.

EASTPORT. CALAIS, 8T. JOHNII. B„ HALIFAX, *. S.

for*, (β
Eitheb

°* THF- J-ATTEa
BENT BY MAIL 8E-

"

HARMONIZES THE ORGANIC

euro

Wharf, 6, 7,10

octtdtf

fiRAVII TRIM KAILHAi til mm.

m.

Leave Caseo Wharf. Diamond Island. 6.30,
7.45.10.25 a. in., 1.30, 3.26, 5.45, and 6.45. p. m.
The 10.00 and 3.00 trips will be made around
the island, if desired, touching at Diamond Cove
Farm Landing.
All arrangements for evening sailing parties
can be made with the Captain on board.
dtf
sepll

BEDS,

I In Liquid, Pell or

IT8 MERITS KEEP UP THE 8ALE.
igriT is a Blessing to overworked women. It reFLATULENCY, ALL CRAVING FOR STIMULANTS, AND RELIEVES WEAKNESS OF THE STOMACH. CURES
Leucorrhcea. Menstrual periods passed without pain.

feb&

equal

EFFICACIOUS,
MEDIATE AND LAST.
ING IN ITS EFFECT.

moves FAINT NESS,

sure

now

Α θ Τ Β,

tial CIRCULAR HAILED TO ANT LADY SENDING ADDRESS
and stamp το LYNN, mass. Mention this Paper.

Also

or

PREPARED

Τ lie Standard of Purity and Excellence.

Lewis. Wiscasset,

(Sundays excepted.)

will run as follows:
Leave Bumham's

Way

HAMILTON, bt.pt.

J.

Oct. 1. 1880.

THE STEAMER ISIS
3, 5 and 6.15 p.

Stations.
in. from Bartlett ami
in. from Montreal, Burlingrnn and West.

a.

ÇHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.

Nrpt IJlh, nutl
notice,

STEAMSHIP

He Rogers lamfactiiii Co.,

«ι

nflrr Jlemtny,
until further

uud

—

iiu rirsi-uass nianuacms.
—

; Wm Η Archer, Rondout for do ; Wm Picker,ag, do for do; Willie Martin, Port Johnson for
3aco ; W D Cargill, do for Salem ; Gleuullen, Am)oy for Stueben ; tier £ Prescott, Philadelphia for
Pawtueket.
PERTH A M BOY—Sid 14th, sch Lcouessa, Small
Boston,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 15th, sch Lawrence Haines

ngale, Eastport; Abby Tliaxter, Bangor.
In port, schs Junietta, from Addison for New
fork; Geo li Davenport, do for Boston; Henry Β
►letcalf, New York tor Augusta; Concordia, Bluelill for Boston ; Liz de Babcock, fm Kennebec for

FOR

A sure relief for Distress after Eating ; will restore Lost Appetite in a few days ; contains all the
elements of digestion in an elegant and palatable
form ; Convalescents from Fever or other sickness
will find in this an invaluable companion;
Aged
People in a debilitated condition will find this a
mild Tonic and gentle Stimulant ; purely vegetable in its composition and prepared with the finest
California Angelica Wine, it is the best Tonic in
the market.
Do not confound the Tonic wit): -'Bitters", but
remember it is a regular prescription, scientifically prepared, and placed within the reach of all.

Cannot be made by medicines, or the sliil 1 of physicians; but ilie old ones
can be strengthened and
preserved by if se use of

10 55

S.33 p.

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND ANO DIAMOND COVE.

Scud for Essay and DISCUSSION
bi'foiÎ Ilie British Medical Association at Brighton, England. 1886,
(Essay) by the Vice President of
the American Medical Association
anil others on the value of Murdoch's
Liquid Pood over all
Foods and aud Extracts known, it
being tile ONLV Raw Ponde used
Food, free from iusoluble matter.

They

Used with Great Snceess by Many of
the Most Eminent Physieians
in New England.

ton

SALEM—Ar 15th, schs Cayenne, from Eastpert
for do;
or New Yolk ; Nellie Ε Gray, liockland
'aragon. Bangor for do; Yankee Maid, Kockland·
or do : Brave, Sullivan for do ; Emma Κ Smalley,
Uiulee. NS. for do; Mary A Rice, Bangor for do;
iabao, Machias fordo; Ira Bliss. Kockland for
lo; L Β Sargeut, Bangor for New Haven; Virrinia, Boston ;or Sullivan.
GLOUCESTER— Ar 15th, schs Sarah Ε Niglit-

There never was an essay read before any Med
ical Society on Raw Food Extracts, except on
Murdoch's Liquid Food, and counterfeit manufac
turers of Extracts have published many of onessays to show the value of their counterfeits.

and all Disorders Resulting from an Abnormal
Condition of the Stomach.

Lowell, Mase.
Prepared by Dr. J. G. Ayer & Co., six
βοΐα

LIQUID

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

Myers unerry reuiurai,

11.15 p. m. Local Porttancfto Bartlelt and
for
mediate stations, witli »tage connections
No. Windham, Staudisli, Llmintrton, Sebaxo,
Denmark»
Falls,
Kezar
Parsonfield,
Naples,
Lovell. and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldg
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Bricf.ntoD.
TraiuM Arrive in Portland:

Leave Peak's, 9.20, ll.4o, 3.25, 4.50,
B. J. vv i lLaud. Manager.
sep29dt

TRIES, AM IS INDORSED RV ALL NATIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES THAT
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.

APHYSIGIAN'S PRESCRIPTION

··

{ockport.

rooms

13-1

Also essay read before th« American Medical
Association at Kiclmiond, Virginia, and Washington, D. O.

—

land. Pensacola.
SHIP ISLAND—Sid lltli, sell Alice Archer,
Fletcher. Aspinwall.
KEY WEST —Ar 15th, barque Megunticook,

Concordia. Davis, BlueliilT; Kailroad, Smith, from
'ortland; George H Davenport, \V«ss. Addison;
itta A Tanner. Malloch, Eastport: Mary J Elliot,
L'hurston, Boothbay; James Henry, Munroe.Portand ; Princess, Smith, Brunswick.
Cld ltitli, sehs Everett, Eaton, St John, Ν»; Ε
V Schmidt, Cranmer, Kennebec; Dione, Kaynes,

μπτ Π5 Ml Λ WATFP

â*A VE3

am

Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO- Cld 14th, snip St David,
Frost, Havre.
S!d 14th. ship Abner Coburn, for Havre.
GALVESTON—Cld 14th, sch Hattie Dunn, Po-

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 14th, barque Clara

Nice table, large pleasant

aud central location.

™

WASHING**1 BLEACHN G

at once.

should have been in my grave, had it
not been for this medicine. It has cured
me of a dangerous affection of the lungs,
for which I had almost despaired of ever
finding a remedy. D. A. McMullen,
Windsor, Province of Ontario.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral saved my life.
Two years ago I took a very severe Cold
which settled on my lungs. I consulted
physicians, and took the remedies they
prescribed, but failed to obtain relief
until I began using Ayer's Cherry PecTwo bottles of this medicine
toral.
completely restored my health. —Lizzie
tt
M. Allen,"West Lancaster, Ohio.

BEST mm KNOW H

«■

Pectoral.

Domestic

2 McGilvery, Griffin, Mayaguez for Portland; sch
Jharlotte Jiuck. Port Johnson for Salem; C Β
Paiue, Weehawken lor Eastport.
Ar 15th, brig Jennie Hulbert. fin Baltimore lor
Bath; sells Celiua, from Georgetown fA· Boston ;
irace Davis, Newport News for do; Η Ρ Mason,
Baltimore for do; Lu s G Rabel, Norfolk for Por 1and; .-arali & Ellen, do for Portsmou li; Clias S
J>avis, Baltimore for Portland ; Β C Cromwell, do
or do.
Sid 15th, barque Clara Ε McGilvery; brig Jenlie Hulbert; schs C Β Paine, 11 Ρ Mason, Luis G
iabel. Clias S Davis.
BOSTON—Ar 15th, schs James S Lowell. Reed.
Philadelphia; Ella Pressey, Nash, fm Hoboken;
franklin Pierce, Holmes, Bass Harbor; Fairiield,
Sassett, Bangor; Diadem, Hart, Thomaston.

BOARI>E8S*

opposite Casce,

Bridgto»,
Whitefleld,
Fabyans, Btehleiian}/ Lancaster,
St. John,
Littleton, Wells Klvef, Montpeller,
Montreal, Burlingbury. Newport, Sherbrooke, and
West.
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg
inter-

ON

Is a common expression, often heard
from those who have realized, by personal use, the curative powers of Ayer's

Fishermen.

FALL RIVER—Ar 15th. sell Abbie C Stubbs,
Pendleton, Norfolk.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 15th, sells J S
Jase, from St John, NB. for New York ; Menawa,
Bangor for do; Fleetwing. Rockland for do; îS D
itawson, Kennebec for Charleston; Wm Mason,
to for New York.
EDGARTOWN— Ar 13tli, schs Helen G Moseey, Baltimore for Portland; C J Willard, New
Fork for Portland;
Géorgie Berry, Amboy for
Portsmouth ; Mary Jane, do for Bangor.
NEW DEBFORD-Ar 15th, sch Helen G King,
Brown, Calais.

WANTED.-A few boarders
wanted at Welleome's, 524 Va Congress street,

"It Saved My Life"

Ar at Boston 15th, steamer Novelty, Block Island, with fresh mackerel ; Olive Robinson, Smith'
Portland.
Ar at Gloucester 15tli, sclis Roulette, fin North
Bay; Lizzie May, and S H Piiikliam, shore.

Richmond; Mary O'Neil, Hart, Georgetown.
Arl5th, brigs M an son, Page, f m Sierra Leone;
Η Β liussey, Hodgdon, Charleston; schs Anita,
Jewett, Port Spain; Marion Hill. Armstrong, St
John. NB; Wm Dureu, Cook, Calais; Annie Lee,
Dole, Machias; Effie J Simmons, Bulger, Calais ;
Ρ S Lindsay. Mack. ^<-w Haven.
Ar 16th, barques Havana, Todd, Sagua; Neilie
Κ Bumbali, Blake, Cardenas.
Cld 15th, ship Robt Dixon. Smithwick, Bristol;
jcli W ,J Cotlrell, Haskell, Key West and Mobile.
Sid 15th, barque Vidette; brig Ned White.
Passed the Gate 15th, schs It L Tay, from New
York for Eastport; Lucy Hammond, do for Bos-

HOARD.

and until fnrtfter notice Pa»!*euKer
Leave Portland as follows:
Pryeburg, No. ConwayS.35 η m. for

6.30.
Leave Little Diamond 6.15,7.20,9.06,11.30, ».20,
5.10, 6.50.
Leave Great Diamond 6.10,7.15,0.00,11.15,3.15,
5." 5, 6.45.
Leave Trefethen's 6.G5, 7.10, 8.55, 11.10, 3.10,
6.00, 6.40.
Leave Long Island, 8.45. 3.00.
Nt^rUAV TRIP*.
Leave Portland for Peak's, Little and Great Diamond, and Trefethen's. 9.00. io.30, 2.15. 4.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island. 10.30.2.1δι
Leave Little Diamond, 9 40, 11.35.3.20,5.10.
Leave Great Diamond 9.35. 11.30,3.15,5.05,
Leave Trefethen's, 9.30, 11.25, 3.10, 5, o.
Leave Long Island. 11.15, 3.00.

FOOD IS RECOGNIZED LN ALL COUN-

out. A survey was held and the vessel
condemned and sold to W M Sawyer.
Sell Geo Walker lias completed extensive reand sailed for Windsor, NS, to
pairs at Macbias
load for New York.
Cardiff. Oct 15—Ship Palestine, Emmons, lieuce
for San Francisco, put back to-day with loss of
anchor and chain off Barry Island.

wick.
Cld 15th, sch Thomas R Pillsbury, Pitcher, Pensacola.
Sid 15th, schs Orric V Drisko, W Β Herriek.
CAPE HENRY—Passed out 12tli, ship Louisiina, from K«Uimore for San Francisco.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14tli,sch Decora, Berry,
Port de Paix.
Ar lotli, schs Mary (τ Collins. Somers,Gardiner;
Gardner G Deering, Rogers, Kennebec: Clias Ρ
Siunickson, Dodd, Kennebec; R A Collins. Belts,
Gardiner.
Ar 16th, barque Edw Gushing, Biekmore, from
Pensacola.
Cld 15th, schs Eleanor, Poole, Gardiner; Fanaie A Gorham, Welch, Boston.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 15th, sch Jennie
A. Stubbs, (from Turks Island) for Belfast.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, schs Lizzie Carr, Brown

F

M&Flynrm

crew worn

Bagley, .Jacksonville.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 15th. sell F Ε IlaHock,
Bulger, New York.
DARIEN—Cld 15tli, scli Ella M Hawes, Purington, Thomaston.
CHARLESTON—Sid loth, sell C 11 Wolston,
for Port Royal.
RICHMOND—Ar 15th, schs Falmouth, Clark,
Gardiner; Normandy, Wyman,
Sid 15th. scli Hyena, Oliver, coastwise.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 15th. sell Laura Ε Messer
Gregory, Windsor, NS.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 14th.schs Walker Armington, Drinkwater, Boston ; Maggie J Smith,
Bennett, Portsmouth.
BALTIMORE—Ar 15th, barque Formosa, Haskell, Portland; scli Fannie LChild, Hart, Bruns-

Pure.

Absolutely

This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
More economical,
strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Bakusg Powder Co., 100 Wall St.
Ν. Y.
ju2dly

Ο It HALE—$1600—Part cash. The furniture and business of one of the nicest lodging houses in Boston ; every room let tor winter:
splendid chance to step into a nice home and good
income. JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277
16-2
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Ogdensburg R. R.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
1886,
Commencing Monda;. October 4, Trains
will

ΤΚΙΡβ.
On and After Oct. 1, 1886,
Leave Portland for Peaks', Little Mid Great Diamond and Trefethen's, 5.46, 0.50, 8.00, 10.30.
2.16, 4.30, «.10.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 2.15,
Leave Peaks' 0.20,7.96/ »lo, 10.60,3.25,4.50,

Ou

BUMINBMM chance*.

POWDER

(Cuotoin

Wheifj

Hou·»

WEEK DAV
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THE VALl'E OF MURDOCH

~

Hemingway, Friendship.

pleasant, sunny
up
43 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
room,

Ν. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.

Kimball, Kimball, North Boothbay—

SAILED—Barques Wm Wilcox, and McLeod;
brig Kate : sell Lucy A Davis, and the fleet which
put in for a harbor.
SUNDAY. Oct. 17.
Arriyed.
Sell Wm C French, from Kennebec bound south.
SAILED—Bris F I Henderson.

front

the market.

& Co.
Sch Julia S, (Br) French, St Jonn, NB—master.
Sch Lizzie & Annie. Spurling, Steuben—Ν Blake
Sch Allandale, Reniick, Ellsworth—Ν Blake.
Soh Grace, Betts, Bangor—H J Coombs.
Sch Capitol, Wiley. Bremen—Ν Blake.
Sell Sadie
Ν Blake.

TO

LET-Α

»H, KO * DM.

Portland and

in all parts of the country
WANTED—Ageuts
to sell
popular and well tested medicine

Arat'st John, NB. 15th, sell S S Bickmore
Watts. St Cieorge.
Cld 15th, Sclis Henry, Palklnghaiu, and EaKle

Œdo,e^oeBeU·

Β

.«if EAHIER».

a*|,W!>

AGENTS WANTED.

|?7

J

—.

,fI want to exchange this bill board ticket for

Turkeys
thickens

18 Va

Homes take
Ontario
Standard
Con. Ca!.2& Va

Ohild, she cried for Castoria,
Mies, she

107%
142%
32%
35%
75%
133%

Erie
Erie preferred-—
Illinois Central
Ind., Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie;& West

Ohio Central
Ohiol& Miss

at 25 cents.

142
106
48
10
143
160
139

Adams Express
American Express
Centrals Pacific

FOR

New York. Amsterdam. Oct
New York.. Liverpool.... Oct
New YorK.. Bremen
Oct
New York..Antwerp ....Oct
New York..Hamburg... .Qct

New York..LiAetpcoi:...Oct
New York..Liverpool
Oct
New York.. Bremen
Oct
New York.. Liverpool—Oct

Oregon

1391/4

Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
New York Central
New!York, Chicago & St.
do .pref

nervousness,

Arizona
Nevada
Eider
Celtic

45y2

Try Carter's Little Nerve Pills for any case of
sleeplessness, weak stomach, indigestion, dyspepsia. &c., relief is sure. The only
nerve medicine for the price in market.
In vials

as an

Belgenlaud
Westphalia

104
213

LakeiiShore
Ivouisville & Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn, a st. Louis
uo pref
Missouri ^Pacific
New Jersey Central

public

O.

Etna

149

excellent healing remedy.—E.
Cusliing, Tliomaston, Knox
Co., Maine. March 25, 1885.
For costiveness, biliousness, headache, and all
feverish habits, use Dr. Seth Arnold's Bilious
Pills. 25c.
recommend it to the

FfiOM

Zaandam
Ctty of Berlin

Cld at Two Rivers. «8, to 12tl>, sclis Clan 1
Spray, Lindsay, New
Rogers. Rogers. ami Silverana
York; S J GUmore, Alley;
Lucy Wentworth

MINIATURE ALMANAC.... OCTOBER 18.

[By Telegraph.]
The

Krie 2ds

"That young gentleman bas a very taking manner," said one young lady to another at a party,
of a young man who had just left them.
Yes." was the reply "that's his business."
"His business? what is he?"

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Boston Stock Market.

Denver :dî.R. Gr. lsts
WIT AND WISDOM.

means.'
A few minutes later one of the ship's boats,
manned with a crew of six men, and little
Crabbs in the stern, was pulling towards the
flatboat, which had become visible, from the
ship's deck. There was no steady wind, but
a slight puff or two had been made the most
the strange
of to draw a little closer to
thing, and the I)are now lay almost or qui to
becalmed about two miles distant from it;
the house or cabin—the top of it at least—
could be seen, and a sort of crossbeam arrangement on which hung the bell whose
solemn voice was heard as the boat rose and
fell with tho waves ; but no living soul was
visible. Every glass was directed upon the
little boat as it came alongside.
Mr. Crabbs
was seen to climb up the side and
instantly
disappear, while in the same moment the
boat pushed off and made for the ship pulling
in a disordered, hesitating manner, stopping
for a few minutes' discussion
seemingly,
then went their way with a long, regular
stroke.
Arrived at the ship's side, they came 011
board in a dazed sort of a way with white,
scared faces; and upon Cautain Stanley's
stern demand for an explanation, they managed to tell their story.
They saw no human being, they heard
no sound of human voice on that haunted
thing; but as Mr. Crabbs stepped upon the
top of the high bulwark, a large black figure
reached up and seized him with its long arms
and dragged liiin down; and there was a
sound of rattling of chains and shrieks and
yells of fiendish laughter; and the thing was
loaded with devils, and the Foul Fiend him-

Portland

veil irai; .racine

in me wa-

Au<l that bell sir—keeps on tolling
sir,' said little Crabbs, hesitatingly.'
'Tes—yes—we can all hear the bell plainly
enough, Mr. Crabbs!' and turning to the
first lieutenant, Captain Stanley went on :
'Mr. Fraser, see a boat lowered away at
once; send Mr. Crabbs in command of lier,
to board this stranger and find out what this

ter.

*10
First National Bank
60
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants'National Bank.. 76 180
National Traders'Bank. —100 140
100
Ocean Insurance Co>>
go
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LAD·EH, Enamel yonr
Ranges twice a year, tops

week and you have
lie finest-polished stov in
',r world. For sal»* by al
tad Stove Deal rs
sale Ay.· nt. P r iaud.
MW&S13\v

; laftTC·

btaattf .1
Ex·

-nee a

ΓΓΤΤ I Ο ΐ > a I >
L> 'nsv be fouurl on nieatCteo,
1 rilO
AI i t\> 1'. RowoH&Co'* Newspaper
AflvertleliiK Bureau (l'y Spruce Street), ;wliere advert!»
Iuk contracts ·?-v.v to »iuulefor It IN VtW YU1&&*

Wig Factory,

50 East 10th St.. Ν. Y. Cily.

eod&wiynnn

AID FOR EASTPORT.

THE PRESS.

Meeting

MONDAY MOB.XIKG, OCT. 18.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
AI>V«:KT|NI:T1K\T« TO-DAI

!*KW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
I,«lie»' Hose—Owen, Moore & Co..
New Store—Millett, Evans & Co.
Exciting Kid (ilove Sale—Kines Bros.
Boddholders East St. Louis.
Horse Blankets—Horse ft Carriage Mart.
International Steamship Co.
BO cents for 41 cents—limes Bros.
Lo it—Seal.

AMUSEMENTS.

Congress Rink.
HEADACHE AND DYSPuPSIA.
So. 012 West 67th St., Ν. Y., June 2!), 1882.
I have been a martyr to billons headache aud
dyspepsia. Any indiscretion in diet, over-fatigue,
to be folor cold, brings on a lit of indigestion,
at
owed by a headache lasting two or three days
a time. I think 1 must have tried over twenty
different remedies, which were recommended as
certain cures by loving friends, but It was no usf.
Like the Irishman, I got no better very fast. At
last I thought! would take a simple course of
the
purgation with Bkasdretb's Pills. For
one
first week I took two Pills every night, then
Pill for thirty nights ; In that time I gained three
had an ache or
pounds in weight, and never have
William E. Rockwell.
since.
a

CITY

Called at the Common
Council Room Today.

received
A despatch from J. B. Coyle,
the
from Eastport Saturday states that
wharf and buildings of the International
The comLine will have to be rebuilt.
pany is now using Millikeu's wharf a short
distance from the place of landing.
The mayor of the city has issued the following appeal :
Citizens of Portland:
We are apprised that au overwhelming calamity has overtaken one of our sister cities
in this state. Eastport has been ; visited by
a most destructive conflagration
which, besides desîroying a large number of dwellings

has laid waste the entire manufacturing and
business portions of the city.
More than
2,000 persons are reported as being thrown
out of employment, without means of support, and scores of faniiles are rendered
homeless, destitute of shelter and necessaries of life. The situation appeals emphatically to our sympathies and generosity and
with the recollection still fresh in our minds
of the generous responses made ill Portland's behalf during a similar calamity, you
are hereby invited to attend a public meeting in the council chamber in City Hall. Oct.
18, at 11 o'clock a. m., to raise contributions
of money, tooa and clothing tor the afflicted
citizens of Eastport.
Ciias. J. Chapman,
(Signed)

Mayor.

pain

Jos. E. Blabon,
President of the Board of Trade.

cure.
Free of charge, if it does not
Adamsom's Cough Balsam at all drug-stores.
In combination, it Is
Owing to its perfect harmony
cure and rethe very best mixture for the speedy
lief of croup, colds, throat or lung diseases,
I'ntHnu as oeritM
Trial size 10 cents.
MWS&w
octlû

PERSONAL.

Dr. Sarah Ellen Palmer has removed to
Boston.
Congressman Seth L. Milliken is to help in
WINSL0W8 j
Advice (d JIcthèn·—MHS.
the campaigns in New Hampshire and Ohio.
when
used
be
iJQOTHING SYKUP should always
Mrs. Eliza P. Magune cf Camden is 81
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little j
by years old, aud has made seven quilts a year
....«ο

sufferer at once j it produces natural, quiet sleep
relieving the child from payi, and the little cherub
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleas-

It soothes the child, softens the
the
1fr*ms;*all»ys all «ai», reLievfe*
>p*vw.«if and is the beat known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
ant to taste.

^ind^vegulates

SM&W&wly

ianie

The action of Carter's Little Liver Pills is pleasant, mild aud natural. They gently stimulate the
1 Irel and regulate the bowels, but do not purge.
They are

sure

to

please.

octlnd&wl w

IIabpeb's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.

OXFORD COUNTY 8. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

Paris, Oct. IB.
John R. Edgcomb. An
note
bearing date of
promissory
18,.,1878, lor tbe sum of fluo, payable

Kbenezcr £.
action upon a

Band

vs.

February
on demand.
Tbe defendant admitted tbe signature upon tbe
note but claimed that the date bad been altered
from February 8th te February 18tb, thereby
taking tbe note out of the statute of limitations,

pleaded In defense. On trial.
David Rammons for plaintiff.
J. P. Swasey for defendant.
Mr. J. Woodman tierrlsh of Bethel was tills
morning brought Into court by Deputy Sheriff
Goodwin upon a capias, he having refused to obey
a summons to appear as a wltndss before the
and jury. The witness was theu taken before
e grand jury, and after he had testified, he was
adjudg· d In contempt and ordered to pay a fine
of $2" and costs of the capias taxed at {10.06,
making S3 .65 in all. The fine and costs were
paid. In fixing the penalty tbe court remarked
that he had determined that it should be understood that the precepts of the court must be
which

was

Κ

obeyed.
The

rose ttbls
afternoon, having
been in session four days. Thirteen indictments
were presented, none of whichl have been made
Tbe court then excused the jurors until
public.
the next term of the court in February.

grand jury

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

There
ing.

was

a

smart snow-squall last even-

^Twelve new members were admitted |to
the Turnverein Association Friday night.
The Express has finished her repairs, and
will soon go on her route.
There were 55 arrests last week, of wliich
29 were lor drunkenness.
The Sunday Mail did not appear yesterday.
It was stated that the press broke down.
Âbout seventy people went to Cushing's
Island on the Forest City line steamers yesterday to see the ruins of the Ottawa House.
The Munjoy C. L. S. Circle will meet on
this (Monday) evening, with Miss Gerrish,
47 Eastern Promenade.
The Portland Cadets will give their annual
ball Tuesday evening, Nov. 23d, at City
Hall.
The police raided a room in the Beaver
block Saturday night, and got a pack of
cards, a hundred buttons and eighteen cents.
The total value of exports last week was
$33,710.34, and of these exports there were
1,233,712 feet of lumber.
Quinn & Co. are building a twenty horsepower boiler for the Mechanics' building,
and one of fifty horse-power for the United
States Hotel.
At St, Luke's Cathedral this evening there
will be .a special service and harvest home
festival, today being the anniversary of the

for the last fifteen years.
Thomas H. Emery is the oldest grammar
school teacher in Sttco and Biddeford, where
he has served UiiEtyr-l»ur years.
On Thursday of last week Miss Minnie,
daughter of Hon. J. Dingley, of Auburn was
married to Dr. Jenkins of Lewiston.
Mr. G. II. Fisher of West Winterport is a
candidate for assistant messenger of the
XAV/urjo
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years ago.
Hon. Horatio G.

Herrick of Lawrence,
Mass., was on Thursday last unanimously
nominated for the eighth term as high sheriff
of Essex county, having served as such continuously since January, 1863. Mr. Herrick
is a native of Alfred, Me., and a graduate of
Bowdoin of the class of '44.
Maine State Sunday School Association.
This evening the Maine State Sunday
School Association will begin its sessions at
Chestnut street church at 7.30 o'clock. Dr.
uasniora

parish.
Shippers of freight by the International
line are requested to forward to Eastport at
present only such freight as will be removed
by consignees immediately on arrival.
The pitcher and goblet won by steamer
No. 2, at the firemen's muster at Richmond,
will be on exhibition at H. P. S. Goold's drug
store today.
The Saco ire department has purchased a
handsome hose carriage from Talbot <&Moulton, of this city. It cost about S400, and wili
held 1800 feet of hose.
A boy named Cox was arrested Friday
night by Officer Barber for stealing #14 from
his aunt.
The boy has been in the reform

school.
At Lang's fish market Saturday night, a
lobster was on exhibition that weighed
eighteen pounds and was of the "rock" variety.
Friday afternoon Woodbury & Moulton received an order for a complete outfit of groceries for a burned out firm at Eastport.
the order and had it aboard the
steamer in thirty minutes.
The Maine Union Holiness Association
will hoi* a two days' convention with the
M. E. clutch in Brunswick, commencing
Wednesday, Oct. 20th, at 10 o'clock a. m.
All friends of scriptural holiness are cordially invited to assist in the work of the
convention.
Capt. Howard Knowlton's collection of
animals will be on exhibition at the World
Museum in Boston this winter, but will be
brought back before the opening of Greenwood Garden next summer.
Capt. Knowlton is making arrangements witli F. J.
Thompson, who has charge of the animals
in Central Park, New York city, to supply
him with a number of new animals for the
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Mr. M. W. Higgins, night editor of the
Argus, is spending his vacation in Boston
and New York.
Mr. Charles S. Haines is dangerously sick
with a large carbuncle at the base of the
brain.
At a meeting of the committee on public
buildings held Saturday evening, Isaiah H.
Baker w«s elected janitor of the High and
Chestnut street schools.
Clias. Small, medical student. Portland,
son of Rev. A. K. P. Small, who came by request to take care of Owen Gibbs after his
fatal injury, did most excellent service.—
Bridgton News.
L. W. Mason, C. H. Chase, Geo. Staples,
Boston ; P. J. Duesten, Utica, N. Y. ; F. A.
Dingley, So. Casco; P. Hirshfield, New
York were among the guests at the United
States Hotel yesterday.
The Cliautauquans are eager to meet Dr.
Hurlbut at the reception to-night from 6.30
to 7.30 o'clock at the Y. M. C. A. Hall. Dr.
Hurlbut is the superintendent of the C. L. S.
C. department and is brim full of interesting
information.
Mr. Wlswell, the Bank Inspector, was in
town Saturday and verified some of his work
in relation to the First National Bank. All
the directors were present but two. No new
Mr. Wiswell
developments were made.
went home Saturday night.
Mr. Morris Wolf, who has been in the
clothing business in this city for over twenty
years has sold his stock at No. 2G Market
Square to William Shine, and has removed
to New York city, where he has made arrangements to go into business.
Mr. Jotham Johnson of Durham is 102
He remembers witnessing the
years old.
fight between the Enterprise and Boxer, and
thinks that he attended memorial services in
Brunswick upon the death of Washington,
though he does not remember this exactly.
Mrs. Delia King Washburn, wife of the
laje Hon. Reuel Washburn, died at her
home at Livermore, a few days ago. She
was born at Raynham, Mass., May 14,1801,
and went to Livermore where she was married, 00 years ago. Her husband died eight
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ference of the M. E. church in 1865. He has
for many years been associated with J. H.
Vincent in Sunday School and Assembly
work. For several years he has been one of
the editors of the Berean S. S. Lessons which
have an aggregate weekly circulation of
2,200,000 copies. He has made other contriLast
butions to Sunday school literature.
summer he was appointed by Dr. Vincent
superintendent of the entire C. L. S. C.
work. The following is tonight's programme:
7.30 p. m.—Opening Service of Prayer and
Praise.
7.46—President's Address, -'The Providential
Place of the Sunday School in America."
8115—Address, "The Sunday School of Today."
Rev. J. L. Hurlbut, l>. D., of Kew York.

Dr. R. S. Rosenthal's Classes.
The special attention of all persons interested in the practical study of modern languages is once more called to these courses. A
better opportunity has never been presented
Dr. Rosenthal's fame as
to Portland people.
a grammarian and linguist is too widely
known to need any new endorsement. A
man whose books have reached an edition
of 200,000 copies must be something out of
the common. His stay here will depend entirely on the number of his pupils. It is to
be hoped he will meet with great success.
The classes will assemble for the first time
tomorrow at 2 p. m., at Miss Wolhaupter's
school rooms. No. 148 Serine street.

Garden.

Accidents.

Of. Huribut to the

Youftg People.

A fine audience, mainly composed of
young people, was at the Chestnut Street
iPhnrflh

iiev.

York, will make addresses. As Dr. Hurlbut
Is a prominent Sunday school worker the
Press is glad to give its readers a few facts
in regard to his life. He was born in New
York city in 1843, and graduated from Wesleyan University in 1869. The same year he
was made teacher of languages in Penington
Seminary, N. J. He joined the Newark con-
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The services
address to the young people.
were opened by singing by the congregation,
and prayer by the Rev. Dr. Randolph oi
Newport, R. I. Mr. Bashford briefly gave
out notices oi the coming Sunday School Association and then introduced Rev. Dr.
The speaker proceeded directly
Hurlbut.
to his topic and took as the text of his remarks the sentences which he had heard
when a boy at the military drills: Make
Ready. Take Aim. Fire. Under these
three heads he discussed: Preparation for
Life ; the True Aim of Life, and the Necessity for Earnest Action. Dr. Hurlbut has the
act of interesting the young because he
makes his points clearly and abounds in
Illustrations and stories.
His speech was
full of good counsel to the young and his
advice was very practical. The meeting
closed with prayer by Rev. J. M. Lowden.
Y. M. C. A.
At the meeting of the Boys' Literary Society this evening, Rev. L, H. Hallock will
lecture on "My trip to Florida."
The Boys' Department of the Y. M. C. A.
was reopened for the season on Saturday
One hundred and twenty-five
afternoon.
boys were In attendance. Many new games,
papers and magazines were added to the list
of attractions.
The boys did full justice to
a barrel of apples, the annual gift of Ilodgdon, Lovell & Johnson.
John Russell Luddington and Eddie Blossom were elected as delegates to the Y. M.
C. A. State Convention, where there will
also be boy delegates from other cities.

The first Sunday service for boys, for the
held yesterday
season, was
afternoon.
Eighty boys were present.
The New Brunswick Safe.
The steamer New Brunswick reached her
wharf in Boston at 12.45 a. m. Sunday. She
was all right, having been detained twelve
hours by stormy weather at Machias.

A horse attached to a wagon, driven by
Wm. Frye and owned by John L. Best,
backed off Burnham's Wharf Saturday.
The Ivorse swam to the Cape Elizabeth shore.
A man was shingling J. H. Thaxter's
house. No. 63 Elm street, Saturday, when
the gutter gave way and he was precipitated
to the yard, sustaining serious injuries.
Mr. Ε. H. Marriner, mail carrier, while
delivering mail Saturday on Gray street,
was attacked by a yicious dog and badly
bitten.
A horse attached to a wagon loaded with
tea and coffee from the Pacific Tea Company

frightened on Bridge
street, Saccarappa, Saturday and ran away.
The wagon was smashed.

of Portland became

Paint and Oil Club.
The first dinner of the season was given
at the Preble House Saturday evening,
by the Faint and Oil Club. Eighteen gentlemen sat down to the table, which was very
pretty in its floral adornments, and discussed
a capital menu, carefully and skilfully served.
Some business discussion followed the dinThere -vas a feeling that the prices
made upon benzine and naphtha were too low,
because of the great waste from evaporation,
and the increased cost of insurance which
is demanded from all who keep the article on
sale. The discussions were chiefly of an informal character, and not of public interest.
ner.

Congress Rink.
The Congress rink will open this evening.
There will be good music furnished and the
skates are in good condition.
Objectionable

be refused admission. There wil'
be sessions during the remainder of the week
the programme being published in another
column.

parties will

Match

Postponed.
The Maine State military appropriation
having been exhau.'ted, the adjutant general
to postpone
says it has been found necessary
the competitive rifle match which was to
have taken place on the I 9th and 20th of this
month

GOVERNMENT.

Special Meeting of the City Council.
The City to Contract with the Electric

Light Company.

Chautauqua.
The Chautsuquans of the city and vicinity
at the
will give Rev. Dr. Hurlbut a reception
from 0.30 to
V. M. C. A. Hall this evening
7.30 o'clock. Dr. Hurlbut will speak briefly
Chautauqua movement and all
are inChautauquans and those interested
vited to meet him on this occasion.
upon the

A special

meeting o£ both branches of the
City Council was held Saturday evening for
the purpose of considering the lighting of the
city for next year.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
The Board came to order at the call of the
Mayor, Aldermen Bcale and Marks being

absent.

PETITIONS

RECEIVED.

Of Charles I). Richards, for permission to
move a wooden building from Pearl street
to Emerson street. Granted.
Of Margaret Scanlon,forlicense;to keep an
employment office at 50 Oak street. Granted
subject to the City Marshal's report.
Of Samuel Rounds, to dig a trench across
Commercial St. for the purpose of laying a
steam pipe from Quinn's ooiler shop to his
wood yard. Granted.
The petitions of the following persons t»
erect new wooden buildings at the places
named were referred: C. M. Abbott, Gray
and Clark streets ; Enoch Richards, Beckett,
street; Wm. McArthur, 7 and 9 Gould street.
TUE CONGRESS KINK.

Groves and Conway petitioned for a license
for Congress Skating Rink. Alderman Ricker moved that the petition be laid
upon the
table until the next regular meeting. The
vote upon the motion was doubted, and a
yea and nay vote resulted as follows :
Yeas—Aldermen Ricker and McMahon.
Nays—Aldermen Wilson. Sawyer and

Briggs.

Alderman Sawyer then moved that the libe granted and the motion was carried.
The hour for closing the rink was fixed at ten
o'clock.

cense

STREET

LIGHTING.

The Mayor stated that the main object of
the meeting was to hear the report of the
committee on street lamps to whom the matter of lighting the streets was referred.
Alderman Briggs read a long report prepared by the committee. The report treated
the subject of lighting the streets in an exhQiictivP
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methods.
On making
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careful examination of the
power given by the original order of September 6th, the committee decided that any contract entered into by them could be set aside
by not receiving the "approval of the City
Council" and that there were in the city
only t\vo"competent and reponsible companies, parties or persons, for lighting the
streets, parks and promenades of the city,"
viz : The Portland Gas Light Company and
the Consolidated Electric Light Company of
The
committee
Maine.
requested these
companies to submit proposals for lighting
the city. The following proposals were received :
Proposal No. 1, from the Electric Light
Company, to furnish 150 arc lights and 220
incandescent lights at. the rate of $25,000 a
year. Additional arc lights are to be paid
for at the rate of $140 each and incandescent
lights at $18 each.
Proposal No. 2, from the Electric Light
In reply to a communication
Company.
from the chairman of the committee, the
company offered to furnish 600 incandescent
lights· at the rate of $18 a light. With the
increase of small lights and decrtase of arc
lights, the price for the larger lights would
be increased from $140 to $180.50 a light per
a

annum.

Proposal No. 3, from the Gas Light Comίο maintainjGOO street
lamps, using gas
where the mains run and oil elsewhere, ψ
the rate of 818,000 a year, the lamps to burn
from dark until daylight, the gas burners to
pany,

consume five feet an hour.
The Gas Light Company also submitted a
communication in regard to the price of the
cluster lanterns used in Boston. The lanterns cost $50 each, and cost of gas would be
$80 a year. The light given is equal to five
street lamps.
The present number of lights In use is 156
arcs and 243 incandescent, the Electric Light
Company having during the past year put in
additional lights without extra charge to the

city.

After speaking of the different proposals,
the committee recommended a rene «rai of the
contract with the Electric Light Company.
The report was accepted, and Alderman
Briggs introduced the following order:
That the committee on street lamps be
authorized to make and sign a contract in
the city's name and behalf with the Consolidated El ictric Light Company of Maine
for lighting the streets, parks and promenades of the city (exclusive of the islands)
from November 1st, 1886, to March 31st,
1887, the end of the current fiscal year, the
basis of said contract to be 150 arc lights
and 250 incandescent lights, at the rate of
$25,000 a year.
Additional arc lights, if required, at the
rate of $40 a year for each light, and additional incandescent lights at the rate of $18
a year for each light.
Alderman Wilson wanted to lay the order
on the table until the next meeting, as
Alderman Beale would then be present to
make a statement of his views cm the matter,
to which he had given some considerable
attention.
Alderman Briggs objected to delaying
action, and Alderman Sawyer reminded the
Board that this would leave the city with no
provision for lighting its streets during several days.
Alderman Kicker thought that on moonlight nights the lights are not necessary, and
some arrangement might be made whereby
they could be unlighted on those nights at a
reduction of cost to the city.
Alderman McMahon said that the lights
were often out. In reply Alderman Briggs
said that his records furnished by the night
police during a part of the year and those
kept by the company showed that with very
few exceptions the lights were properly

burning.
Alderman Wilson mentioned a system of
lighting by a combination of gas and elec-

tricity.
Alderman Briggs said that such a system
would cost over $30,000 a year and neither
company appeared anxious to enter into
it.
Alderman Sawyer favored giving the committee power to contract for 100 arc lights
and 250 incandescent lights for one year at
$25,000 and offered an amendment to the orThe order as
iginal order to the effect.
amended was passed,
Aldermen
Ricker,
Sawyer and Briggs voting yes; Aldermen
Wilson and McMahon voting no.
Papers from the lower Board received concurrent action and the Board adjourned.
In Common Council.
Absent—Messrs. McCann, Adams, Parker,
A. G. Dewey.
Mr. Roberts offered an order authorizing
the treasurer to give a deed of land on the
easterly side of St. John street, containing
5000 square feet of land at six cents a foot to
A. W. Higgins; also to give a deed of land
on easterly side of
"B" street, containing
6,076 square feet at eight cents a foot to S. H
Jose.
Both orders passed and were sent
up.

Papers from upper Board passed in concurrence.
Adinnrnp/l

Delegates Appointed.
Saturday night the following members of
the Y. M. C. A. of this city were elected delegates to attend the Y. M. C. A. State con-
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Three Months' Progress of the Maine
Water Cas Co.

οί this water gas ; therefore much greater
effect than ever before can be obtained in
the way of heating with gas stoves, using
less than one-half the gas formerly required.
An apparatus designed for testing on a fivehorse power gas engine, ran a fifteen-horse
power, fully developed, most perfectly, with
no alterations whatever and required less
than sixty per cent, as much water gas as
necessary with coal gas. The expert's opinion is on file at the office of the company for
the inspection of all who wish to investigate.
Several different styles of cooking and heatthe way and
ing apparatus are on
will be exhibited
at
the
company's
offices within a very few days. The apparatus for lighting, heating and heatin the factory
irons
ing
soldering
where the machines are made is nearly c#mpleted. Full arrangements have been made
for testing the adaptability of this method
of lighting, to railway trains and the public
will be duly informed of the results.
It
would seem that the most doubting skeptic
must thus be convinced that a new era has
dawned for the consumers of gas, and many
who have never been able to avail themselves
of the advantages of a superior light on account of cost, or their remotness from gas
supply will now embrace the opportunity.
With this apparatus any premises may be
lighted, wherever situated. Over sixty machines have been already ordered for use in
Portland, which insures a certain income for
the city company as soon as the apparatus
can be manufactured and placed.
Very few
companies can be formed with such a cer"
tainty before them. All mechanical details
have now been perfected, and all former obstacles have been overcome. The Maine
company will build all apparatus used in the
State.
The superior development of the
process by the Maine company is attested by
the fact that its machines have been ordered
for companies doing business in other
States and the Canadas. Two machines will
be shipped to Florida this week for the introduction of the process there.
The company is now ready to begin the
licensing of corporations to use this process
throughout the State, and are already in negotiation for the sale ol nearly a dozen of
The company's deed for the
these rights.
State right has been duly recorded at the
Patent Office in Washington.
The patent is
a peculiarly clear one, as Dr. B. F. Clark, the
examiner in that division of the Patent Office testifies: "I hereby certify that I have
examined and passed upon the above case,
and that the claims allowed have been submitted to a rigid examination and were
passed in view of the state of the art as disclosed by such examination, no references
being found to anticipate the invention. The
patent granted will in my opinion be perfectly valid." The most thorough examination is solicited from all who are desirous of
onmiirïnrr rîrrhfo
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The Soldiers' Monument.
The Hallowell Granite Company have
completed a handsome model of a soldiers'
monument, designed by Mr. A. C. Currier.
The monument will be sent to this city this
week, and entered in the competition for the
soldiers' monument to be erected in this city.

price
clothing of ail kinds. Highest cash
MR. 8.
paid. Call or addross immediately,
14-1
LEVY, 97 Middle Street, Portland.
thousand customers for
only
10,000 lbs. Batting, full weight,
D.
L.
at
C
cents
soiled,
per lb., at
slightly
15-1
STROPT'S.
first class salesmau in a cloth·
IDE store. No others will apply. Address A
14-1
Press Office.

BUILDEVO,

WANTED—A

WEDNESDAY MORNING
with

a

and

Dry

WANTED—An

complete stock of

WANTED—Six

Fancy Goods,

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.

that have pur-

11

persons
—chased the $18 double breasted
WANTED—The
two weeks at

of

us

to

he used.

II£A F. CLARK. 482 Conirress Street.
ll-Z

active agency to represent
the mauiïfactûrers of a popular regenerative
gas Jamp; equals electric light; invention new
and meets with general favor all over the United
States. Address the Wasserman Reg. Gas Lamp
8-4
Co., No. 100Ô Arch st., Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED—An

public
WANTED—The
CHENEY, Piano and Organ
slate at Horse R. R. Station
ping

P. O. address Deering
piano hammers a specialty.

J. PARK ROCKWELL·, formerly with the tlriu of Millett & Utile,
now be I'oun.i with the new Arm of millelt, Evans & Co., 517
friends
Congress Street, where he will be pleased to meet his many
and customers.
LINDSAY B. GRIFFIN, formerly with lUillett & Little, now in the
the patemploy of Millett, Evans & Co., 317 Congress Street, solicits
will endeavor to
ronage of his friends and former customers, und
please them as before.
MRS. C. BROOKS, formerly with Millett & Little, takes pleasure
in announcing that she is now with Millett, Evans <V Co., 517 Conand customgress Street, and will be pleased to see all of her friends
dtf

Oi»18

that J. D.
tuner has a

opposite
Maine.

Preble
Recap29 4

few

horses

board;
would be taken to board by the subscriber,
WANTED—Horses
care and
at reasonable rates, with
to

at the new stand.

good

accommo-

G.COBURN, Box 175, Gorhain, Me.
sep28-6

B.

dations.

a

orders for collecting city offal
Teleour office after this date.
ST AN WOOD & CO., 2G1 and
980. G.
3-8
St.
265 Commercial
to be left at
WANTED—All
M.

phone

people of Portland to know
WANTED—The
that MRS. SNOW, Magnetic Physician,

Test and Business Medium, has returned from
her vacation, and can again be found in her
parlors in Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 and 7 to 10 p. m.
13-5

HOUSE FORSALESTATE STREET

EXCITING KID GLOVE SALE.

First National Bank of Portland offers for
sale the house 011 State street, recently occuby William E. Gould. Any person desiring

THE
pied

r° PUrCha3e W"1PleaSe

Every Lady Coining Back for More.

FREDERICK

ROBIE,

MARK P. EMERY.
at the Bank Building.

Portland,

oct!2dtf

11,1886.

Oct.

peculiar combination, proportion, and process,
giving to Hood's Sarsaparilla currative power not
possessed by other medicines. It effects remarkable cures where others fail.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
It
Is the best blood purifier before the public.
eradicates every Impurity, and cures Scrofula,
Salt Kheum, Boils, Pimples, all Humors, Dyspep-

sia, Billiousness, Sick Headache, Indigestion,
General Debility, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Kidney
and Liver complaints, overcomes that tired feelin?, creates an appetite,and builds up the sy stem.
Has

Hood's
met peculiar

Sarsaparilla
and

unparalled

at
Low-

success

Sarsaparilla

than
Hood's
The
sarsaparillas or blood purifiers.
success is extended all over the country.

sell more of
druggists
of all other
same

Hood's Sarsaparilla
peculiar in the confidence it gains among all
classes of people.
Where it is once used it becomes a favorite remedy, and is often adopted as
Is

,
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tress from

Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy tor Dizziuess, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the

Mouth, Coated Tongue,

Side, &c.
rhey regnlate the Bow-

Pain Id the

HELP.

FCJIVLK

SLATE KIDS.
We gaye an early order for Paris Kid Gloves, in
our own assortment of Slate shades. We can now
furnish them to Ladies who have heretofore had
difficulty in obtaining them.

BELOW ARE) ALSO GOOD BARGAINS

ki* and

prevent

CoDSti-

:

4-Button Extra Good Gloves, Tans and Browns,
at 50 cents pair.
4-Button $1.00 Prime Quality Gloves, Tan shades,
at 75 cents pair.
6-inch $1.50 Extra
Mousquetaire Kids, Tans,
Browns and Slates, at 75 cents pair.
4-Button $1.39 Reliable Kids, in Black, Brown
and Tans, at $1.00 per pair.
New lot of fine Undressed Kids at $1.25 pair.
New lot of fine $2 Mousquetaire Kids at $1.62

pair.

capable girl

WANTEDt—A

general

housework must come well recommended.
16-1
Apply at No. 773 CONGRESS STREET.
capable girl to do general
housework. Apply between 10 and 12,
15-1
mornings, at 164 Hif.h street,

WANTED.—A

TIT ANTED—Situation as a nurse by a» elderTT
ly lady : good references given. Call or address, MRS. M. .J. MOSS. 106 North street. 14-1

situation

American

by
two ladles ;
of
to take
WANTED—A
Address'A. L. C., Press Office.
references
one

care

woman

an
or

«

w

D,

capable girl
WANTED—A
work.
Apply at once

for

general

house-

NEAL

at 143

12-1

STREE.

capable girl to do general
housework in the country. References reAddress
DR. STRAW, Gorham, Me. 11-1
quired.

WANTED—A

active and intelligent to
locality, an οία Ann.
Permanent position and
E.J. JOHNSON, Manager, 16 Bar-

WANTED-Ladf,
represent, in her
References

own

required.

good salary.
clay St., Ν. Y.

octlld4w

large stock of Kid Gloves of all
have
much larger lots on hand now
grades,
than ever of our own special importation. Ladles
who call will be sure to receive a grand good bargain.

vassing. Address, AID SUPPLY CO., No. 43
30-3
Eliot St., Boston, Mass.

Wè

keep

a very

and

we

RINES BROTHERS.
dit

octl8

WANTED—Situation

something entirely
WANTED—Ladies;
perfectly simple and easy, ladies and yonng
new,

girls in city or country can earn a good
work sent by mail, distance no objection,

TO

W. W.
0Ct2

WHÏPPLE

no

ill market

Square.
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PAINTING
CHINA
until
FALMOUTH HOTEL
Monday
from

at

noon

Wednesday noon of each week.

SI.OO

Terms,

a

Lesson.

ORDERS SOLICITED.
dlw

oclG

LAUGHTON,

E.

SARAH

MISS

eod2w*

TEACH ER OF

—

ELOCUTIΟ Ν
in all Its brunches,

FALMOUTH HOTEL
in
Specialties: Voice-Training and Instruction
oct7dlm
Natural Heading.

ART LESSONS !
MR. A. E. MOORE
take a limited number of pupils during the
Fall and Winter season. Instructions given in
Crayon Portraiture from the flat and from life;
also in Free Hand Academic Drawing from casts,
still-life, and the living model.
Will

STUDIO 34 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.
eodlm·
octl3

EST» ΪΚ2
SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
mind. Courses for

Speaktioia. voice, body or
Soers, Teachers, Professionals, and members of
in kind
Work
a
week.
hour»
48
adapted
ciety.
and
opporand amount to individual needs, aim
tunity. Classes for those out of town, graduates
of other schools, etc. Library ; Loan Fund; DeT.
gree of A. M. to A. B.'s. Open» October
Call lO-I. For Catalogues, etc.. address
γκαγόλπ

9. Ο. ^unni,ru. 1/.,

ι.,*>

t..

(15V4 Beacon Street), Boston.
Course of Readings by leading eiocutiontsts will
for benefit of Endowment
with
the
School
open
sepl3eod&wlm
Fund.

INSTRUCTION 11 HUH AND <W
1€AL STUDIES
COLCORD,

W.

—

one

LET.

tenements,
Vernon
at 576

on

water etc. Inquire
ALVIN PEERING.

sebago

one on

Con-

Place, with
Congress St.,
16-1

8 rooms, down stairs,
centrally located, furnace, water closets.
Price $22 a month.
N. S. GARDNER, 40 Ex15-1
change street.
LET.—A rent of

TO

LADIES' HOSE

LET—The desirable French roof cottage
street : containing 8 rooms
water,*&nd bath rooms. Will be
let furnished if desired. Apply to F. L. BOWIE,
14-1
at store opposite.

TO No. 82hotQuebec
heated by

We shall offer to-day 75 dozen Ladies' English CashHose, Doable Heels, Extra Long, Heavy and Elastic, at 50 cents per pair. These goods are sold elsewhere for 75 cents, and at above price are a bargain

to LET.-Chambers 49 Brackett
street; chambers 15 Tate street; lower rent
and an up stairs rent on Salem street. Inquire at
13-2
47 Brackett street.

RENTS

that every lady will appreciate.

BEN Γ—A first class rent of five rooms,
bath room, on
GARDINER,
Exchange St.
12-1

with furnace, hot water and
FOR
40
N. S.

High St.

LET—Nice house in western and

middle

EnTOsection of city, all modern conveniences. 12-1

quire GEO.

JUNKINS, 30 Exchange St.

F.

on

same

reason-

at 106 PARK
STREET BLOCK.

STREET, PARK
11-1

LET—Two flret class furnished rooms for
lodging, well furnished.
Enquire of L. D.
11-1
STROUT, 518 Congress street.

TO

room at 489 Fore street
near Cross; 15xoo with or without power.
Will be vacated Nov. 1st. Apply on the PREM5-2
ISES.

FOB BENT—Shop

INTERNATIONAL

HORSE BLANKETS

LET—House 29 Cusliman street; newly
papered and painted, and in first-class order.
4tf
Inquire at 81 State street.

TO

STEAMSHIP
EXCHANGE—For
COMPANY. FA
line,
Deering
good
tillage, pasture,
wood,
hay
specialTnotice.
large markets,
Station,
stores;

THOUSANDS OF THEM.
FIFTY DIFFERENT STYLES.

From 50 Cents to $10 Each
Suits, Hoods,
You c»n save

Owing to the recent conflagration at Eastport
whlcli destroyed nearly all wharf accommoda-

Etc.

at that point (iaeludjng the company's
pier) shippers of freight are requested to forward
at present only such as will b« removed by consignees immediately on arrival.

money by buying from

tions

HOUSE & CARRIAGE MART
32 Plum Street.

octl8-tf

"Γ

ΟβΤ—Oct. 4th,

J_i

BONDHOLDERS
EAST ST. LOUIS
I desire to meet tlie
bonds of the city of East
FERDINAND
nois.
131 Deronshire St.,
octl8

a

red

moss

agate seal, with
suitably

Finder will be
monogram C. Ε. B.
rewarded on leaving it at this office.

18-1

FOR SALE !
—

ι

Owing to change in business, the stock of

holders of th
St. Louis, 111!
A.

COYLE, Jr., Manager.

J. B.

oclSdlt

CLOTHING
Furnishing Goods

Boston, Mass.

d2t

—

AJiD

—

which Is new, together with the

ι

Is

offered

whole but will be retailed
low prices until closed.

as a

CHARLES
octl2

,

at very

1 Ο "7

W.ntA.n

NALB-A gooo house and stable in
western part of tne City ; good neighborhood
anil first-class location.
Enquire at 582 CONG It ESS STREET.
151

PERRY.
dtf

TRADE PROCESSION
—AND—

STOOLS m COVERS,

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS

TUNING TO ORDER

ATTENTION !
Fine views made of th« procession
the Drummers on their clam bake
sale at the studio of

of

July 5th, and
July 7th, for

Wednesday Afternoons at 4 o'clock, at Mrs.
Caswell's school rooms, 96 Park street, beginning
Wednesday, Nov. 3. Hire. John A. Bellows
will give a series of 12 talks on Englieh Poetry,
illustrated by reading from the authors. Subjects:
1. Chaucer; 2, Mpenaer; 3, Mhaketipcrian

5, Lyrical
4, ëhakeepere;
Dramatiste;
Poet*; β, .ΤΙ il tua; 7, Pope, 4*oId*mith and
C'owper; 8, War de wort h and Coleridge; 9,
Shelley, Heat* and Byron; 10, Tennyson
and Arnold; 11, The drowning»·; 13, The
Pre-Baphaelite Poet*. Course tickets $2.00.
at 96 PARK STREET, between 2 and 3
Apply
o'clock p. m. on Wednesdays, before Nov. 1.
Utf
sep27

IMPORTAIT SALES
Ai

TURNER BROS.
Broken'lot Centemeri and Harris' Seamless 3-buttou and Mosquetaire Kids, 75 cents, regular
price $1.20.
Broken lot Gent's Kids, $1.00,
regular price, $1.75.
Ladies' Fine Cashmere Gloves,
25 cents.
Ladies' Vests, 25 cents.
Special Bargains in Ladies' and
Children's fine Hoisery and Underwear.
Gent's Camels Hair Underwear,
$1.25. Very cheap.
One more lot of Black Satin
Rhadame, $1.00, worth $1.25.
24-inch Silk Flush in fancy colors, $1.50, usnal price, $2.50.
Felting in all colors.
51-inch Dress Goods, reduced
from $1.25 to 75 cents.
One lot French Dress Goods, 50
cts., regular price, $1.00. Quantity limited.
Odd lot Shetland Wool, 121-2
cents per skein. Worsted at half

price.

One lot Ladies' Cloaks, reduced
from $5.00 to $1.00.
Odd lot Children's Garments at
half price.
Headquarters for Seal Plush

Cloaks.

PARLOR6AND CHAMBER

Stoves and Ranges.
The above is a cut of our National Parlor, and
believe is the handsomest Parlor Stove put upon the market this year. It is made in three sizes,
and is now in stock in our building. Do not purchase until you have seen this stove and get our
stock
price. Besides the above we shall have in
and at our botom prices the
we

Record, GroveFirst National,
land. Frankfort, Blossom. Bud,
Art Tile
Art Bossmorc, Low,
Stoves, Bowdoiu, Solace, New
Octagon, « ornCort, The Nation,
Peninsular, and a host of others.
Our Ranges are complete in every respect. Bottom prices are assured. We will sell any of the
above for cash or on liberal credit, as desired, but
especially request intending buyers to call early,
as

we

can

Pipe,

guarantee

more

prompt shipment.

Leg Rests
Every stove.

Mat and

number of Black and White
FOR
Hamburg Grape Vines in my Grapery. 01

BAXTER.

15-1

SALE—A «ne thoroughbred Pointer,
FOR
lemon and white, 7 months old. A fine Eng-

(ίο With

female Pug, 3 years old. Also 4 male Pug
pups and 4 females. 8 weeks old : cheap. Address,
M. H. RANLETT, Box093,
Rockland, Me. 14-1
NALK,—As I leave in few days for the
FOR
South, I will sell my Florida pony for s 100.
He is
of the finest saddle
a

street.

horses, very fleet and
Apply to L. TAYLOR, 385 Congress
13-1

SAFE

FOR

SAL.E—At

good bargain.
MORGAN, BUTLER & CO.
a

at TEWKESBUKY F ARM, Ocean St.,
F°mrRVmilk
12tf
Deering.

SALE—Sheet music, music books, musle
rolls, at CHANDLER S MUSIC STORE, 431
Congress street, (Farrington Block.)
11-1

FOR

BALK or TO lut-House
containing 12 rooms, bath room, Sebago, and heatedby furnace; very pleasant, sunny location.
Ap323
at
SPRING
ply
STREET, or P. O. BOX 1170.

FOR

5-2
SALE

Centrally located,
boarding house,
a
—

FOR
doing flue
15 well furnished rooms; nice

desirable
cash business:
dining room; will
„ive a family a line living and clear $1200 a
year
easy; investigate this. Address "P. 142," Herald
Office, Boston, Mass.
30-3

buildings
for other business if desired:
price
terms. Address "GRAIN

niav be used
*8000· easy
box 1239, Boston.

GOLD WATCHES!
offer in

FOR

PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street
dtf
jiy»

to

Out of Town

Duyem.

MILL,"

Bead about

our

bargains lor October In Cham

bei^Sets made in all the popular woods: Asb,
Pine. Cherry, Oak, Mahogany and Walnut. The
largest aud best selected stock in the country.
Every set warranted and freight prepaid to your
depot. We shall enumerate a few of the special
prices made for this month, and are prepared to
furnish cuts or photographs of these goods, so
that parties desirous of ordering through the loall
can tell exactly what they are buying, as the cut
will show the style and general appearance of the
First, then,

set.

Set, consisting

we

of

shall offer No. 142 Chestnut

bedstead, bureau, commode,

four chairs, recker, table and towel rack, making
This set has never
ten pieces complete, for $22.
been offered In the market at this price aud will
be offered only for this month. We are overstocked In some of these goods and desire to
make a boom, and the only way to do that Is in
quoting low prices. Next we shall offer a perfect
Asb Set, with Hungarian ash panels, consisting
of the same number of pieces as the above set,
only very much superior in style and finish ; price
we quote for this month will be 830, regular price
on this set Is *35, and wc positively will not sell
more than is ordered through the month of October, at this price. The next trade is No. 233,
wood top set of ten pieces, made in Birch and Maple, thoroughly well seasoned, and has piano polish finish, stained to Imitate old, rich mahogany.
This Is probably the handsomest set on our floors
We shall make It for this month,
at the price.
$40. The next will be a set similar to the above.
No. 236, only very much larger, with larger glass
and more carving, which will be shown by the
photograph, and we are going to make the price
Our next bargain in chambcr sets Is No.
$52.
126, solid black walnut, with best Italian marble tops, ten pieces complete, beveled mirror, French burl panels. This set we
shall sell through this month for $40. The five
sets, as described above, are prime goods for the
money, and we can assure every person Interested
In bouse furnishing tbat they have never been ofered In this market or in any other market at any
such prices as we are quoting, and we want to say
for them that we will pack and deliver to any
depot in the New England States, prepaying the
freight on them ; and sell them at the above prices
for cash or quarter of the amount down and the
balance 85 per month. These are sets that should
please most any one who wishes to furnisli with
medium priced goods.
Of course we have lower priced goods and
higher priced goods. For instance, we can send
you photographs of cherry sets with best Italian
marble tops from $40 up to $200 ; and walnut sets
with marble tops from $37.50 to $250) ash sets
all prices ; mahogany sets at all prices ; but we
have mentioned those Bve sets and given the nuni
bers as being the best trades that we have to offer
In chamber furniture, and we say again that It
will pay any person In quest of a chamber set to
write for photographs or come and see thes·
goods even if they do not want to use the set for
three months to come.
Plain excelsior, wool top, husk and curled hair
mattresses at all prices ; slat springs, woven vtire
springs, Defiance springs, Bushnell springs, and
all kinds of spring beds known to the trade, at the
lowest possible prices. All orders through the mall
promptly attended to, and every letter answered
on the day It is received.

ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

PORTLAND, ME.

dtf

By L. FOSTER MORSE,
AVCTIVKEER,

Office, 56 Warren street,

Telephone 453f.
SALE

Boston-

AUCTION
OF

A

—

FULL-EQUIPPED

Woollen Mill &
IN

Open Every Evening.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

β. A. Atkinson & Co.

10-SETT

Mill,
Shoddy
ORDER,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, MANAGER.

dtf

oct8

MASON'S

RUNNING
Being the well-known

DERRY MILLS New England
COFF'S
FALLS,

City of Manchester, New
Will be sold

on

AT

13

Hampshire.

the premises,

October

Thursday,

on

28th,

O'CLOCK

The property consists of about 8 acfes of land,
3 Mills, 8 Storehouses, 2 Waste and Oil Houses,
9 Dwelling houses and blocks containJug 2δ tenements.
Mill No. 1 is two stories, wood ; power, one Risdon Wheel, 48-inch ; 2 setts 48 inch 1 lavis & Furber Cards.
Mill No. 2, S stories, wood, with ells; power, one
Leffeli Wheel, 60-inch ; 7 setts Davis A Furher
cards, 40 inch, one sett 48-inch ; brick boilerhouse, 2 Swaepscott Boilers, Brick Picker aud
Dye House.
Mill No. 3,3 stories, wood; Brick Picker and
Boiler House; power, one 48-inch Whitney Wheel.
All the n.lwjve are fully equipped.
The Stockholders having voted to dis Dose of the
property, and as the Mills have full organization,
with orders ahead for Its product, this sale should
commaud the attention of parties interested in
Mill Property. Ample water power to run the
Mills. Purchaser to take the new material and
stock In process of manufacturing at an appraisal.
85,000 to be paid at sale ; balance, cash on passage
of deeds on or before Nov. 27th. By special arrangement the express train leaving the Boston &
Lowell Depot at 9.30 a. m. day of sale will stop
Per order of
at Goff's Falls.

SAMUEL JOHNSON.
for the Stockholders of the Derry Mills.
Accnt
B
octl5.1G,18,20,22,25

CJÎEÎHI1ΊΜ
—

sep7-8

Owner leaving the
SALE
country will
sacrifice for $400, Boarding and
Lodging
House In flourishing city near Boston ;
furnished
complete, and paying $200 per month clear, year
low
rent
full
;
; good location ; never
round ; always
changed hands ; Investigate. Address J. W. FKRGURoON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
13-12
—

Prepaid

Chamber Furniture.

~

~

nalk—Or

lease, grain mill, with trade
of «70,000 pel year; buildings,
Fur
machinery,
eneine, boiler, etc.. all good; power and

dtf

in

Gor. Pearl and Middle Streets,

oc7

lish

one

Freight

488 & 490 CONGRESS ST.

FOR

J. P.

—

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

—

FOR

Deering St.

ON

On

D.A„,

SALE—In Eastern part of the city a
1V4 story cottage containing 7 rooms, cemented cellar and furnace ; fruit trees and grape
vines; lot 5oxGO. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR,
Centennial Block.
15-1

lo-l

TECHNICON

SPECIAL

Um«ia

enade, occupied by the late William T. Small.
The house is new and in thorough repair and contains all modern conveniences. Its situation is
unsurpassed by any in the city. For price and
terms inquire at the house, ISABEL II. SMALL.
15 4

handsome.

Fixtures in Store 181 Middle Street,

GOLD WATCHKS. If yoi
are to buy soon it would
pay you to call early
A large stock of Silver Watches always on hand
at prices to suit the times. Finger Kings a spec
laity. Call and see mv prices in the big shov
window of my new store, 177 MIDDLE STREET
near the P. O.
C. H. LAMSON.
OCtSdSw

HA I.S>

LECTURES

PARLOR

X

8ALE-A

WYMAN,

call and hear the matchless tones of thes
beautiful instruments.

BITI FOB
a house in
Portland or
on R. R.
175 cares
land well divided in
and
cut 50 ton
this year ; 3 miles from two
mile from R. R.
Post
Office and
building all right; 25 miles
from Portland. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle
street.
15-1
Finn

will begin the sessions for the year on
MONDAY EVENING, OCT. 18TH, at half past
o'clock. Classes will be formed in Arithmetic, Beading and Spelling, Penmanship, GeogS. History, Book-keeping and Singing.
raphy, TJ. will
be granted the Reading Room,
Scholars
Amusement Room and Gymnasium of the Instiof Portland llfteen years of
resident
tution. Any
age, or over, may be admitted to the School for
one year, on presentation of a recommendation
from a responsible citizen, and the payment of one
dollar. Blank forms for recommendation may be
obtained on application to the janitor at the rooms,
octl3-3w
No. 4 Free Street Block.
seven

can-

TO

LET—Two

So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

& CO.,

Will receive pupils in

salary,

LET—Pianos both npright and square to
let ; also a fine Chickenng Piano but little
used: for sale at a bargain by C. Κ. IIAWES,
15-1
431 Congress St.

TO gress St., and good

octl4

IN A SUPERIOR MANNER.
CHARGES MODERAI Ε

MISS EMMA S. WYMM

—

working housekeeper for a widower
or in a small family.
Apply at 228Mi Middle St.,
Relia·
my Employment Office. MRS PALMER.
i2-l
at
this
office.
furnished
ble help
an as

as housekeeper, by a
lady of experience in household affairs : references if required. Address R., BOX 96, Me9-2
chanic Falls Me.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

CHINA FIRED
FOR AMATEURS.

Ε DUC ATI ON AI

And
do

to

given.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

ntlon and Piles. The smallest and easiest to take.
)nly one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Vegetable. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by mail for $1.00.
CARTER MEDICINE CO., fWrs, Now York.
β
Sold by all Druggists.

14-1

Congress

ou

I'lease

Dyspepsia,

"Opera" Boots, stylish,
fitting, at BROWN'S, 421

French Kid

LADIES'
dressy, perfect
St.

Thursday Evening, October 14tli,

BURDETTORGANS.

Cured by
these Little Pills.
They also relieve Dis-

|'Prwi»TOl'g

LADIES'

re-

SICK HEADACHQ PIANOS !
,

French Kid Boots in all the leading
styles, made by A. (iarslde & Son. can be
foui.d only at BROWN'S, 421 CongressSt. 14-1

—

d&wlynrm

pA

14-1

a

100 Doses One Dollar.

apl

Congress

ADIES Dn..., of All Si,lr»-We have
on hand the largest line of Print Wrappers to
be found in Portland, from 40 cents up to $5.00.
An Indigo NavyJBlue which we warrant to be fast
colors and made up in the best possible style, Perfectly Fast, an All Wool Flannel Suit, the best
made in Boston which we sell for îi>.00. It can't
11-1
be beat. h. D. STROUT.

on

FOB SALE.

peculiar medicine. It is carefully prepared
Sarsaparilla, Dandelion. Mandrake, Dock.
Pipsissewa, Juniper Berries, and other wellknown and valuable vegetable remedies, by a

ΛΙ,Ι.Κ.\
dtf

can

owner

ably. Enquire

a

BROWN'S,

0111

LET—Two

Is

C!. ».

French Kid Boots,

Last Spring we offered for sale 100 dozen
143 PEARL STREET.
15-1
dtf
Embroidered Back 5-Button Kid Gloves at 60 cts., 171 Neal street. E. R. PIERCE.
jan24
the road leading from Yarmouth
for
and hundreds of Ladies have since been waiting
have the
sliawl. The
to Gray,
FOUND—Ο11
THE EVENING SCHOOL
A. "W. NOYES, Falmouth, and
calling
our new importation. These are now received and it payingbyfor
12-1
this advertisement.
OF THE
will be for the interest of every one to call who wishevening Shepherd pup, black
Five dollars
and
feet.
FRATERNITY
breast
with
tan
PORTLAND
LOST—Sunday
es to buy for 69 cents a pair of Long Wristed Cloves ward will be paid the party that leaves him at
Will be formally opened
6-2
THIS
OFFICE.
which will wear as well as any $1 Kid Clove.
same

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O. R.UI,«V.
marl4

-'Common Sense"
ΛΑ to D, at
LADIES'
sizes 2Va to 10, widths
St. Come and be fitted.
421

one

a

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.
iaetioueers and Commission Merfhanls

I'l l

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

square rooms, neatly
TOfurnished,thewitfi good
ample closet room, hot and
floor. Will be let

from

14-1

by provint! property and paying charges.
ALVJNTLCMMKlt. Searboru. Me.

same

one

cold water

Hood's Sarsaparilla

lor

Into ray enclosure October
The owner can have the

a

long haired
stolen,
J.
white Persian Cat,
eye blue. A liberal
Ladies' LOST—Strayed
reward will be paid to any
returning her to
or

BROWN,

of Gold Boot.

NOTICE.—Came
horse.
14th,

LOST AND FOUND.

DEATHS
In this city, Oct. 16, Miss Lucy Α., daughter of
the late Spencer Bryant, aged 75 years.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
from her late residence. No. 141 Oxford street.
In Cumberland Mills, Oct. 17, Henry Clinton
Maxwell, oldest son of C. R. and M. A. Maxwell,
aged 37 years 8 months 10 days.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, at
her father's residence, Deer Hill. Cumberland
Mills.
in Southport, Oct. 3, William Orne, aged 89
years 10 months.
In Wiscasset, Oct. 3, Fannie A. Norton, aged
40 years 9 months.

Sign

at

—

House.

<an

suits

blue

12.60, to r.during the past
turn and get S2.60, as we are now selling them at
$10, and are going to use them as we would like

to know

HENRY EVANS.

CHAS. T. EVANS,

C. C. MILLETT,

thousand dollars at five per
cent, for Ave years on real estate In Portland. Gilt Edge security. For further particulars enquire of O. D. RICE, 251 Commercial St.
12-tf

Boots

French Kid

"Boyd·' Ifound only
LADIES'line
tender, troublesome feet canbeShoe
Dealer.
the

WANTED.—A

Comprising all the latest and most desirable Fabrics in Plain and Fancy Dress
floods and Novelties, with 1'iiuimings to match : Hosiery, Gloves and Underwear.
Also a full line of Domestics. Everything in this stock is entirely new and firstclass in every particular.
We cordially Invite all our old friends and the public generally to call and examine orie of the finest selected stocks ever shown in this market.

ers

of cast off

vessel to take the machinery
for a saw, grist and shingle mill to Florida.
Any point on the St. John river will answer. Call
13-1
on L, TAYLOR, 385 Congress street.

In Calais, Oct. 14, by Rev. A. J. Padelford,
Frank S. Corey of Portland and Miss Mary D.,
daughter of Geo. G. King, Esq., of Calais.
In Nobleboro, Oct. 5. Frank S. Murphy and
Winnefred S. Haines.
In Palermo, Oct. 2, I. C. RolPns of Albion and
Miss Fostena A. Catland of Palermo.
In Biddeford, Oct. 6, Fred L. Means and Miss
Linnie B. Emery.

Ε

WARDS
4 5 8

buy «1,000 worth

We will open for business

MARRIAGES.

SV«

1

WANTED—Customers

WANTED-One

mere

Rate.

:

Diseases.
Accidental

WANTED—A

active reliable man to whom
an unusual opportunity will be offered by
one of the large corporations of the State. Address
Α. Β., P. O. BOX 1036, Brunswick, Maine. 15-1

ter. We claim that this is the cheapest and
best gas-makiog process of the century.
R. H. Rose, Gen'l Manager.

the standard family medicine. Do not be induced
to buy other preparations.
Be sure to get the
Peculiar Medicine. It is sold by all druggists,
$1 ; six for $5. Prepared only by C. I. HOOD& CO.,
Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

causes

MECHANIC

VV to 36 inches
101
FOSTER & BKOWN, Saecarappa Maine.
wide-awake young man to
travel out west for a Portland manufacturing concern. Experience preferred. P.Address,
O. Box
giving age, experience and references,
16-1
739.
for 100 Eclectic's
75 cts.
Waterproof Circulars. All Ο. K., atfor yourPerfectly watertight. Come and see them !'>-!
STROUT'S.
self at 75 cts., at L. I>.

WANTED-Xo

No. 517 Congress and 7 Gasco Streets,

flia /mmnonir'o nhor

Now to the Rescue.

The whole number of deaths in the city for
week was 10, from the following
last

& co.

Having Leased the New Store

The Haine Water Gas Company was chartered and "commenced doing business July
7th, 1886, and is consequently about three
months old. Within this remarkably short
space of time astonishing results have been
attained in the way of proving the original
claims of the projectors. The successful
lighting of Greenwood Garden Opera House
on Peaks' Island and the Ottawa House office
and veranda has been described at length in
these columns. The art store of J. T. Stubbs,
Esq., 503 Congress street, where the apparatus was originally displayed, has been continuously lighted since May last, and to say
that it is the most thoroughly lighted store
in Portland is not over estimating public
opinion,fir thousands have so pronounced
it. So highly pleased was Mr. Gibson, the
enterprising manager of the Ottawa House,
with its operation that measurements were
taken and plans arranged for piping the
entire house for this gas next season, on the
very day of the lamentable destruction of
this famous hotel by fire. The same apparatus used at the Ottawa was transferred
to the restaurant of Timmons & Hawcg
on
Market Square
during September,
not being large enough for the increased
number of lights desired for the hotel. The
brilliantly lighted offices of the company at
53 Exolmugo street displays Its adaptability
to office and residence purposes. During the
past month the manager has been in Philadelphia experimenting with apparatus for
heating and cooking purposes and also for
its adaptability to use in gas engines, with
the most gratifying results. The expert having charge of the experiments with various
styles of heating and cooking stoves testifies
that every effect of coal gas in heat and radi"

home, Such has become its popularity in
ell, Mass., where it is made, that wholo neighborLowell
hoods are taking it at the same time.

The Death

MiLLEn,Ivans

ESTABLISHED

SUCCESS.

vention :
A. G. Dewey, W. S. Corey, H. W. Shaylor,
F. D. Winslow, Geo. F. French, C. A. Woodbury, F. W. Fogg, H. S. Melcher, A. B. Merrill, Alex. Menish, Geo. L. Kimball, H. H.
Nevens, 15. K. Cook, Dr. W. R. Evans, Η. Γ.
Winter, V. R. Foss, H. H. Burgess, F. W.
McKenney, T. C. Lewis, Chas. Dunn, Jr., C.
M. Bailey, C. F. Johnson, A. B. Hall, E. R.
Payson, A. F. Cox.

To the Editor of the Press :
Portland has done nothing for Charleston.
It can now better afford to do liberally for
suffering Eastport in this time of its calamity. We know by a bitter experience how to
sympathize with this now stricken town,
and it is to be hoped that our citizens generally will respond promptly; and let our
churches hand round their contribution
boxes that the mites as well as the dollars
may be thrown in and all have an opportunity to give according to their ability.
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EXPRESSAGE

Ladles' and gents' garments cleansed or colored
Blankets cleansed and
without being ripped.
cleansed or coloied.
made soft as new. Kid
Hats and bonnets bleached or colored and pressed
In the latest styles. Feathers dyed, cleansed and
curled. Carpets cleansed. Mattresses cleansed
and made over.
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